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BOARD OF REGENTS 
OFFICERS 
DUDLEY K. WOODWARD, Jn., Chairman 
DAVI!> M. WARREN, Vice-Chairman 
RF.TTY ANNE THEDFORD, Secretary 
MEMBERS 
Terms Expire January, 1947 
W. Sco'!"r SCHREINER ... .. . 
ORVILLE BULLINGTON ..... .... . 
W. H. SCHERER ....... . 
Terms Expire January, 1949 
D. F. STRICKLAND ... ..... ............. .............. ................. . . 
.. Kerrville 
. ... Wichita Falls 
. .. Houston 
... ... Mission 
DUDLEY K. WOODWARD, JR .. ..... ............ . . ..... ............... .................. Dallas 
DAVID M. WARREN ... ..... ..... - .. ... . . . ....... Panhandle 
Terms Expire January, 1951 
C. 0. TERRELL .. ........ -··-··-·········-··-··-···--······ ··--······--· ·------·-······--····: .... .......... Fort Worth 
E. E. KIRKPATRICK ... ------·····-··--·-·-··--··········-·· ···· ······ ···· ·--·········-·-·-·--······--····Brownwood 
EDWARD B. Tur.KER ··--·· ····-····-·--·-·· ···· ···-·-··-·············· · ................ Nacogdoches 
ST ANDING COMMITTEES 
ATHLETICS: Kirkpatrick, Schreiner, Warren. 
AUDITING: Scherer, Schreiner, Warren. 
BUDGET : Strickland, Tucker, Kirkpatrick. 
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS: Tucker, Kirkpatrick, Bullington. 
COLLEGE OF MINES AND METALLURGY: Schreiner, Tucker, Warren. 
COMPLAINTS AND GRIEVANCES: Warren, Strickland, Schere-r. 
EXECUTIVE: Woodward, Strickland, Tucker. 
FINANCE: Scherer, Schreiner, Warren. 
LAND : Bullington, Warren, Woodward. 
LEGISLA TIVE: Woodward, Bullington, Tucker. 
LIBRARY: Kirkpatrick, Warren, Tucker. 
McDONALD OBSERVATORY VISITING: Kirkpatrick, Schreiner, Woodward. 
MEDICAL AND DE NTAL BRANCHES: Terrell, Bullington, Scherer. 
MusEUM: Bullington, Tucker, Kirkpatrick. 
PUBLIC AND STUDENT RELATIONS: Terrell , Tucker, Strickland. 
BoARD FOR LEASE OF UNIVERSITY LANDS: W. Scott Schreiner (Chairman) , 
C. 0. Terrell, Bascom Giles, \.ommissioner o.f the General Land Office 
(ex officio). 
CALENDAR OF THE MAIN UNIVERSITY 
LONG ~ESSION OF 1946-1947 
First Semester 
SEPTEMBER 16-21, MONDAY-SATURDAY 1 P.M. Registration. 
SEPTEMBER 16, MONDAY. Freshman convocations begin. 
SEPTEMBER 23, MONDAY. First-semester classes begin. 
SEPTEMBER 25, WEDNESDAY. Advanced standing and postponed examinations 
and re-examinations, except postponed examinations in applied music. 
Petitions must be in the Registrar's office not later than September 17. 
SEPTEMBER 28, SATURDAY. Last day for adding first-semester courses. 
SEPTEMBER 28, SATURDAY. Postponed examinatiuns in applied music. Petitions 
must be in the Registrar's office not later than September 21. 
NOVEMBER 28-30, THURSDAY-SATURDAY. Thanksgiving holidays. 
Dr.cEMBER 5-12, THURSDAY-THURSDAY. Advanced standing and postponed 
examinations and re-examinations. Petitions must be in the Registrar's 
office not later than November 27. 
DECEMBER 17, TUESDAY. Pre-registration seclionizing. 
DECEMBER 21, SATURDAY. Christmas recess begins at l P.M. 
JANUARY 3, FRIDAY. Classes resumed. 
JANUARY 20·-·29, MONDAY-WEDNESDAY. First-semester final examinations. 
Second Semester 
FEBRUAllY 1, SATUlllJAY. Registration of students not in the first semester. 
FEBRUARY 1, SATURDAY. Last day for a first·semester student to pay second-
semester fees. 
FEBRUARY 3, MONDAY. Second-semester classes begin. 
FEBRUARY 8, SATURIJAY. Last day for adding courses. 
FEBRUARY 8, SATUllDAY. Last day a student not in first semester may reg-
ister in second semester. 
FEBRUARY 17, MONDAY. Postponed examinations. Petitions must be in the 
Registrar's office not later than February 10. 
MARCH 28--29, FRllJAY- SATURDAY. Annual Round-Up and Texas Relays. 
APllIL 1, TUESDAY. La~t day for presenting final copy of doctor's thesis, un-
bound, to supervisor and committee. 
APRIL 4-7, FRIDAY-MONIJAY. Spring vacation. 
APRIL 8--15, TuESUAY-TUESDAY. Advanced standing and postponed examina-
tions and re-examinations. Petitions must be in the Registrar's office not 
later than March 29. 
MAY 1, THURSDAY. Last day for presenting final copy of doctor's thesis, ap-
proved by committee and bound, to the Dean. 
MAY 1, THURSDAY. Last day for making application for degree. 
MAY 2-3, FRIDAY-SATURDAY. University Interscholastic League Meet. 
MAY 6, TuESIJAY. Last day for presenting to the supervisor final copy of 
master's thesis. 
MAY 13, TUESDAY. Last <lay for presenting final copy of master's thesis, 
approved by supervisor, to committee. 
MAY 19-30, MONDAY-FRIDAY. Second-semester final examinations in the 
School of Law. 
MAY 20, TUESDAY Noon. Last day for presenting final copy of master's thesis, 
approved by committee, to the Dean. 
MAY 21-30, WEDNESDAY-FRIDAY. Second-semester final examinations except in 
the School of Law. 
JUNE 1, SUNDAY. Commencement Sunday. 
JuNF: £, MONDAY. Commencement Day. 
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SUMMER SESSION OF 1947 
JUNE 3, TUESDAY. Orientation programs. 
JUNE 4, WEDNESDAY. Registration for the first term. 
JUNE 5, THURSDAY. Classes begin. 
JuLY 16-18, WEDNESDAY-FRIDAY. Final examinations for the first term. 
JULY 19, SATURDAY. Registration for the second term. 
JuLY 21, MO NDAY. Classes begin. 
AUGUST 27-29, WEDNESDAY-FRIDAY. Final examinations for the second term. 
AUGUST 31, SUNDAY. Commencement. 
FACULTY AND OTHER STAFF MEMBERS OF THE 
MAIN UNIVERSITY AND OF THE 
EXTRAMURAL DIVISIONS 
DEANS OF COLLEGES .AND SCHOOLS 
For residence addresses and telephone numbers, see the following pages. 
Arts and Sciences : Hanson Tufts Parlin, Main B. 113 (9171-208). 
Business Administration: James Anderson Fitzgerald, W. H. 119 (9171-262). 
Education: Benjamin Floyd Pittenger, S. H. 115 (9171-203). 
Engineering: Willis Raymond Woolrich, Eng. B. 167 (9171-272). 
Fine Arts: E. William Doty, Mus. B. 111 (9171-202). 
Graduate School: Albert Perley Brogan, Main B. 121 (9171-314). 
Law: Charles Tilford McCormick, Law B. 202 (9171-280) . 
Pharmacy: William Francis Gidley, C. B. 11 (9171-368) . 
CHAIRMEN OF DEPARTMENTS 
For residence addresses and telephone numbers, see the following pages. 
Aeronautical Engineering: Milton John Thompson, Eng. B. 135 (9171-232). 
Anthropology: J. Gilbert McAllister, W. H. 221 (9171-267). 
Applied Mathematics and Astronomy: Clark Milton Cleveland, J.B. 209 (9171-
353) . 
Architecture: Hugh Lyon McMath, A. B. 302 (9171- 381). 
Art: Boyer Gonzales, Jr., 0. L. B. 101 (9171-309). 
Bible (Association of Religious Teachers): William Carlos Raines, University 
Baptist Church (88559). 
Botany and Bacteriology : Oscar Brown Williams, B. L. 222 ( 9171- 397). 
Ceramic Engineering: Forrest Kizer Pence, Ch. E. B. 310A (9171-367). 
Chemical Engineering: Kenneth Albert Kobe, Ch. E. B. 211B (9171-B78) . 
Chemistry: RohLin Colyer Andtrson, C. B. 138 (9171-350). 
Civil Engineering: Phil Moss Ferguson, Eng. B. 213 (9171-279). 
Classical Languages: Harry Joshua Leon, Main B. 2705 (9171-228). 
Curriculum and Instruction: James Greenleaf Umstattd, S. H. 217 (9171- 334) . 
Drama: Ben Iden Payne, M. L. B. 208 (9171- 218) . 
Drawing: Walter Hiram McNeill, Eng. B. 305 (9171- 383). 
Economics: Edward Everett Hale, G. H. 318 (9171-313) . 
Educational Administration: Clyde C. Colvert, S. H. 113A (9171-233). 
Educational Psychology: Clarence Truman Gray, S. H. 305 (9171-204). 
Electrical Engineering: Burns Newman Gafford, Eng. B. 151 (9171-278). 
English: Martin Michael Crow, Main B. 1801 (9171- 326 or 398). 
Geology: Arthur Harwood Deen, G. B. 307 (9171-287). 
Germanic Languages : Cecil V. Pollard, M. L. B. 401A (9171- 327) . 
Government : Oliver Douglas Weeks, G. H. 16 (9171- 317). 
History: Milton Rietow Gutsch, G. H. 109 (9171- 311 ). 
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Hist<>ry and Philos<>phy <>! Education: Charles Flinn Arrowood, S. H. 225 
(9171-263). 
Home Ec<>n<>mics: Lucy Rathbone, H. E. B. 113 (9171-242). 
Journalism: Paul Jennings Thompson, J. B. 104 (22473). 
Mechanical Engineering: Byron Elliott Short, Eng. B. 161 (9171-275). 
Music: E. William Doty, Mus. B. 111 (9171-202). 
Naval Science and Tactics: Henry Young McCown , I ittlefield Home (26244). 
Petroleum Engineering: Harry Harrison Power, P. E. B. 211B (9171-274). 
Philosophy: George Vincent Gentry, G. H. 210 (9171-316). 
Physical and Health Education: David Kingsley Brace, S. H. lJS (9171-238). 
Phrsics: Malcolm Young Colby, Physics B. 12~ (9171-362). 
Psychology: Lloyd Alexander Jeffress, S. H. 315 (9171-248). 
Pure Mathematics: Hyman Joseph Ettlinger, W. H. 13 (9171-269). 
Romance Languages: Aaron Schaffer, M. L. B. 309 (9171-327). 
Slavonic Languages: Eduard Micek, W. H. 114. 
S<>ciology: Warner En&ign Gettys, G. H. 214 (9171-312). 
Speech: Thomas Andrew Rousse, Main B. 2504 (9171-26,4). 
Zoology and Physiology: Dana Brackenridge Casteel, B. L. 307 (9171-357). 
Physical Training f<>r Men: Leo Theodore Bellmont (Director), G. G. 107 
(9171-341). 
Physical Training f<>r Women: Anna Hiss (Director), W. G. 105 (9171-254). 
STAFF MEMBERS 
An asterisk precedes the names of men or women with wives or husbands living. 
A. B. indicates the Architecture Bulldingi B. L.1 the Biological Laboratory; Ch. E. B., the 
Chemical Engineering -Building; C. B., the Chemistry Building; Eng. B., the Enttineering Build· 
ing; G. H., Garrison Hatl; G. B.. the Geology Building; G. G., Gregory Gymnasium; H. E. B., 
the Home Economics Building; J. B., the Journalism Building; K. M. A. , Kinso}ving Music 
Annex; Law B., the Law Building ; Main B., the Main Building; M. L. B. , the Modern Language 
Building; Mus. Annex, Music Annex ; Mus. B .. the Music Building; 0. L. B., the Old Library 
Building; P. E. B., the Petroleum Engineerin,; Building; Physics B., the Physics Building; Power 
B., the Power Building; ·Press B., the Press Build ing; S. H. , Sutton Hall; Union B., the Union 
Building; W. H. , Waggener Hall ; W. G., the Women's Gymnasium; Museum, Texas Memorial 
Museum. 
Telephone numbers are in parentheses; in the case of University ) telephone numbers,. the 
numbers 9171-213 mean dial 9171 and then call 213. 
Instructors in Bible Chairs, though not employed by the University, are included for C0"1· 
venience. 
Abat, Mary Lee, B.A., Tutor in Romance Languages. 
2800 San Pedro (81278) ; Main B. 1503. 
•Abel, Mrs. V ema May Kelly, B.S. in H.E., Assistant t<> the Resident Busi· 
ness Direct<>r, Littlefield Dormit<>ry. 
1903 Kenwood (20169) ; Littlefield Dormitory (23153). 
Achorn, Siegried Louise, B.A., Tutor in Chemistry. 
2614 Salado (28656) ; C. B. 306A. 
Acton, Ellen Richardine,. M.A., Tutor in English. 
Littlefield Dormitory (23153); Main B. 2001. 
*Adair, A. Garland, Curator (History), Texas Mem<>rial Museum. 
Absent on leave, First Semester, 802 Leonard, Austin, Texas; Second 
Semester, Museum (81066). 
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•Adams, Everett Leroi, M.S. in Ch.E., Superintendent of Laboratories and 
Equipment, Department of Chemical Engineering. 
5100 Avenue F (86145); Ch. E. B. 207 (9171-378). 
•Adams, Frederick Joseph, M.A., Ed.D., Professor of Educational Psychology. 
3105 West Ave. (5193); First Semester, S. H. 30]; Second Semester, 
S. H. 307 (9171-204). 
Adams, Joy Anna, M.B.A., Instructor in Business Administration. 
Star Route B, Box 101 (84004); W. H. 105. 
*Adams, .Robert MacColl, B.S., Instructor in Pure Mathematics. 
4808 Duval (86124) ; W. H. 19. 
*Adkins; Gale R., M.Ed., Instructor in Speech; Assistant Director, Radio House. 
2806 Nueces (9593) ; Radio House (86691) . 
*Adkins, Mrs. Mary Grace Muse, Ph.D., Instructor in English. 
6 Niles Rd. (27785); Main B. 2106. 
•Adrian, Shelton Conger, Carpenter and Cabinet Maker. 
409 E. Monroe (5234); Press B. (9171-295). 
*Agnew, Herman Adolph, Painter, General Repairs and Woodwork. 
1019 Ellingson (28894) ; Press B. 
Agnew, Kathryn Jean, B.B.A., Assistant Secretary, Department of Home Eco-
nomics. 
1807 Brazos (29636); H. E. B. 115 (9171-2:41). 
•Aikin, Mrs. Mel Ruth, LL.B., Bibliographer in the Law Library. 
202 E. 31 (21798); Law B. 205 (9171-280). 
Aitken, Webster, Guest Professor of Piano. 
2624 Rio Grande; Mus. B. 205A. 
•Aken, Mrs. LaMerle Graves, B.S., Office Assistant, University Residence Halls. 
310 LeGrande; 2610 Whitis (27133). 
• Akerland, Mrs. Ida Browne, Secretary, Office of the Dean of the College 
of Education. 
607B E. 21 (25661); S. H.115 (9171-203). 
*Albers, Carl Oarence, Ph.D., B.S. in Phar., Associate Professor of Phar-
macognosy. 
4715 Avenue G (25554) ; B. L. 408 (9171-369). 
Albright, Susie Kathleen, M.A., B.S. in L.S., Business Administration Librarian. 
620 W. 30 (29414); Main B. 323 (9171-223) . 
• Alciatore, Jules Cesar, Ph.D., Instructor in Romance Languages. 
2101 Griswold Lane; M. L. B. 4-08 (9171-327). 
Alderson, Curtis Jackson, M.A., LL.B., Instructor in Physical and Health 
Educaticn. 
2319 Red River (83333); S. H. 105 (9171-238). 
*Aldridge, Lenden E., Shop Technician, Department of Physics and Military 
Physics Research Laboratory. 
407 E. 11; Physics B. 101 (9171-363). 
Alexander, Frances Laura, M.A., Instructor in English . 
1916 David; Main B. 2109. 
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Alexander, Harold Edwin, B.S., Tutor in Chemistry. 
1709 N. Congress; C. B. 3ll . 
*Alexander, Neil Kenton, B.B.A., Instructor in Acwunting. 
707 Graham Pl. (89402) ; W. H. 4-03. 
Allday, Thomas Elbert, C.P.A., Auditor·in-Charge, Auditing Oil and Gas 
Production. 
3104 Harris Park (27377) ; Land Office Bldg. (87585). 
Allen, Mrs. Corrie Walker, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Curriculum and 
Instruction; Sponsor of ]. L. Henderson Collections. 
1708 Mo-hie Dr. (26614) ; S. H. 21:> (9171-237). 
*Allen, Mr&. Eloise McCabe, M.A., Tutor in Bacteriology. 
ll06 Mission Ridge; B. L. 203 (9171-397). 
Allen, Frank Madis&n, B.B.A., Tutor in Business Administration. 
905 Shelley; W. H. 403. 
*Allen, Mrs. Mary Ellen, Clerk, Stenographic Bureau. 
1904 San Gabriel (87308) ; Main B. 2 (9171-307). 
Allen, Ruth Alice, Ph.D., Professor of Economics. 
1905 Forest Trail (24367) ; G. H. 320 (9171-313) . 
*Allen, Mrs. Sue Littlefield, B.B.A., Assistant Editor of Official Publications, 
Registrar's Office. 
1603 Enfield Rd. (83008); Main B. 1. (9171-200). 
*Allen, Theodore Lytton, Jr., B.S. in E.E., Chief Technician in Communica-
tions, Physical Plant. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 389A; Main B. 1901 (9171-389). 
*Allen, Warren Dwight, Ph.D., Guest Professor of Musicology. 
6ll4 Dallas Highway (80301); Mus. B. 206B (9171-339). 
Allen, Winnie, M.A., Archivist in the Library. 
3101 West Ave. (28782) ; Main B. 132 (9171-222). 
*Allison, Mrs. Ann Caswell, B.A., Assistant to the Dean of Women. 
1502 West Ave. (26679); Main B. 106M (9171-330). 
*Allison, Mrs. Frances fones, B.A., Filing Clerk, University Health Service. 
1404 Elton Lane (89464); B. Hall 117 (9171-321). 
Allred, John Caldwell, B.A., Tutor in Physics. 
604 W. 28 (9410) ; Physics B. 120. 
Altgelt, Minetta Ottilie, M.A., Tutor in Germanic Languages. 
2220 San Gabriel (24694) ; M. L. B. 406. 
Ami5, Mrs. Maurine Berzette, B.S., Tutor in Speech. 
1904 Rio Grande (9785); Main B. 2507 (9171-264). 
*Amsler, Robert Witt, M.A., Instructor in History. 
1012 Shelley (81948) ; B. Hall 326 (9171-315). 
Amstead, . Billy Howard, Instructor in Mechanical Engineering; Research 
Engineer, Defense Research Laboratory. 
4005 Avenue F (3307) ; 500 E. 24 (86612). 
Anderson, Do·ris Marie, B.B.A., Bookkeeper, Auditor's Office. 
1906 Oldham (6081); .Main B. 110 (9171-265). 
Staff Members 
Anderson, Irvin J., M.A,., Instructor in Geology. 
2105 Nueces (85248i; G. B. 213 (9171-285). 
Anderson, James Bedford, B.S. in C.E., Tutor in Civil Engineering. 
2307 Red River (22873) ; Eng. B. 402. 
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* Anderso·n, Lynn Foster, M.A., Research Assistant, Bureau of Municipal 
Research. 
407 E. 16 (28128); B. Hall 218 (9171-325) . 
Anderson, Mrs. Martha Hardy, M.A., Assistant to the Dean of Women. 
2209 Sh0>al Creek Blvd. (4192); Main B. 106M (9171-330). 
Anderson, Mary Lee, Secretary, Physical Training for Men. 
1206 Alta Vista (3407); G. G. 107 (9171-341). 
*Anderson, Richard Davis, B.A., Instructor in Pure Mathematics. 
3008 University Ave. (21766); W. H. 19 (9171- 269). 
*Anderson, Robbin Colyer, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry; Research 
Chemist, Defense Research Laboratory. 
1902 Nueces (6232) ; C. B. 138 (9171-350). 
*Antes, Leland Lewis, M.S. in E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engi-
ntering; Microscopy Specialist, Bureau of Engineering Research. 
700 E. 23% (82884); Eng. B. 107 (9171-342). 
Archer, Alice, Secretary, Business Office, and Ticket Manager, Intercollegiate 
Athletics. 
1603% Rio Grande (24869) ; G. G. 103 (3713). 
*Armstrong, Mrs. Louise Landis, M.A., B.S. in Ed., Assistant Professor of 
Home Economics. 
1505 Rainbow Bend (87747); H. E. B. 312 (9171-243) . 
*Arnold, Ge0>rge W., Jr., Draftsman, Electrical Engineering Research Labora-
tory. 
405 W. 7; Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
*Arrowood, Charles Flinn, Ph.D., D.Litt., Professor of the History and 
Philosophy of Education. 
2919 West Ave. (23268); S. H. 225 (9171-263). 
* Ashtcm, Harry, Chief Operator, The Little Campus Plant. 
1106 E. 2 (3921); The Little Campus (18th and Red River) (23042) . 
Ashworth, Mrs. Mae Beatrice, Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Public School 
Service. 
300 W. Johanna (86572); Extensicm Bldg. 103 (18th and Red River) 
(23406). 
*Ashworth, Mrs. Shirliereed Darwin, Secretary and General Clerk, Auditors. 
Office. 
1005 E. 43 (87776); Main B. 8 (9171-226). 
*Atwood, Elmer Bagby, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English. 
3208% Grandview; Main B. 1806 (9171-326). 
Austin, Avalee D., B.S. in H.E., Cafeteria Manager, University Commons. 
1709 Brazos (81041) ; Union B. (20833). 
*Ayer, Fred Carleton, Ph.D., Professor of Educational Administration. 
4 Enfield Rd. (24267) ; S. H. 116. (9171-205). 
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*Ayres, Clarence Edwin, Ph.D., Professor of Economics. 
1502 Murray Lane (95u2J ; G. H. 306 (9171-313). 
Ayres, Dorothy, B.A., M.B.A., Secretary to the Dean of the College of Business 
Administration. 
2900 Oakhurst (22594! ; W. H. 119 (9171-262). 
Baethe, Louis F. J., B.B.A., Instructor in Accounting. 
2307 San Antonio (29749); W. H. 214. 
Bahn, Walter W., Sounding Operator, Electrical Engineering Research 
Laboratory. 
ll03 E. l; Eng. B. 105 (9171- 240). 
*Bain, Mrs. Jane Ruble, Assistant Recorder, Registrar's Office. 
1801 Alameda Dr. (25954); Main B. 1 (9171-213). 
Baker, Lorena May, B.A., B.S. in L.S., Loan Librarian. 
2603 Wichita (4238); Main B. 220 (9171-223). 
*Baker, William Kaufman, ·M.A., Tutor in Zoology. 
1201 Enfield Rd. (89490) ; B. L. 313. 
*Bailey, Edward Weld&n, B.A., S.J.D., Professor of Law. 
901 W. 31 (3232); Law B. 214 (9171-284). 
*Bailey, Philip Sigmon, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of .Chemistry. 
2816 Rio Grande (3935); C. B. 238 (9171-372). 
*Baldwin, James Willis, Ph.D., Litt.D., Associate Professor of Curriculum 
and Instruction. 
1104 W. 22 (6314); S. H. 207 (9171-236J. 
*Ball, Washington Irving, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Educational Admin· 
istration, College of Education and Extension Teaching Bureau. 
608 W. 23 (24370) ; Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River). 
Ballin, Stuart G., M.S., Instructor in Chemistry. 
Box 1830, University Station; C. B. 242 (9171-372). 
Ballinger, Rex Edward, M.A., Tutor in· Romance Languages. 
1503 We5t Ave. (6903) ; M. L. B. 311 (9171-327). 
*Baltzer, Otto J., Ph.D., Research Physicist, Defense Research Laboratory. 
5312 Woodrow (28870); 500 E. 24 (86612). 
*Bandy, William Robert, B.A., LL.B., Assistant Professor of Business Ad· 
ministration. 
3705 Hollywood; W. H. 307 (9171-260). 
Banks, Katherine Ann, Secretary and Departmental Librarian, Department 
of Physics. 
3508 Duval (23555) ; Physic5 B. 401 (9171-363). 
*Bantel, Edward Christian Henry, C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering; As· 
sistant Dean Emeritus of the College of Engineering. 
2307 San Antonio (876ll); Eng. B. 177 (9171-279). 
*Barclay, Leland, M.S. in C.E., Associlite Professor of Civil Engineering. 
4ll E. 45 (20257) ; Eng. B. 211 (9171-279). 
*Barden, Charles Ray, B.A., M.S., Lecturer in Civil Engineering. 
1803 Vista Lane (24412) ; Eng. B. 213. 
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Barekman, Ita Louise, B.A., Editor of Official Publications, R egistrars Office. 
412 W. 32 (86285) ; Main B. 1 (9171-200). 
*Barker, Eugene Campbell, Ph.D;, LL.D., Professor of American History. 
2600 San Gabriel (6015) ; G. H. 114. 
*Barkley, Mrs. Oaudine Fergusson, Stenographer and General Clerk, Auditors 
Office. 
1914 Speedway (28088) ; Main B. 114 (9171-216) . 
. *Barkley, Douglas Ferguson, B.S., M.D., Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Special-
ist, University Health Service. 
1000 Lavaca (9489); B. Hall 116 (9171-322). 
*Barkley, Fred A., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Botany; Curator of the 
Herbarium. 
810 W. 32 (24725); B. L. 412 (9171-359). 
*Barlow, Thomas Edward, B.A., Assistant Professor of Physical Training for 
Men. 
1305 San Antonio (23545); G. G. 22 (9171-340) . 
*Barnes, Martin G., Messenger in the Library. 
904 W. 301h ; Main B. 205 (9171- 221). 
*Barnes, Virgil Everett, Ph.D., Geologist, Bureau of Economic Geology. 
207 E. 33 (29558) ; The Little Campus (18th and Red River) (23831). 
*Baronieo, Chase, B.A., M.Mus., Professor of Voice. 
2401 Bridle Path (82747) ; Mus. B. 206A (9171-339). 
Barrett, John Herbert, M.A., Instructor in Pure Mathematics. 
1804% Lavaca (82349) ; W. H. 13 (9171- 269). 
Barrett, Mary Lula, Assistant to the Director of the Package Loan Library 
Bureau. 
906 W. 23 (23806); Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23405). 
Barron, Marydean Walden, B.S. in H.E., Assistant R ecorder, Registrar's 
Office. 
1809 Colorado (83823); Main B. 1 (9171-213). 
*Bartlett, Luis Hamilton, Ph.D., M.S. in Ch.E., Lecturer in Mechanical 
Engineering. 
Bvx ·3127, Houston, Texas. 
*Barton, Ambrose Donald, M.A., Instructor in Chemistry. 
710 W. 24; C. B. 210. 
*Barton, Charlie Arlevia, B.A., Draftsman, Military Physics Research Lab-
oratory. 
4101 Sinclair (85103); Physics B. 104 (9171-361). 
*Barton, Millard Vernon, Ph.D., M.S. in C.E., Professor of Aeronautical 
Engineering; Research Engineer, Defense Research Laboratory. 
3204 Meredith (84233); Eng. B. 133 (9171-232). 
*Barton, Mr&. Roberta D., M.A., Tutor in English. 
3204 Hemphill Park (89514) ; Main B. 2107. 
*Basford, Oliver Lloyd, M.A., Tutor in Physics. 
1902 Nueces (25021); Physics B. 120 (9171- 363). 
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*Bassler, J\1rs. Elizabeth l\.larie Haase, B.A., Tutor in Classical Languages. 
507 E. 46 (29502) ; J\1ain B. 2606. 
Batchelder, Paul l\Iason, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Pure Mathematics. 
910 W. 22 (3688) ; W. H. 7 (9171-269) . 
Batdorf, Franklin P ierce, Ph.D., B.S. in Ed., Instructor in English. 
2202 lillueces (87728! ; :\lain B. 2007 (9171-326). 
*Bateman, Mrs. Jes$ie W., i\l.S., Instructor in Hom e Economics; Coordinator 
of Home Economics, Austin Public Schools. 
401 W. 42 (28822J; H. E. B. 123 (9lil-241 ) . 
Battle, William James, Ph.D., D. C.L., LLD., Professor of Classical Languages. 
607 W. 32 (87522); !\Iain B. 2701 (9171- 228!. 
Beal, Mrs. Elithe Hamilton, !\I.A., Script Editor, Radio House. 
Absent on leave, 2217 San Gabriel, Austin, Texas. 
*Beardsley, Mrs. Bernice Maxine Cowsar, M.Ed., Secretary and Supervisor 
of Building, Physical Training for Women. 
911 W. 21 (6139); W. G. 103 (9171- 254). 
Beaty, Frederick Lee, B.A., Tutor in English. 
4210 Avenue B (9062) ; J\1ain B. 2407. 
*Beck, Mrs. Jane, Program Director, Texas Union. 
2017 Red River (86408) ; Union B. 201 (80803). 
*Bedichek, Roy, l\1.A., Director, Bureau of Public School Service. 
Absent on leave, First Semester, 801 E. 23, Austin, Texas; Second Se-
mester, Extension Bldg. 103 (18th and Red River) (23406). 
*Begeman, Myron Louis, B.A., B.l\l.E., i\l.S., Professor of Mechanical Engi-
neering ; Superintendent of Mechanical Engineering Shops; Research 
Engineer, ·Defen.<e Research Laboratory. 
1905 Meadowbrook Dr. (26761); Eng. B. 150 (9171-276) . 
Begg, Edleen, M.A., Instructor in English. 
1906 Pearl (5465 ) ; Main B. 2006. 
*Belfrey, William Gordon, B.A.Sc., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering. 
North Main, Elgin, Texas (146]) ; Eng. B. 132. 
*Belknap, Ivan Carl, M.A., Instructor in Sociology. 
1301 Meriden Lane (3198); G. H. 220 (9171-312). 
Bell , Margaret Jane, Secretary, Defense Research Laboratory. 
3307 Liberty (28052); 500 E. 24 (86612). 
*Bell, Robert E., B.S., Sounding Operator, Electrical Engineering Research 
Laboratory. 
Elgin, Texas; Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
*Bellmont, Leo Theodore, LLB., Professor and Director of Physical Training 
for Men. 
810 W. 31 (28306); G. G. 107 (9171- 341). 
*Bennett, Alvin Lowell, M.A., Instructor in English. 
2905 French PL (28714); Main B. 1908 (9171-326). 
Bennett, Edgar Frederic, M.A., Instructor in English. 
2827 San Gabriel (24021) ; Main B. 2301. 
Staff Members 
Bennetts, Shirley C., B.S., Instructor in Physical Training for Women. 
710 W. 24 (29151) ; W. G. 118 (9171- 253). 
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*Benson, Leonard R., B. A., B.S. in M.E., Assistant Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering. 
3111 Tom Green (29015); Eng. B. 209 (9171-275). 
Benson, Nettie Lee, M.A., Latin-American Librarian. 
209 E. 31 (24042) ; Main B. 316. 
*Benson, William LaFayette, Mechanician, Departm ent of Chemical Engi-_ 
neering . 
. 3404 Webberville Rd. (29833) : Ch. E. B. 105 (9171-376 ) . 
Bergman, Patricia Webb, B.A., Tutor in Psychology. 
2412 Wichita (25108) ; S. H. 313 (9171-248). 
*Bergson, Ahram, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics. 
Ab$cnt on leave, 116 Irvington Street S.W., Washington, D.C. 
·:· Rezant, Mr$-. Rozelle King, B.S. in l!.E. , Assistant Information Clerk, Reg-
istrar's Office. 
1207 Riverside Dr. (21866) ; Main B. 1 (9171- 213) . 
*Bible, Dana Xenophon, B.A ., Athletic Director and Head Football Coach. 
2304 Woodlawn (6261); G. G. 106 (27991). 
*Biesele, Rudolph Leopo.Jd, Ph.D., Professor of History. 
2308 Bridle Path (23944); G. H. 118 (9171-315). 
*Bilbrough, Mrs. Irene Dezendorf, M.A., Supervisor of Records, Registrar's 
Office. 
908 W. 26 (81016): Main B. 1 (9171- 215). 
*Bing, R. H., Ph.D., Assistant Pmfessor of Pure Mathematics. 
1008 W. 22; W. H. 15. 
*Bintliff, Charles Victor, B.S., M.D., Physician for Men, University Health 
Service. 
605 W. 14 (27974) ; B. Hall 127 (9171-328) . 
*Bishop, Mrs. Nan Alice, Bookkeeper in the Library. 
2502( Longview; Main B. 129 (9171- 220). 
Black, Hermon M., B.S. in Ed. , Manager, Students' Clipping Bureau; Mailmg 
Supervisor, University News and Information Service. 
2505 Seton Ave. (81785) ; ]. B. 310 (27289). 
*Black, Hulon Witherspoon, B.A., M.B.A., Director of the University De-
velopment Board. 
3005 Bowman Rd. (82351); Main B. 210 (9171-391). 
Blackburn, Hel en Nevada, B.B.A., Bookkeeper and Office Assistant, University 
Residence Halls. 
407 E. 38 (20777 ) ; 2610 Whitis (9933). 
Blackmer, Evelyn, Secretary, Department of History. 
1208 Baylor (83619) ; G. H. 109 (9171-311), 
*Blackstock, Leo Guy, B.A ., M.B.A., LL.B., Professor of Business Law. 
Absent on leave, 215 Archway, Austin, Texas. 
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*Blackwell, Mrs. Ernestine Brown, M.A., Instructor in Psychology; Counselor, 
Testing and Guidance Bureau. 
3110 West Ave. (23511) ; S. H. 323 (9171-248) ; S. H. 302 (9171- 201). 
*Blair, William Franklin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 389C; B. L. 310 (9171-359) . 
*Blake, Robert Rogers, M.A., Instructor in Psychology; Counselor, Testing 
and Guidance Bureau. 
807 W. 16 (80535); S. H. 313 (9171-248). 
*Blakely, Newell Hillis, B.A., Ph.M., Tutor in Speech. 
2202 Leon; Main B. 2509 (9171- 264). 
*Blanchard, Mrs. Jewell Garrett, B.S., Statistical Clerk, Registrars Office. 
710 W. 22 (20380) ; Main B. 1 (9171-213). 
Bledsoe, Billie Jean, Record Assistant in the Package Loan Library Bureau. 
4813 Avenue G (25514) ; Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23405). 
*Blevins, Ralph Wallace, B.S. in C.E., Instructor in Civil Engineering. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 388D; Eng. B. 157. 
*Blocker, John Rufus, Machinist, Physical Plant. 
4501 Shoalwood (6754); Press B. (9171-295). 
*Blodgett, Hugh Carlton, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology. 
1713 Palma Plaza (5836); S. H. 315 (9171-248). 
Bloomer, Richard Rodier, M.A., Instructor in Geology. 
706 W. 21 (3247) ; G. B. 101 (9171-268) . 
Bloor, Anne Sutton, B.A., B.B.A., Instructor in Business Administration. 
3112 Wheeler (22071); W. H. 309. 
Blount, Bruce, M.S. in Ch.E., Research Associate, Research Laboratory in 
Ceramics. 
28181/:i San Pedro (89458) ; Ch. E. B. 300. 
Blow, Kathleen, B.A., Loan Librarian. 
906 W. 23 (23806); Main B. 227 (9171-223) . 
Blume!, Johanna, B.A., Tutor in Zoology. 
810 W. 32 (3940) ; B. L. 319 (9171-359). 
*Boatrigh~ , Mody Coggin, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English. 
1419 Newning (25715) ; Main B. 2405. 
*Bogel, Tompkins Newton, Draftsman, Office of the Superintendent of Utilities. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 389D; Eng. B. 223. 
*Bolin, Mrs. Aurora Sterling, B.Mus., Tutor in Music. 
1710 Guadalupe; Mus. B. lOlC (9171-339). 
*Bollman, Mrs. Thelma Anderson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Curriculum 
and Instruction. 
2106 Pearl (87662) ; S. H. 213 (9171-237) . 
Bolton, Walter Wildee, B.S. in Ch.E., Instructor in Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy, College of Arts and Sciences and Extension Teaching 
Bureau. 
2708 San Pedro (81332) ; J. B. 203. 
Staff Members 17 
*Boner, Charles Paul, Ph.D., Professor of Physics; Director, Defense Research 
Laboratory. 
1508 Hardouin (3464); 500 E. 24 (86612). 
Boone, Mrs. Thelma Annette, Itinerant Instructor, Distributive Education Pro-
gram, Bureau of Industrial and Business Extension Training. 
Absent on leave, Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River). 
*Borth, Fred, B.S. in Phar., Instructor in Pharmacy. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 389F ; C. B. 11 (9171- 368). 
*Bourne, Richard Darden, E.E., Instructor in Drawing. 
4412 Avenue B (27796); Eng. B. 311 (9171-383). 
*Bowen, Mrs. Myrtle B., B.S. in H.E., Bookkeeper and Cashier, University 
Commons. 
3912 Avenue D (6968); Union B. (9171-336). 
*Bowler, Earl M., M.S., Teacher-Trainer and Coordinator of Training (Public 
Service Occupations), Bureau of. Industrial and Business Extension 
Training. 
2306 Longview (85882); Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23407). 
*Bowling, Joe Conley, B.S. in P.Ed., Instructor in Physical Training for Men. 
717 Patterson (88435); G. G. 107 (9171- 341) . 
Boyce, Margaret Cannon, M.A. in H.E., Instructor in Home Economics. 
2312 San Gabriel (29062); H. E. B. 312 (9171-243). 
Boyd, William Paxton, M.A., Associate Professor of Business Writing and 
Advertising. 
304 E. 34 (23918); W. H. 211 (9171-261). 
*Boysen, Johannes Lassen, Ph.D., Professor of Germanic Languages. 
620 W. 35 (4233); M. L. B. 404 (9171-327)'. 
*Brace, David Kingsley, Ph.D., Professor of Physical and Health Education. 
2205 Lamar (81822) ; S. H. 105 (9171-238). 
Bracewell, Ernest W., Jr., Sounding Operator, Electrical Engineering Research 
Laboratory. 
805 West Ave.; Eng. B. 105 (9171-240) . 
Bradbury, Beatta, B.S., Assistant to the Resident Business Director, Little 
Campus Dormitory. 
2506 Whitis (82942); Little Campus Dormitory (4107) . _ 
Bradfield, Mrs. Lois Gray, M.A., Instructor in Educational Psychology. 
711 W. 23 (87383); S. H. 309 (9171-204) . 
*Bradford, William Henry, M.S., Instructor in Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
3410 Bridle Path; J.B. 309 (9171-353). 
*Bradley, Howard Bishop, B.S. in P.E., Tutor in Petroleum Engineering. 
1903 W. 38 (88781); P. E. B. 207B (9171-274). 
*Bradley, Mrs. Katie Garrity, Stenographer, Department of Government. 
2015 E. 2; G. H. 28 (9171-317). 
Bradshaw, William Witt, Tutor in Physics. 
2721 N. Guadalupe (21079); Physics B. 410 (9171-363). 
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Brady, Nora, Stenographer, Bureau of Public School Service. 
905 E. 6 (87872); Extension Bldg. 103 (18th and Red River) (23406). 
*Braisted, William Reynolds, M.A., Instructor in History. 
Absent on leave, First Semester, 3104 Cleveland Ave. N.W., Washing· 
ton, D.C.; Second Semester, G. H. 102 (9171-315). 
Brandes, Gertrude, B.A., B.S. in L.S., Assistant in th e Package Loan Library 
Bureau. 
1908 Whitis (82319); Extension Bldg. (18th anti Hetl River ) (23405) . 
*Brandt, Robert Hubert Andrew, Mechanir, Department of Phy.sics. 
909 Fredericksburg Rd. (21348) : Physics B. 101 (9171-36.'l) . 
*Braunagel, Robert Tone, M.Mus.Ed., B.Mus., Tutor in Musir·. 
2835 Pearl (27995) ; Mus. B. 204A (9171- 339). 
*Bredt, Carl Victor, !\I.Ed., Counselor, University Vet eran s A1frisor:v Service. 
1904 Kenwood (28162) : S. H. 110 19171-370). 
* Hreland, Osmond Philip, Ph.D., Associate Profe.ssnr 11f Zuulul(V. 
1601 W. 29 (87569); B. L. 325 (9171-359). 
*Brentlinger, Willard Hughes, M.A., Assistant Prufe.,sur uf PsychologL 
Absent on leave, 810 E. 30, Austin, Texas. 
Brightman, Anna, B.F.A., Instructor in Home Economics. 
2003 Wichita (87860 ); H. E. B. 237 (9171- 244). 
Brinkerhoff, Mary Harrington, B.A., Tutor in English. 
2007 Whitis (88555 ) ; Main B. 2210. 
Brock, Tom Allen, Elertronics A ssistant , Military Physics Research Labora· 
tory. 
1604 Alameda Dr. ; Physics B. 109 (9171-361). 
*Brockette, Mrs. C:onni ~ Garza, M.A ., Assistant Professor uf Secomlarv Edu-
cation. 
Absent on leave, American Embassy, Guatemala City, Guatemala. 
*Brogan, Albert Perley, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy; Dean of the Graduate 
School. 
3018 West Ave. (4500); Main B. 121 (9171-314). 
*Brooks, Frederick Emerson, Jr., Dr. of Engineering, Associate Prufe.,sor of 
Electrical Engineering ; Radio Engineer in Charge of Development, 
Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory. 
702 W. 25 (86943); Eng. B. 143 (9171-246) . 
*Brooks, George M., Stuck Room Clerk, Defense Research Laboratory. 
4100 Rosedale (25358) ; 500 E. 24 (86612) . 
*Brooks, Mrs. Nona Foster, B.S., Loan Librarian. 
2506 Jarratt (22623); Main B. 220 (9171-223). 
*Brooks, Mrs. Sarah Chaffin, !\LA .. , Assis tant Professor of Home Economic~. 
llOO Claire (89398); H. E. B. 239 (9171-244) . 
Brookshier, Elizaheth May, B.S. in H.E., Assistant Professor of Home Eco· 
nomics; Resident Busint'.ss lhrector. Andrews mul Carothers Dormi· 
tories. 
Andrews Dormitory (24386) . 
Staff Members 19 
Broom, Halsey Norman, M.B.A., Assistant Professor of Business Administration. 
709 W. 221h (4349); W. H. 203. 
Brouthertin, Mary Lynn, B.A., Tutor in Bacteriology. 
612 W. 22 (9320) ; B. L. 203 (9171-397). 
*Brown, Charles Otho, Jr., B. J., Tutor in Journalism. 
Sam Houston Motel (81641); J. B. 103 (22473). 
"Brown, Edward Martin, B.A ., B.D., Associate Secretary, Young Men's 
Christian Association. 
812 W. 6 (214-03 ) ; Y.M.C.A. (9014). 
*Brown, Howard Earl , B.S. in M.E., Assistant Professor of Mechanical En-
gineering; R esearch Engineer, Defense Research Laboratory. 
3209 French PI. (25573) ; Eng. B. 163 (9171-275). 
*Brown, Lawrence E., Ph.D., Research Physicist, Military Physics Research 
Laboratory. 
2007 Wichita (28340); Physics B. 118 (9171- 361). 
*Brown, Simpson Leroy, Ph.D., Professor of Physics; Consultant, Military 
Physics Research Laboratory. 
2707 N. Guadalupe (87217); Physics B. 214 (9171-364). 
*Brown, Truesdell Sparhawk, M.A., Assistant Professor of History. 
2709 E. 22 (88051); G. H. 104 (9171-315). 
*Brown, Wade Lynn, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology. 
1412 Gaston (20624) ; S. H. 308 (9171- 248). 
*Browning, Iben, B.A., Instructor in Physiology. 
921 E. 39 (80670) ; B. L. 404. 
Buchanan, Lydia Dulce, Tutor in Music. 
1511 Colorado (20040); Mus. B. 204B (9171-339). 
Rudnick, Margaret F., Pay Roll Clerk, Auditor's Office. 
710 W. 221h (86520); Main B. 22 (9171-227). 
*Buffier, ~oseph Robert, M.Arch., Associate Professor of Architecture. 
707 E. 32 (27362); A. B. 312 (9171-381). 
Buice, Mary Evelynn, M.A. , ln,structor in Physical and Health Education. 
2816 San Pedro (6483); W. G. 116 (9171-255). 
Buie, Sadie Mae, Stenographer, Veterans Housing Project, Office of the 
Comptroller. 
1907 Cliff (22160); 0. L. B. Basement (9171-308) . 
"Bullard, Fred Mason, Ph .D., Professor of Geology and Mineralogy. 
903 W. 30 (21636) ; G. B. 315 (9171-286). 
*Bunce, Lawrence W., B.A ., Assistant Professor of Naval Science; Lieutenant-
Commander, U.S.N. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # &!4D; Littlefield Home (26244). 
Bundy, Farland Clay, B.A., Tutor in Applif'd Mathemntirs and Astronomy. 
1210 Colorado (9809) ; J. B. 307. 
Bunker, Lillian Edith, M.S., Itinerant Instructor, Distributive Education Pro-
gram, Bureau of Industrial and Business Extension Training. 
Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23407). 
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Bunton, Norma Desha, B.S., Tutor in Speech. 
908 Brazos (9262); Main B. 2508 (9171-264). 
Burdett, Tommye Dee, B.A., Assistant Secretary to the Dean of the College 
of Fine Arts; Stenographer, Department of Music. 
1013 Shelley (4470); Mus. B. 206C (9171-339). 
*Burdine, John Alton, Ph.D., Professor of Government. 
3004 Glenview (85182); G. H. 12 (9171-317). 
Burgess, Cecil Edmund, B.S., Instructor in Pure Mathematics. 
2307 San Antonio (29749); W. H. 9 (9171-269). 
*Burgess, Roger A., M.A., Ed.D., Chief, Guidance Center, United States Vet· 
erans Administration. 
725 E. 32 (25786); S. H. 303 (26632!. 
*Burk, Willie W., Machinist, Department of Physics and Military Physics 
Research Laboratory. 
4609 Glissman (26854); Physics B. 101 (9171-363). 
*Burkhead, Mrs. Mary Jo McNay, Clerk-Typist, Auditor's Office. 
1807 Garden (81014); Main B. 22 (9171-291). 
Burks, Jack, B.S. in Ch.E., Junior Chemical Engineer, Acetylene Project, 
Bureau of Industrial Chemistry. 
1801 lh Congress (28767) ; Ch. E. B. 208 ( 9171- 376) . 
*Burleson, Mrs. Corinne C., Voucher Audit Clerk, Auditor's Office. 
2008 Winsted Lane; Main B. 114 (9171-216). 
"Burrell, Delbert Hugo, Laboratory Technician, Department of Chemistry. 
1514 W. 10 (27069); C. B. 20 (9171-371). 
*Butler, Mrs. Jane Matthews, B.A., Tutor in Romance Languages. 
2917 West Ave. (5408); M. L. B. 419 (9171-327). 
*Buttrill, Sidney Eugene, B.S., Instructor in Applied Mathematics, Extension 
Teaching Bureau. 
5401 Roosevelt (81766); Eng. B. 104 (9171-297) . 
*Bybee, Hal P., Ph.D., Professor of Geology; Geologist in Charge of Uni-
versity Lands. 
1406 Enfield Rd. (26188); G. B. 7 (9171-292). 
Cabrera, Maria Guadalupe, B.A., Tutor in Romance Languages. 
2200 Longview (24548) ; M. L. B. 413 (9171-327). 
*Cage, Mrs. Alleen Warren, Assistant Manager, Stenographic Bureau. 
821 Harris Ave. (28902); Main B. 2 (9171-307). 
Cain, Mrs. Claradell Webster, Office Assistant, University Residence Halls. 
_1302% Guadalupe (82255) ; 2610 Whitis (9933). 
Cairns, John Mackay, Ph.D., Instructor in Zoology, 
2710 San Pedro (24726); B. L. 319 (9171-359). 
Caldwell, Bess Belle, M.A., Assistant Professor of Home Economics. 
3212 Enfield Rd. (22054); H. E. B. 123 (9171-241). 
Caldwell, Edwin Leonard, B.B.A., Instructor in Economics. 
3205 Helms (88808) ; G. H. 307. 
Staff Members 21 
*Calhoun, John William, M.A., LL.D., Professor of Applied Mathematics 
and Astronomy. 
2805 Rio Grande (22875); Main B. 2602 (9171-231). 
*Calkins, Howard Andrew, M.A., Associate Professor of Government; Regis-
tration Supervisor. 
3210 Meredith (24222); G. H. 26 (9171-317); Main B. 1 (9171- 200). 
*Camden, Charles Carroll, Ph.D., Visiting Lecturer in English. 
1910 East Side Dr. (25562); Main B. 1803 (9171-326). 
Cameron, Elizabeth Alice, M.S., Instructor in Home Economics. 
2503 University Ave. (81449) ; H. E. B. 304. 
*Cammack, Elmore, B.B.A., Instructor in Business Administration. 
505 E. 19 (85503); W. H. 4{)3. 
*Campbell, George Wiley, Assistant Mechanic, Heating Plant. 
4914 Bennett; Power B. 
*Campbell, Harry Modean, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English. 
2001 La Casa Dr. (83654); ;Main B. 2201 (9171-326). 
Campbell, Jean Douglas, Reference Assistant, Package Loan Library Bureau. 
2209 Rio Grande (87573); Extension Bldg. {18th and Red River) (234{)5). 
*Campbell, Thoma& Nolan, M.A., Assistant Professor of Anthropology. 
Absent on leave, Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Mass. 
*Carleton, Justus Duffau, Composing Room Foreman, University Press. 
P.O. Box 644; Press B. (9171-293). 
Carlock, Mary Sue, M.A., Instructor in English. 
2512A Seton Ave.; Main B. 2101. 
*Carlson, John W., M.S., Electronics Engineer, Military Physics Research 
Laboratory. 
908 W. 21 (22410) ; Physics B. 109 (9171- 361). 
Carmichael, Sally Frances, B.F.A., Tutor in Drama. 
307 W. 21 (4725); M. L. B. 208 (9171-218). 
Carnahan, Paul David Michael, B.S. in Physics, Tutor in Applied Mathematics 
and Astronomy. 
Box 2184, Capitol Station (21652) ; B. Hall 329. 
*Carroll, Horace Bailey, Ph.D., Professor of History; Assistant Director, 
Research in Texas History. 
2100 Sharon Lane (84363); G. H. 105 (9171-315) . 
*Carroll, Mrs. Marguerite Lenora Jay, Stenographer, Department of Mechani-
cal Engineering. 
8031/:i W. Live Oak; Eng. B. 159B (9171-275). 
Carson, Morgan Steele, M.A., Instructor in Romance Languages. 
702 E. 19 (87239); M. L. B. 411. 
Carter, Melva Juanita, B.B.A., Classifier, Physical Training for Women. 
302'h E. 18 (88247); W. G. 107 (9171-251). 
Carter, William Junius, M.S. in M.E., Assistant Professor of Mechanical En-
gineering; Mechanical Engineer, Electrical Engineering Research Lab-
oratory. 
705 W. 221/:i, Apt. 3 (85258); Eng. B. 221 (9171-271). 
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Casey, Mary Josephine, B.A., Secretary and Editor of Publications, Bureari 
of Economic Geology. 
305 W. 38 (22820); The Little Campus (18th and Red River) (23831). 
Casis, Lilia Mary, M.A., Professor of Romance Languages. 
308% W. 15 (5888); Main B. 1604. 
*Casper, Albert W., B.S. in E.E., Instructor in Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
909 E. 49 (83952) ; B. Hall 329. 
Cassell, Jean Richards, B.A., B.S. in L.S., Music Librarian. 
Absent on leave, Columbia University, New York, N.Y. 
*Castaneda, Carlos Eduardo, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of History. 
301 W. 37 (85708); Main B. 2601 {9171- 230). 
*Casteel, Dana Brackenridge, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology. 
808 W. 30 ( 4194) ; B. L. 307 (9171-357) . 
*Cates, Harry Louis, Jr., B.S., Tutor in Chemistry. 
705 E. 32 (28513) ; C. B. 306A. . 
Cauthers, Marion, M.A., Assistant Professor of Art. 
915 W. 23 (87975) ; 0. L. B. 101 (9171-309). 
*Cavett, William Richard, B.A., First Assistant Auditor, Auditing Oil and Gas 
Production. 
512 E. 40 (6586) ; Land Office Bldg. (87585) . 
*Cavness, Raymond McCarey, M.A., LL.D., Instructor in Romance Languages. 
4700 Shoalwood; M. L.B. 421 (9171-327). 
*Chadwick, Theodore Avery, M.A., Architect, Assistant Professor of Archi-
tecture. 
3610 Windsor Rd.; A. B. 202 (9171-381). 
*Chamberlain, Charles Kincheloe, M.A., Instructor in History. 
1607 Nueces (4494); G. H. 120 (9171-315). 
*Chambers, David Smith, B.A.,. lnstructor in Business Administration. 
4708 Ramsey (84538) ; W. H. 103. 
Champion, Mary Elizabeth, Assistant Secretary, University Health Service. 
642 W. 34; B. Hall 117 (9171-321). 
*Chapman, Alvan Lothair, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Educational Adminis-
tration; Director, Bureau of Research in Education by Radio. 
2100 Exposition Blvd. (29539) ; S. H. 113 (9171-225). 
*Chapman, Caylos Wendel, B.A., Tutor in English. 
718B Barton Springs Rd.; Main B. 1905. 
Chapman, Helen, B.B.A., Admin£stratii•e Serretary, Military Physics Research 
Laboratory. 
3211 Liberty (26424); Physies B. 109 (9171-361). 
*Chappell, Mrs. Rosalie Whitworth, B.A., Tutor in Speech. 
2019C Red River (83423) ; Main B. 2510. 
*Cherry, Johnson Blair, B.A., Assistant Football Coach. 
ll08 Claire (26184); G. G. 203 (9171- 344). 
*Childress, Ba5com B., Mechanic, Power Plant. 
1610 E. 6 (80804) ; Power B. (9171-259). 
Staff Members 
Christian, Lucy Dail, B.A., Tutor in English. 
5515 Shoalwood (20284) ; Main B. 2310. 
Chuoke, Robert Leon, B.A., Tutor in Physics. 
3ll5 Hemphill Park (29934) ; Physics B. 407. 
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*Claassen, Edwin Jack, M.S. in Ch.E., Junior Chemical Engineer, Acetylene 
Project, Bureau of Industrial Chemistry. 
804 Park Pl.; Ch. E. B. 208B (9171- 3761. 
*Clark, Charles Taliaferro, M.B.A., Director, Student Employment Bureau; 
Assistant tu the Dean uf Student Life. 
806B W. 10 <89428); B. Hall 18 (9171-331). 
"Clark, Clyde Herbert, Assistant to the Custodial Foreman. 
605 Genard ; 0. L. B. l (9171- 306). 
*Clark, David Lee, Ph.D ., Professor of English. 
2506 Jarratt (22623); Main B. 2302. 
*Clark, Mrs. Evelyn Parker, B.A., Secretary, Package Loan Library Bureau. 
3107 Wheeler (28283); Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23405). 
*Clark, Evert Mordecai, Ph.D., Professor of English. 
901 W. 22% (3457) ; Main B. 2401. 
*Clark, Jerry Hollis, M.A., /n.structor in Psychology. 
209 W. 33 (86282) ; S. H. 317 (9171- 248). 
Clark, Louellyn, B.A., Technician, Testing and Guidance Bureau. 
2206 San Antonio (20097); S. H. 304 (9171-201). 
*Clark, Robert Thomas, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Germanic. Languages. 
2208A Oldham ; M. L. B. 404 (9171-327). 
*Oarkson, Mark H. , B.A ero.E., Researrh F.n.gin eer, Defense Research Labora-
tory. 
1819 W. 37; 500 E. 2-1 '86612). 
"'Clay, Comer, M.A., Instructor in Government. 
4808 Avenue F (80084 \ ; B. Hall 328 (9171-375 ). 
Clayton, Frances Elizabeth, B.A., Tutor in. Zoology. 
6ll w. 22 (25606); B. L. 101 (9171-359). 
*Clegg, William Josiah, M.A., Instructor in Chemistry. 
710 W. 24; C. B. 236. 
*Cleveland, Clark Milton, Ph.D., B.S. in C.E., Professor of Appl£ed Mathe-
matics and Astronomy. 
405 E. 35 (87727); J . B. 209 (9171- 353) . 
Cleveland, Noa Ardea n, Jr., B.A., Newspaper Librarian. 
1804% Lavaca (82349) ; Main B. 4. 
*Click, Lloyd Loring, Ph.D., Professor of English; Assistant Dean of the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences. 
3202 West Ave. (6290); Main B. 2403 (9171-326); Main B. ll3 (9171-
208). 
*Cline, Clarence Lee, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English. 
1314 Westover Rd. (21689) ;. Main B. 2202. 
*Cochran, Mrs. Mary Akin, B.A., Assistant in the Package LfJilTt Library 
Bureau. 
Buda, Texas (63); Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River ) (23405). 
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*Coffey, Robert Frank, Supervisor of Veterans' Accounts, Auditor's Office. 
4011 Ramsey; Main B. 22 (9171-291) . 
Cogswell, Billy Frank, B.S. in Physics, Tutor in Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
1029 E. 43; Physics B. 18. 
*Colby, Malcolm Young, Ph.D., Professor of Physics; Executive Director, Mili-
tary Physics Research Laboratory. 
2 Enfield Rd. (23483) ; Physics B. 124 (9171-362) . 
*Coleman, Walter Barton, M.A., Instructor in Pure Mathematics. 
4404 Shoalwood (83535) ; W. H. 9 (9171-269). 
*Collins, James William, M.A., M.A.L.D., Instructor in Government. 
1903% Wichita (83814) ; B. Hall 309 (9171-317) . 
Collins, Robert Lewis, Tutor in Civil Engineering. 
3913 Duval (83726) ; Eng. B. 213. 
*Collup, Dayle Oliver, B.S. in E.E., Radio Engineer, Electrical Engineering Re 
search Laboratory. 
2107 Forest Trail; Eng. B. 105 (9171-240) . 
*Coltharp, Joe, Production Manager and Technician, Visual Instruction 
Bureau. 
406 E. 17 (5608); Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23403). 
*Coltharp, Rankin Lee, M.A., Film Librarian, Visual Instruction Bureau. 
3409 Werner (5406); Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23403). 
*Colvert, Clyde C., Ph.D., Professor of Educational Administration; Professor 
and Consultant in Junior College Education. 
809 Park Blvd. (6009); S. H. 113A (9171-233). 
*Conkle, Ellsworth Prouty, Ph.D., Professor of Drama. 
510 Cater Dr. (29428) ; M. L. B. 102 (9171-218) . 
*Conklin, Willet Titus, M.A., Instructor in English. 
904 W. 22 (23287); Main B. 1907. 
*Connell, William James, B.A., Tutor in English. 
1416 E. 37; Main B. 2407. 
*Constantin, James Alford, M.B.A., Instructor in Business Administratio~. 
25 Margranita Crescent (82212 ); W. H. 103 (9171-:262). 
*Conway, Bruce Glenn, Mechanician, Research Laboratory in Ceramics. 
4601 Ramsey (88268); Ch. E. B. 310A (9171-367). 
Cook, Mary Elizabeth, B.A., Investment Assistant and Secretary, Investment 
Office. 
1009 W. 23 (3679); Main B. 102 (9171-304). 
*Cooke, Mrs. Alice Lovelace, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English. 
4001 Avenue D (88668) ; Main B. 2104. 
Cooper, Albert Everett, Ph.D., E.E., Professor of Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
701 W. 23 (21617); J. B. 203 (9171-353) . 
*Cooper, Mrs. Mary Frankenberger, Assistant in the Package Loan Library 
Bureau. 
1003 Clermont; Extension Bldg. {18th and Red River) (23405) . 
I 
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*Cooper, Reginald Allwyn, B.A., M.D. , Associate Physician, University Health 
Service. 
1411 Newfield Lane (29067; if no answer, dial 21422); B. Hall 129 (9171-
321) . 
*Copp, George, B.S., Instructor in Pure Mathematics. 
4605 Avenue F; W. H. 17 (9171-269). 
*Corley, Glyn Jackson, M.A., lnstmctor in Pure Mathematics. 
1614 W. 5 (81374); W. H. 17 (9171-269). 
*Cornwell, Earl Robert, Bursar, Auditor's Office. 
807 Rio Grande (6358); Main B. 8 (9171-226). 
*Cotner, Robert Crawford, M.A., Instructor in History. 
108 W. 27 (80069) ; G. H. 114 (9171-315). 
Coul ter, Ellis Merton, Ph.D., Professor of American History. 
Absent on leave, care of Department of History, Universi ty of Georgia, 
Athens, Ga. 
*Coulter, Marion Albert, B.A., Assistant Director, Intramural Athletics for 
Men. 
2002B Wichita (20928l; G. G. 208 (9171-347). 
*Cowan, Frank Alexander, M.S., Tutor in Zoology. 
2201 Schulle (85086) ; B. L. 401. 
*Cox, Alonzo Bettis, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Cotton Marketing. 
3014 Washington Sq. (21665) ; W. H. 209 (27501). 
*Cox, Franklin Lanier, B.B.A., LL.B., Associate Professor of Business · Law. 
2508 Enfield Rd. (9818) ; W. H. 305. 
*Cox, Joseph Richard, B.S. in Chem., Tutor in Chemistry. 
710 W. 22 (20380); C. B. 117. 
Cox, Sidney Saunders, M.A., Tutor in English. 
1709 Sabine (5734) ; Main B. 2203. 
Coyle, George W., Sounding Operator, Electrical Engineering Research Lab-
oratory. 
2208 Bowman Rd. (20732); Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
*Crabtree, Mrs. Margaret Cooper, B.A., M.S., Instructor in Speech. 
3202 Fairfax (80715) ; Main B. 2508. 
*Craddock, W. A., Jr., Bookkeeper, Auditors Office. 
Absent on leave, 1613 W. 9%, Austin, Texas. 
*Craddock, William Percival, B.S., Tutor in Geology. 
710 W. 22 (20380) ; G. B. 12. 
*Crai~, Homer Vincent, Ph.D., Professor of Applied Mathematics and 
A.~trunomy; Math ematician, Military Physics Research Laboratory. 
1106 Stnbaugh Lane (84865); J. B. 209 (9171-353); Physics B. 204. 
*Craig, ]. Harry, M.A., Lecturer in Educational Psychology. 
1607 Watch Hill Rd. (23302); 101 E. 9 (86350). 
*Crai(!', Mr~. Margaret Evangeline Greer, Secretary, Bookkeeper, and Office 
Manager, Visual Instruction Bureau. 
1906 Speedway (88832); Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23403). 
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*Crain, Cullen M., B.S. in E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 388A; Eng. B. 149 (9171-246). 
*Crane, Robert Edward Lee, Jr., M.A., Instructor in History. 
3002 Duval (24676) ; B. Hall 326. 
Cranfill, Thomas Mabry, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English. 
2905 University Ave. (81423) ; Main B. 2209. 
*Craven, Mrs. Loraine Martha, R.N., Assistant Housing Inspector, University 
Health Service. 
1150 Gunter; B. Hall 125 (9171- 321). 
*Cravens, John Nathan, M.A., Instructor in History. 
4803 Avenue G; G. H. 120 (9171-315). 
Crawford, Mrs. Frances Hance, Instructor in Physical Training for Women. 
123 Laurel Lane (89148); W. G. 18 (9171-252). 
*Crawford, Joseph R., Coordinator and Supervisor of Training (Automotive), 
Bureau of Industrial and Business Extension Training. 
1806 Kenwood (29159) ; Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23407). 
Crawford, Paul Berlowitz, M.S. in Ch.E., Instructor in Applied Math ematics 
and Astronomy. 
2105 Nuece& (85248) ; Ch. E. B. 308 (9171-378!. 
Creel, Wylie Fackler, B.S., M.D., Associate Physician, University Health 
Service. 
1506 Guadalupe (85346); B. Hall 122 (9171-321). 
*Crenshaw, William Anthony, B.S. in P.Ed., Instructor in Physical Training 
for Men. 
2102 Sharon Lane (28506) ; G. G. 107 (9171-341). 
*Crockett, John Augustus, M.D., Eye Specialist, University Health Service. 
2519 Exposition Blvd. (85878; if no answer, dial 24122)) ; B. Hall 116 
(9171-322). 
*Crockett, Moton Haywood, Jr., Assistant to the Director of Longhorn Bands. 
705 Sparks (84262); G. G. 128. 
*Crook, Mrs. Billie Louise Clark, B.S. in H.E., B.S. in P.Ed., M.Ed., As· 
sistant Professor of Physical and Health Education. 
5309 Roosevelt (87271); S. H. 103 (9171- 238). 
*Crookham, Mrs. Tomy A., Secretary, Defense Research Laboratory. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 360D; 500 E. 24 (86612). 
Crow, George Davis, Jr., M.A., Tutor in Romance Languages. 
1505 Forest Trail (88238); Main B. 1604 (9171-394-). 
Crow, Martin Michael, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English. 
6 Niles Rd. ; Main B. 1801 (9171-398 or 326). 
Crowder, Clemmie Dewey, Jr., B.S. in Arch.E., Instructor in Architectural 
Engineering. 
704 Baylor (25539) ; A. B. 210. 
Crowell, Caroline, B.A., B.S., M.D., Physician for Women, University Health 
Service. 
2311 Longview (9800 ; if no answer, dial 21422); B. Hall 120 (9171-3211. 
Staff Members 
Crumb, Stephen Franklin, B.S. in E.E., Tutor in Electrical Engineering. 
104 W. 14 (80639); Eng. B. 153 (9171-278). 
Cnune, Herbert C., Tutor in Architecture. 
2605 Salado (85459); A. B. 312 (9171- 381) . 
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*Cuellar, Adolph Moise, B.S. in Ch.E., Technical Assistant, Acetylene Project, 
Bureau of Industrial Chemistry. 
504 W. 14 (25821); Ch. E. B. 200 (9171-376). 
*Culbertson, Thomas, B.A., Tutor in Geology. 
2504 E. 6; G. B. 12. 
Cummings, Nettie Jo·, M.A., Instructor in Romance Languages. 
2708 San Pedro (22890) ; M. L. B. 416 (9171-327) . 
*Cummings, Winford Claude, Jr., Tutor in Music. 
2101 Oxford; Mu>. B. ·103B (9171- 339). 
C:unningham, Mrs. Mary N., Secretary, Defense Research Laboratory. 
3000 Speedway (22813) ; 500 E. 24 (86612) . 
*Cunningham, William Aaron, Ph.D., M.S. in Ch.E., Professor of Chemical 
Engineering. 
2102 Mmmtain View (24054); Ch. E. B. 310B (9171-367). 
*Currie, Mrs. Eva Garcia, M.A., Tutor in Romance Languages; Tutor in 
Speech; Counselor of Latin-American Stu.dents. 
1214 Newning (26624); S. H. 327 (9171- 201). 
Curry, Vern David, Jr., B.S. in M.E., Tutor in. Mechanical Engineering. 
Roberts Hall (26241); Eng. B. 150 (9171-276). 
*Curtis, Eck, B.A., Assistant Football Coach. 
Hill Hall (86483) ; G. G. 203 (9171-344). 
*Cyrus, Charles, B.S. in Ind.Ed., Teacher-Trainer and Foreman Conference 
Leader, Bureau of Industrial and Business Extension Training. 
1703 Linscomb (82328); Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River ) (23407). 
*Dabney, Edgar Robert, M.A., Newspaper Librarian. 
3200 Harris Park (21248) ; Main B. 4. 
*Dabney, Lancaster Eugene, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Romance Lan-
guages. 
2426 Jarratt (83733); Main B. 1505. 
*Daggett, James Allen, Welder, Machine Shop. 
4613 Rosedale (26076) ; Power B. 
Damon, Henry Gordon, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Geology. 
3400 Duval (4960) ; G. B. 117 (9171- 289). 
*Danes, Gib S<J n, M.A., B.F.A., Associate Professor of Art. 
Absent on leave, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. 
Daniells, William Nathaniel , B.A., B.L.S., Order Librarian. 
604 W. 35 (4898); Main B. 129 (9171-220). 
Daniels, Morris Judson, M.A., Tutor in Sociology. 
4701 Duval (29912); G. H. 208. 
Darnell , Robert Arthur, B.Mus., Tutor in Music. 
260.) Wichita ( 42::\R I ; Mus. Annex (9171-234). 
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*Darsey, Mrs. Nora, Slide and Slide Film Librarian, Visual Instruction Bureau. 
1406 Windsor Rd. (20901); Extension Bldg. 101 (18th and Red River) 
(23403) . 
*Daugherty, Jalhes Somers, Assistant Chief Electrician. 
4413 Rosedale (88382); Press B. (9171-294). 
*David, Mrs. Jean Cash, B.A., Clerk-Typist, Auditor's Office. 
62 Comal; Main B. 22 (9171-291). 
*Davie, Mrs. Oletta Chastain, B.B.A., Assistant Technician, Testin'g and 
Guidance Bureau. 
300 E. 9, Apt. J; S. H. 302 (9171-201), 
*Davies, Darwin D., M.A., Instructor in Chemistry. 
3007 Fruth; C. B. 332A. 
*Davis, Mrs. Addie Avery, B.B.A., Secretary to the De.an of the Graduate 
School. 
Brackenridge Apts., # 1214F; Main B. 121 (9171-314) . 
*Davis, Alfred, Jr., B.S. in E.E., Research Engineer, Defense Research Lab-
oratory. 
920 E. 49; 500 E. 24 (86612). 
*Davis, Benjamin Franklin, Steam Fitter, Heating Distribution. 
3200 Govalle Ave. (83061); Press B. (9171-294). 
Davis, Eleanor Ruth, B.S. in Chem., Clerk, Department of Chemistry. 
100 Laurel Lane (27534); C. B. 119A (9171-358). 
Davis, Fannie, Secretary, Business Activities Offi.ce . 
2209 E. 18 (6931); Main B. 108 (9171-302). 
*Davis, John Barney, B.S., Instructor in Bacteriology. 
Deep Edqy Apts., # 3070; B. L. 203 (9171-397). 
*Davis, Keith, M.B.A.,, Assistant Professor of Industrial Relations, College 
of Business Administration. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 389E (80918) ; W. H. 225 (9171-261). 
*Davis, Kenneth Culp, B.A., LL.B., Professor of Law. 
2501 McCallum Dr. (86794); Law B. 103D (9171-280). 
*Davis, Mrs. LaNell Nowlin, Bookkeeper, Auditor's Office. 
2002 Indian Trail (80637); Main B. 114 (9171-216). 
Davis, Luda, B.S., Itinerant Instructor, Distributive Education Program, Bureau 
of Industrial and Business Extension Training. 
Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23407). 
Davis, Marian Belle, M.A., Assistant Professor of Art, 
1204 Nueces ; 0. L. B. 107 (9171-309) . 
Davis, Mary Stokes, B.A., Secretary, Bureau of Industrial and Business Ex-
tension Training .. 
106 W. 32 (21267) ; Extension Bldg. 305 (18th and Red River) (23407). 
*Davis, Mrs. Mary Virginia Jackson, B.B.A., Secretary, University Veterans 
Advisory Service. 
2007 University Ave. (994.2) ; S. H. 110 (9171-370). 
*Davis, Mrs. Shirley M. Gilpin, B.A., Tutor in Romance Languages. 
Box 1947, University Station; M. L. B. 420 (9171-327). 
Staff Members 29 
*Davison, Mrs. Dolores Christine T., Stenographer to the Chief Clerk, Regis· 
trar's Office. 
700 E. 44 (4698); Main B. 1 (9171-213). 
*Dawson, Raymond Fillmore, M.S., in C.E., Associate Professor of Civil En-
gineering; Associate Director, Bureau of Engineering Research. 
723 Park Blvd. (23232); Eng. B. 104 (9171-297). 
Day, Herman O'Neal, Jr ., B.S., Tutor in Chemistry. 
709 W. 19 (86504) ; C. B. 14-0. 
*Deahl, Mrs. Lenore Kebelman, B.B.A., Secretary, Testing and Guidance 
Bureau. 
712% W. 22 (80972); S. H. 302 (9171-201). 
Deam, Andrew Prather, B.S. in E.E., Instructor in Electrical Engineering; 
Assistant Radio Engineer, Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory. 
705 E. 38 (26482); Eng. B. 147 (9171- 246) . 
''Dean, Mrs. Marjorie Botkin, B.S., Clerk-Typist, Auditor's Office. 
208C E. 26; Main B. 22 (9171-291). 
Dea the, Helen Norwood, B.S. in H.E., Instructor in Home Economics; Resi-
dent Director of Men's Residence Halls. 
2610 Whitis (9933) Roberts Hall (6213). 
*Decherd, George Michael, Jr., M.A., M.D., F.A.C.P., Director, University 
Health Service. 
2313 Nueces (6816) ; B. Ha)! 121 (9171- 328) . 
Deen, Arthur Harwood, M.A., Professor of Geology. 
4011 Avenue G (3929); G. B. 307 (9171-287) . 
*Degler, Howard Edward, M.E., M.S. in M.E., Professor of Mechanical En-
gineering. 
2420 Harris Blvd. (24256); Eng. B. 209 (9171-271 or 275). 
*Delony, Mrs. Addell Collins, Stenographer, Office of the Dean of the College 
of Engineering. 
· 3700 Bailey Lane (22350); Eng. B. 167 (9171-272). 
*Depew, Mrs. Laneil S., Secretary-Librarian, Defense Research Laboratory. 
106 E. 20 (88634) ; 500 E. 24 (86612). 
*Derdeyn-Joseph, Mrs. Madeleine Marie-Anne, M.A., Instructor in Romance 
Languages. 
605 W. 19 (83816); M. L.B. 313 (9171-327). 
*Dice, John Raymond, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry. 
2914 San Gabriel; C. B. 238 (9171-372). 
Dickens, Earl, Storekeeper, Department of Physics. 
4006 Alice (4208); Physics B. 303 (9171-363). 
'''Dickson, Mrs. Mary Katherine, M.A., Instructor in History. 
2004 Sharon Lane (3408); G. H. 120 (9171-315). 
Dickson, Thomas I., Jr., B.A., Tutor in Government. 
2204 Nueces (26838) ; B. Hall 319 (9171-375). 
Dietzer, Jay, B.Mus., Tutor in Music. 
Y.M.C.A. (9014) ; Mus. B. 203A (9171-339). 
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Dill, Mrs. Dora Dean, Secretary and Bookkeeper, University Press. 
3811 Duval (26930); Press B. (9171- 293). 
Dimmitt, LeNoir, B.A., Director, Package Loan Library Bureau. 
910 W. 22 (3688); Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23405). 
*Disch, William John, Head Baseball Coach; Fall Concessions Manager. 
3006 Speedway (3496) ; G. G. 112 (9171-343). 
*Dobie, James Frank, M.A., Professor of English. 
Absent on leave, 702 Park Pl., Austin, Texas. 
Dodge, Shirlee, Instructor in Drama. 
Absent on leave, First Semester, 2214 Eton Ridge, Madison, Wis.; Second 
Semester, M. L. B. 208 (9171-218). 
Dodson, Martha Rebecca, B.A., Secretary, School of Law. 
709 W. 25 (28851); Law B. 106 (9171-280). 
Dodson, Sarah Clara, Ph.D., Instructor in English. 
709 W. 25 (28851) ; Main B. 2005. 
*Doggett, Mrs. Johnie Polk, R.B.A., Assistant Cashier and Secretary of Student 
Loans, A udiior' s 0 ffice. 
915 W. 21, Apt. 4 (806041 : J\tain B. 8 (9171-226). 
*Dolley, James C,lay, Ph.D. , Vice-President; Professor of Banking and Jn. 
vestments. 
2106 Elton Lane (3427); Main B. 101 (9171-211). 
*Donaldson, Fletcher William, M.A., Instructor in Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
3313B East Ave. (80539); J. B. 206 (9171-353). 
*Donato, Anthony, M.Mus., Associate Professor of Violin. 
Absent on leave, 128 Broadway, Apt. 5, Rochester, _N.Y. 
*Dornberger, Werner William, M.S. in Ar<"h .E., Associate Professor of Archi-
tectural Engineering. 
806 E. 23 !23886); A. B. 204 !9171-381). 
*Doss, Mrs. Missy. Kothe, Manager of Stenographic Bureau; Assistant Pur· 
chasing Agent. 
4501 Sinclair (25815); i\fain B. 102 (9171-301). 
*Doty, E. William, Ph.D., B.Mns., Professor of Music; Def!n of the College of 
Fine Arts. 
2509 Janice Dr: (81053!; Mus. B. 111 (9171-202). 
*Doughtie, Venton Levy, M.S. in M.E., Professor of Mechanical Engineering; 
Mechanical Engineer, Military Physics R esearch Laboratorv. 
1616 Northwood Rd. (82289); Eng. B. 219 (9171-271). 
*Doughty, Glenn Roy, B.B.A., Instructor in Business Administration. 
Chalmers Courts, # 2, Apt. 15 (807451 ; W. H. 225. 
*Douglas, Oscar Berry, Ph.D., Professor of Educational Psychology; Con-
sultant in Child Development. 
1101 W. 22 (3924); S. H. 321 (9171-201). 
Duzier, Miriam, M.A., Secretary tu the Teachers Appointment Committee. 
308 W. 26; S. H. 219 (9171-239). 
Staff Members 
Drake, Patricia, M.A., Instructor in Germanic Languages. 
205 W. 32 (86801); M. L. B. 406. 
*Driskill, Mrs. Mildred Sandlin, Clerk.Typist, Auditor's Office. 
911 W. 5 (23116) ; Main B. 22 (9171-291). 
DuBois, Charlotte Estelle, M.A., Assistant Professor of Music Education. 
606 W. 32 (85517) ; Mus. B. 101C (9171-339). 
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Duderstadt, Alonso R., Radio Technician, Electrical Engineering Research 
Laboratory. 
2910 Rio Grande; Eng. B. 105 (9171- 240). 
Duesterhoeft, Willi am Charles, Jr., B.S. in E.E., Instructor in Electrical Engi-
neering. 
809 Lamar Blvd. (9205) ; Eng. B. 149 (9171-278). 
Duffy, Elizabeth, B.A., Instructor in Voice. 
2214 Rio Grande (22923) ; K. M. A. 
*Duke, Escal Franklin, M.A., Instructor in History. 
1201 Enfield Rd.; G. H. 120 (9171-315). 
*Duncalf, Frederic, Ph.D., Professor of Medieval History. 
3105 Duval (22641); G. H. 108 (9171-315). 
*Dunham, Charles Vernon, M.A., Dean of Men. 
1005 Kingsbury (83909); Main B. lOlM (9171-329). 
Dunlap, Armantine Dugar, B.A., M.S. in P.Ed., Instructor in Physical Train-
ing for Women. 
2507 San Jacinto (9701); W. G. 124 (9171-253). 
*Dunn, Mrs. Doris Marjory, B.S. in Ed., General Assistant .in the Engineering 
Library. 
911 E. 49; Eng. B. 112. 
*Dunn, Henry A., Main Building Custodial Foreman. 
605 E. 47; Main B. 18 (9171-319). 
Dunn, Katherine Lucille, B.S., Itinerant Instructor, Distributive Education 
Program, Bureau of Industrial and Business Extension Training. 
Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23407). 
Durham, Clarence Orson, Jr., B.S. in Geo!., Tutor in Geology. 
1810 N. Congress (87304) ; G. B. 213. 
Duvall, Mrs. Dorothy Ethelind, Stenographer, Office of the Dean of the 
Division of Extension. 
Route 4, Box 420 (89007); Extension Bldg. 301 (18th and Red River) 
(23404). 
*Duvall, Mrs. Marian Fickas, B.A., Order Clerk, Business Activities Office. 
107 E. 16 (28278); Main B. 110 (9171-301). 
*Eakin, Robert Edward, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry; Research 
Biochemist, Clayton Biochemical Institute. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 388E; C. B. 215 (9171-377). 
Eakle, Betty Brooke, B.A., Instructor in History; Research Assistant and Junior 
Historian, Research in Texas History. 
2006 Wichita (27573); G. H. 105 (9171-315) . 
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*Earhart, William Henry, Ph .D., Assistant Professor of Ceramic Engineering; 
Research Assistant, Research Laboratory in Ceramics. 
Deep Eddy Apts., #387E; Ch. E. B. 310 (9171- 367). 
*Earle, Mrs. Violet Alkemeyer, M.A., Instructor in Government . 
709 W. 22, Apt. 4; B. Hall 303 (9171- 375). 
*Eason, Mrs. Emily L. , Secretary, Departm ent of Speech. 
2608 Salado; Main B. 2502 (9171-264). 
*Eason, Mrs. Marjorie Ruth Wier, B.A., Tutor in Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
2808 N. Guadalupe (82498) : J. B. 209 (9lil-.'l5.'l 1. 
*Eastland, Colmar Woods, Plumber. 
614 W. 35 (3641); Press B. (9171-294). 
Eaves, Inez, B.A., Secretary in the Psychiatric Unit, University Health Service. 
1503 W. 12 (4035 ) ; B. Hall 207 (9171-320); 
*Eby, Frederi ck, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of th e History and Philosophy of 
Education. 
2612 San Pedro (22905) ; S. H. 223 (9171- 229). 
Eckert, Flora, M.A., M.S. in L.S., Cataloguer in the Library. 
3101 West Ave. (28782); Main B. 133 (9171- 220). 
*Eckhardt, Carl John, Jr., M.S. in M.E., Professor of Mechanical Engineer-
ing; Superintendent of Utilities . 
1500 Westover Rd. (23561); Eng. B. 223 (9171-258). 
Eckman , Mary Louise, M.A., Instructor in English. 
710 W. 24 ; Main B. 2107. 
*Eddy, James R. D., M.S., Directur, Bureau of Tndustrial and Business Ex-
tension Training. 
2404 Oldham ( 4649) ; Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River ) (234-07) . 
Edwards, Joseph Daniel, Jr., B.S., Tutor in Chemistry. 
1908 San Antonio (20476) ; C. B. 236. 
*Eifler, Gus Kearney, Jr., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geology. 
3111 Glenview ( 4275) ; G. B. 1.15 (9171-289 ). 
*Ekdahl, Sigurd Neal, Instructor in Physical Training for Men. 
· 405 W. 15 (23011); G. G. l5 (9171-341). 
''Ekfelt, Fred Emil, Ph.D., Assi-stant Professor of English. 
Care of J . V. Rabb, Elgin~ Texas (2131) ; Main B. 24-08. 
Ekman, Marguerite, B.A., Secretary, Stenographic Bureau. 
601 W. 17 (5510) ; Main B. 2 (9171-307). 
Ekstrom, Edith Nathalie, B.A., Secretary to the Dean of Men. 
4012 Duval (3960); Main B. lOlM (9171- 329). 
''Elder, Mrs. Mary Elaine L., BJ., Research Assistant, Bureau of Business 
Research. 
1902 Wir·hita (3371); W. H. 409. 
*Ellis, Alexander Caswell, Ph.D., Adult Education Cuunfrlor , Oivioion of 
Extension. 
904A W. 221/2 (88003); Extension Bldg. 201 (18th and Red River) 
(89271 or 23409). 
Staff Members 33 
Ellis, Emma Mae, B.S., Supervisor, Photographic D1tplication Di11i,sion, Reg· 
istrais Office. 
2504-B Longview; Main B. 12. 
*Ellsworth, Mrs. Jackie McKay, B.S. in Elem.Ed., Secretary to the Associate 
Librarian. 
2808% N. Guadalupe; Main B. 125 (9171- 222). 
Elwell, Harry H., Jr., Instructor in Business Adniinistratiun. 
1408 Congress; W. H. 225 (9171-261) . 
*Emmert , Mrs. Ruth Gafford, B.A., Recorder, Hegistmr's Office. 
307 W. 18 (3998) ; Main B. 1 (9171-21.>) . 
*Engerrand, George Charles Marius, Ph.D., Professor of Anthropology. 
3907 Red River (22973); W. H. 317. 
*Enis, Mrs. Lucille Porter, B.S. in H.E. , Instructor in Home Economics. 
1402 Congress (22384) ; H. E. B. llO (9171-241). 
*Ennis, Malcolm E., M.A., Resc1t1Th Phvsi<'ist , Military Physics Research 
Laboratory. 
5406 Shoalwood (23474); l'hy~i<'s B. JO~ (9171-· 361). 
Enochs, Dilla Louese, B.S., M.B.A., Accountant, Auditors Office. 
501 W. 12 (87456); Main B. 114 (9171-216). 
*Erickson, Kenneth Warne, B.A., Tutor in Physics. 
203 E. 30 (26437) ; Physics B. ll5. 
Ervin, Wilma,. B.A., Secretary to the Dean of the College of Education. 
2614 Salado (28656); S. H. ll5 (9171-203). 
Escott, Florence, B.B.A ., Secretary to the Chairman of the Executive Com' 
mittee, Institute of Latin-Amerirnn Studies. 
3212 Churchill Dr. (87111); G. JJ. 116 (9171-379). 
*Escott, Mrs. Julia Timmerman, Pay Holl Clerk, Auditor's Office. 
3212 Churchill Dr. (871ll); Main B. 22 (9171-227). 
•:• Eskew, Mrs. Tommie McAnally, B.S., Assistant Secretary, Physical Training 
for Women. 
712 Graham Pl. (22390) ; W. G. 103 (9171-254). 
*Essene, Frank J ., B.A., Instructor in Anthropolagy. 
Deep Eddy Apts., #384E; W. H. 32:l (9171- 371) . 
Estill, Mary Ellen, B.A., Instructor in Pu.re Math ematics. 
611 W. 22 (25606) ; B. Hall 305. 
*Etheridge, Kenneth Alexander, Tutor in Drawing. 
2409 Sabine (9828) ; Eng. B. 307 (9171-383). 
*Ettlinger, Hyman Joseph, Ph.D., Professor of Pure Mathematics; Research 
Mathematician, Defense Research Laboratory. 
3ll0 Harris Park ( 4591) ; W. H. 13 (9171-269 or 86612). 
*Evans, Glen Lewis. Assistant Geologist, Bureau of Economic Geology; As-
sistant Director, Texas Memorial Museum. 
Manchaca, Texas ; The Little Campus (18th and H.ed River) (23831) ; 
Museum (81066). 
*Evans, Joe Oarence, B.A., lnstm ctur in Applied Mathc111alfi:s (illd Astronomy. 
400 Barton Springs Rd.; 1. B. 305. 
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*Evans, Mrs. Mary Jo Barnes, B.A., Tutor in En,glish. 
1804 Nueces; Main B. 2003. 
Everett, Raymond, B.A., M.S. in Arch., Professor of Architecture. 
903 W. 31 (22982) ; A. B. 116. 
"'Ewan, Thomas Kerry, Development Contract Officer, Defense Research 
Laboratory. 
6051h Barton Springs Rd. (85680); 500 E. 24 (86612). 
Ewing, Jeanne Sybil, B.S. in Ed., Tutor in Speech. 
2601 University Ave. (81639); Main B. 2510 (9171-264). 
*Ezell, Lonnie Bryan, M.A., Ed.D., Assistant Professor of Educational Ad-
ministration. 
24-04 Hartford Rd. (86232); S. H. lll (9171-225). 
Fahrenkamp, Willard, M.A., Instructor ir. Romance Languages. 
2107 San Antonio (4807); M. L. B. 419 (9171-327). 
Faircloth, Olin B., M.A., Instructor in Applied Mathematics and Astronomy. 
2002 Whitis (26385); J. B. 306 (9171-354). 
*Faith, Weston Edwin, Assistant Mechanic, Heating Plant. 
4608 Avenue G (24384); Pe>wer B. (9171-259). 
Falk, Bibb August, Assistant Baseball Coach. 
42U Avenue D (22587) ; G. G. 103 (3713). 
*Fancher, Gecrge H., D.Sc., Professor of Petroleum Engineering. 
600 E. 32 (20163) ; P. E. B. 201B (9171-273). 
Fannin, Bill Bradfield, B.S. in E.E., Tutor in Electrical Engineering. 
1109 W. 10 (82834) ; Eng. B. 153 (9171-278). 
*Farr, Thomas James, Ph.G., Storeroom Assistant, Department of Chemistry. 
712 Park Pl. (6868); C. B. 322 (9171-371). 
*Farrow, Charles L., Jr., Staff Assistant, Defense Research Laboratory. 
4211B Bellvue Ave. (21539) ; 500 E. 24 (86612). 
*Faubion, Walter David, Carpenter. 
2116 Clifton (413.2); Press B. (9171-294). 
*Faulkner, Mrs. Doris Hayter, B.A., General Assistant in the Library. 
1215 Parkway; Main B. 224 (9171-223). 
*Fehlis, Robert, Jr., Locksmith, Machine Shop. 
4009 Speedway (28442) ; Press B. (9171-294). 
*Felsing, William August, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry; Research Chemist, 
Defense Research Laboratory. 
3007 Washington Sq. (28263); C. B. 119B (9171-358). 
Fenley, Helen Virginia, Assistant Technician, University Health Service. 
4528 Speedway (28381); B. Hall 118 (9171-322). 
*Fenske, Carl Werner, B.S. in C.E., Instructor in Civil Engineering. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 384D; Eng. B. 183 (9171-279). 
Ferguson, Louis Turner, Tutor in Physics. 
ll05 W. 221h (22583) ; Physics B. 210. 
Ferguson, Phil Moss, M.S. in C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering. 
2108 San Gabriel (84317); Eng. B. 213 (9171-279) . 
Staff Members 
*Fernandez, William, B.A., Tutor in Romance Languages. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 361A (86119) ; Main B. 1603. 
Fertsch, Pauline, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology. 
Route 5, Box 216; S. H. 317 (9171-248). 
Fichtenbaum, Max, B.A., M.B.A., Assistant Registrar. 
904 W. 29 (3177); Main B. 1 (9171- 213 or 214). 
*Field, George Lowell, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Government. 
3209A Liberty (81970); B. Hall 318 (9171-375). 
*Finch, Stanley Phist er, C.E., M.S., Professor of Civil Engineering. 
3312 Duval (5700); Eng. B. 211. 
*Fink, Edwin Eugene, M.S., Instructor in Business Administration. 
103 Garfield, Bastrop, Texas; W. H. 403. 
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*Finlayson, Mrs. Evelyn H., B.S., Secretary, Defense Research Laboratory. 
lllC W. 19 (24670) ; 500 E. 24 (86612) . 
Firey, Walter Irving, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology. 
502 W. 33; G. H. 222. 
*Fischer, Mrs. Myra Lea Katt, Stenographer, Department of Architecture. 
1906 Guadalupe (20481); A. B. 302 (9171-381) . 
Fisher, Harward Leslie, B.S. in Geol., Instructor in Geology. 
605 W. 26 (3223); G. B. 101 (9171- 268). 
*Fitzgerald, Jam es Anderson, Ph.D., Professor of Banking and Insurance; 
Dean of the College of Business Administration. 
1807 Brazos, Apt. 23 (9143); W. H. 119 (9171-262). 
*Fitzgerald, Robert Bernard, M.Mus., Associate Professor of Music Educa-
tion; Director of Symphonic Band. 
900 W. 31 (86225); Mus. B. 204A (9171- 339). 
*Fleming, Mrs. Bonnie Jean T., B.J., Research Assistant, Bureau of Business 
Research. 
1710 Guadalupe; W. H. 416 (9171-270). 
Fletcher, Edward Garland, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English. 
2307 San Antonio (87611); Main B. 1808 (9171-326) . 
*Fletcher, Guy, Chief Operator, Power Plant. 
2009 Neches (22137); Power B. (9171-259). 
Flinn, Helen Margaret, M.A., Social Director, University Residence Halls 
for Women. 
Littlefield Dormitory (24010); (23153) . 
*Fly, Mrs. Dorothy Jean, Assistant to the Secretary of the Board of Regents. 
2306 Sabine (22165); Main B. 203 (9171-219). 
*Focht, John Arnold, M.S. in C.E., Professor of Highway Engineering. 
2823 Salado (23639); Eng. B. 171 (9171-279). 
*Fogartie, Mrs. Ruth Ann Douglass, B.A., Tutor in English. 
206B E. 261/:i (83417) ; Main B. 2310. 
*Fogel, Seymour, Assistant Professor of Art. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 389B; 0. L. B. 101 (9171-309). 
*Foley, Robert Thomas, M.S., Instructor in Chemistry. 
1107 w. 22; c. B. 123 (9171-350). 
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Folmer, Charles Fred, B.A., M.A. in L.S., Associate Librarian. 
1105 Enfield Rd. (87528); Main B. 125 (9171- 222). 
Fnmhy, Marion, B.A ., Assi.1t11nt A1ulitor and Secretary, Auditing Oil and Gas 
Production. 
1907 Rio Grande (6201) ; Land Office Bldg. (87585). 
''' Forsman , John Malcolm, M.A., Assistant Professor of English. 
502 Texas Ave. (85285) ; Main B. 2404. 
Forsyth, Constance, B.A., Instructor in Art. 
2107F San Antonio (85352); 0 . L. B. 201 (9171-309). 
'''Foster, Edgar Austin, B.A., Instructor in Psychology; Counselor, Testing 
and Guidance Bureau. · 
1807 Colorado; S. H. 313 (9171- 248). 
*Foster, Jackson Walter, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Bacteriology; Research 
Bacterwlogist, Research in Bacteriology. 
Absent on leave, MacArthur's Headquarters, Tokyo, Japan. 
Foulks, Mary Gowen, B.S., Tutor in Physics. 
1609 N. Congress (80201); Physics B. ll5 (9171-363). 
Fowler, Irma Deane, B.B.A., Secretary, Office of th e Dean of the Division 
of Extension. 
Box 1892, University Station 1840'\S I ; Ext ension Bldg. (18th and Red· 
River) (23409). 
Fowler, Mrs. Julia Chamblin, M.A .. l nst.ructor in Home Economics. 
908B W. 221h (5966); H. E. B. 110 (9171- 241) . 
Fox, Mrs. Nelia, B.A., Instructor in Business Administration. 
3208 Duval (3655) ; W. H. 311 (9171-360). 
•Francis, Charles Ernest, B.S. in Phy8ics, Tutor in Physics. 
1711 West Ave. (26168); Physics B. 403. 
Frantz, Dalies Ehrhardt, B.Mus., Professor of Piano. 
Absent on leave, 1808 Pearl, Austin, Texas. 
*Fra;,er, Lemuel Anderson, Ph.D., Instructor in Zoology. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 387B; B. L. 309 (9171-357) . 
Frazier, Cornelia Elizabeth, Tutor in Music. 
2001 University Ave. (81691) ; K. M. A. 202. 
*Freier, Paul Henry, B.A., Instructor in History. 
Route 1, Leander, Texas; G. H. 120 (9171-315). 
"French, Robert Warren, Ph.D., Pro fessor of Business Administration; Direc-
tor, Bureau of Business R esearch. 
909 W. 18 (27808); W. H. 415 (9171-270 or 266). 
French, Warren Graham, B.A., Tutor in English. 
1609 Brazos; Main B. 2301. 
Friedsam, Hiram Johnson, M.A., Instructor in Sociology. 
2804 Whitis (84673) ; G. H. 208. 
Friend, Llerena Beaufort, M.A., Instructor in History; R esearch Assistant, 
Research in Texas History. 
704 W. 22 (23958) ; B. Hall 313 (9171-315). 
Staff Members 
*Fritz, William F., M.A., LLB., Assistant Professor of Law. 
4522 Awnue B (87552); Law B. 213 (9171-280). 
*Frizzell, Don L, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Geology. 
807 E. 451;2; G. B. 207 (9171-287). 
''Fuchs, Grover Aaron, M.A., Assistant Professor of Speech. 
3008 Fruth (21518); Main B. 2507 (9171-264). 
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*Fullingim, J\Irs. J\Iartha, Secretary to the Bu.<iness Director, Veterans Federal 
Housing Projects. 
709 W. 26 (25782); 0. L. B. Basement (9171-308). 
*Furber, Holden, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History. 
608 Patterson; G. H. 104 (9171-315) . 
*Furgason, J\Irs. Sibyl Trainer, B.B.A., Srhedulc Assistant, Official Publica· 
tions, Registrar's Office. 
200+ Wichita (8508+); Main B. 1 (9171- 200). 
Gaffney. Annie :i\Iarie, R.N., Clinical Nurse, University Health Service. 
3708 \\;est Aw. (3334); B. Hall 115 (9171-322). 
*Gafford, Burns Newman, M.S. in E.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering. 
Westlake Dr. (8i750); Eng. B. 151 (9171-278). 
*Gaines, Scott, LLB., Land Attorney, Unfrersity Lands, Legal and Surveyi,ng. 
1101 E. 32 (216Sll; 0. L. B. 110 (9171- 303). 
*Galt, John Leland, B.S. in Ch.E .. Tutor in Chemistry. 
4-0-1. E. 30 (26539) ; C. B. 236. 
*Gambino, James John, B.S. in Mus.Ed., Tutor in Music. 
4504 Avenue D (24004) ; K. !\I. A. 
*Gammage, Allen Z., M.A .. Instructor in Government. 
1416 E. 37 (86750) ; B. Hall 328. 
Gannaway, Herbert Smith, B.S. in Arch., Chief Draftsman, Office of the 
Supervising Architect. 
711 Lamar Bh-d. (28386) ; A. B. 102 (9171-382). 
*Gantz, Kenneth Franklin. Ph.D., Instructor in English. 
Absent on leaw, military service. 
Gardner, William Bradford. Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English. 
1219 Parkway (9197); Main B. 2308. 
Garrison, Howard Ray, B.S. in Ch.E., Tutor in Chemistrv. 
2507 San Jacinto (9701); C. B. 311. 
Gaskill, Sarah, 1\1.A .. lrislrlU"tor in Roman ce Languages. 
708 W.· 23 (-1515) ; l\I. L B. 418. 
Gatlin, Harold, Curntor, Department of Chemistry. 
2308 Indian Trail (30-18): C. B. 124 (9171- 371). 
Gebauer, Dorothy Louise, :i\l.A., Dean of Women. 
2001 Hopi Trail (25897) ; Main B. 1061\I (9171-330 or 257). 
*Gentry, Mrs. Billie :'llarie Askew, B.A., Tutor in English. 
3301 Lafayette (222681 ; Main B. 2006. 
*Gentry, George Vincent. Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy. 
2209 Quarry Rd. (87430); C.. H. 210 (9171-316). 
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Gentry, Thelma, Secretary, University Lands, Legal and Surveying. 
104 W. 16 (23691); 0. L.B. 108 (9171-303). 
*Geppert, Donovan Verloe, B.S. in E.E., Instructor in Drawing. 
5205 Avenue F; Eng. B. 303 (9171-383). 
*Gerhardt, John Randolph, B.S., Meteorologist, Electrical Engineering Re-
search Laboratory. 
404 E. 11 (87973); Eng. B. 105 (9171-24-0). 
*Gerling, Francis Peter, M.S. in M.E., Refrigeration and Heating Engineer. 
1203 W. 221/,i (28574); Press B. (9171-296). 
*German, John Paul, B.S. in E.E., Instructor in Drawing. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 386; Eng. B. 309. 
*Gettys, Warner Ensign, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology; Director, Bureau of 
Research in the Social Sciences. 
1301 Meriden Lane (3198) ; G. H. 214 (9171-312). 
*Getzendaner, Milton E., M.S., Tutor in Chemistry. 
2211 Post Rd. (80225) ; C. B. 309. 
Gibbons, Zuella, B.A., Secretary, Office of the Supervising Architect. 
208 Archway (81519); A. B. 102 (9171-382). 
*Gibbs, Thomas Edward, B.S. in Physics, Tutor in Physics. 
904 W. 26 (28973); Physics B. 115. 
*Gidley, William Francis, Ph.C., B.S. in Phar., Professor of Pharmacy; Dean 
c,f the College of Pharmacy. 
3105 Grooms (9017); C. B. 11 (9171-368). 
Gill, Erma M., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English. 
706% W. 23 (28384); Main B. 2008. 
*Gilliam, Louis Chamberlain, Jr., B.S. in M.E., Tutor in Mechanical Engineer-
ing. 
1309 Marshall Lane (81305) ; Eng. B. 159B (9171-275). 
Gilliland, Oscar Coughran, B.S. in Ch.E., Tutor in Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
Roberts Hall (26241) ; Ch. E. B. 103. 
*Gillmore, Mrs. Helen Collins Rainey, B.A., Tutor in English. 
511 Fountain Terrace (28341); Main B. 2103. 
*Gilstrap, Howard Clifford, Football Line Coach. 
201 E. 30 (82831); G. G. 203 (9171- 344). 
Gips, Karine, B.B.A., Secretary, School of Law. 
2106 Nueces (28233); Law B. 104 (9171-280). 
*Girvin, Eb Carl, M.A., Tutor in Botany. 
Brackenridge Apts., # 1108F; B. L. 4-01. 
*Glass, Edward Beaumont Townsend, Tutor in Architecture. 
2605 Salado (85459) ; A. B. 216. 
*Glass, King Irwin, Ph.D., M.S. in Ch.E., Chemical Engineer, Acetylene 
Project, Bureau of Industrial Chemistry. 
66 Comal (29180) ; Ch. E. B. 208B (9171- 376). 
Glass, Mrs. Zenobia Schow, B.A., Resident Social Director, Andrews Dormitory. 
Andrews Dormitory (29844). 
Staff Members 39 
*Glaze, Wiley Eugene, M.B.A., Assistant Professor of Physical Training for 
Men. 
1911 Rio Grande (6297); G. G. 107 (9171-341). 
*Glenn, Edwin Elwood, Jr., B.S. in P.E., Tutor in Petroleum Engineering. 
5312 Georgetown Rd. (28691); P. E. B. 216 (9171-274). 
*Glover, Anthony D., M.A., Photographer, Military Physics Research Labora-
tory. 
4305 Caswell (26909); Physics B. 415 (9171-363). 
*Godbey, John Kirby, B.S. in E.E., Tutor in Electrical Engineering. 
302 E. 53; Eng. B. 143 (9171-246). 
Godfrey, Rosalie S., M.A., B.S. in H.E., Associate Professor of Home Eco-
nomics; Business Director, Urriversity Residence Halls. 
Littlefield Dormitory (5755) ; 2610 Whitis (27133). 
Goetz, Mrs. M}Ttle Gillum, Registrar, Extension Teaching Bureau. 
204 W. 31 ( 4921) ; Extension Bldg. 203 (18th and Red River) (23408). 
Gold, Ruth Estelle, B.B.A., Secretary, Athletic Director's Office. 
1800 Congress (20661) ; G. G. 106 (27991). 
Goldich, Samuel S., Ph.D., Geologist, Bureau of Economic Geology. 
35th and Scenic .Dr. (6528); The Little Campus (18th and Red River) 
(23831) . 
Goldmann, Mary Ernestine, M.S. in H.E., Assistant Professor of Home 
Economics. 
711 W. 26 (87422) ; H. E. B. 308 (9171-243). 
*Goldsmith, Goldwin, Ph.B., Professor of Architecture. 
1902 San Gabriel (28667); A. B. 202 (9171-381). 
Gondolf, Hamid Joseph, M.D., Director of the Laboratory, University Health 
Service. 
3211 Windsor Rd. (26393; if no answer, dial 21422) ; B. Hall 118 (5666) 
Gonzales, Boyer, Jr., B.S. in Arch., Assistant Professor of Art. 
2507 Seton Ave. ; 0. L.B. 101 (9171-309). 
*Goodall , Donald Bannard, M.A., Assistant Professor of Art. 
Ab&ent on leave, care of E. M. Cox, 1191 Boylston, Boston, Mas5. 
Goodwin, Mrs. Cecil B., Teacher-Trainer, Bureau of Industrial and Business 
Extension Training . . 
4304 Airport Blvd.; Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23407) . 
*Goodwin, Herman E., Draftsman, Military Physics Research Laboratory. 
103 Nellie (5283); Physics B. 104 (9171-361). 
Gordon, Wendell Chaffee, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics. 
4403 Barrow; G. H. 304 (9171-313). 
*Gordon, William E., M.A., M.S., Meteorologist, Electrical Engineering Re-
search Laboratory. 
1703 Elton Lane (24238); Eng. B. 105 (9171- 240). 
*Gorham, Harrison Drew, B.S. in M.E., Power Plant Engineer. 
710 E. 20 (81063); Power B. (9171-259). 
*Gorton, Thomas Arthur, M.Mus., Assistant Professor of Piano. 
Absent on leave, 3 Happy Hollow Lane, Austin, Texas. 
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Gossett, Opal Lea, B.A., Degree Clerk, Office of the Dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences. 
514 Lockhart Dr. (20618); Main B. 113 (9171-208 or 209). 
*Gotham, Benjamin Leslie; M.A., Instructor in Educational Psy<;hology. 
2409 Sabine (9828) ; First Semester, S. H. 301 ; Second Semester, S. H. 
307 (9171-204). 
''Gott, Mrs. Edna Maynard, B.A., Secretary and Research Assistant, Bureau 
of Municipal Research. 
1816 Nueces (4277); B. Hall 217 (9171-325). 
*Gott, Preston F., Tutor in Physics. 
1816 Nueces (4277); Physics B. 417 (9171-363) . 
Gourley, Lloyd Eugene, Jr., B.S. in Physics, Tutor in Physics. 
203 E. 23 (83580) ; Physics B. 411 (9171-363) . 
Goyne, Arlie Vernon, Jr., B.A., Tutor in English. 
308 E. 11 (23308) ; Main B. 2407. 
Graham, Jennie Louise, B.S., Instructor in Physical Training for If/omen. 
3305 Liberty (88297); W. G. 35 (9171-25.0) . 
*Graham, Philip, Ph.D., Professor of English. 
2838 San Gabriel (22162); Main B. 1703. 
*Granberry, Collier Read, M.S. in E.E. , Professor of Electrical Engineering; 
Assistant to the President. 
1600 Exposition Blvd. (87567); Main B. 209 (9171-385). 
*Grant, Gilbert Richard, M.A., Instructor in History. 
1012 Shelley (81948) ; G. H. 120 (9171-315). 
*Graves, Alvin Cushman, Ph.D., B.S. in E.E., Associate Professor of Physics. 
Absent on leave, Los Alamos, N. M. 
*Graves, Roy William, Jr., M.S., Instructor in Geology. 
Brackenridge Apts. , # 1112A; G. B. 313 (9171-286). 
''Gray, Clarence Truman, Ph.D., Professor of Educational Psychology. 
3201 West Ave. (4578); S. H. 305 (9171-204). 
*Gray, Hob, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Curriculum and Instruction. 
4900 Caswell (9737); S. H. 205 (9171-236). 
*Gray, Jack Stuart, B.B.A., Head Basketball Coach ; Assistant Football Coach. 
807 W. 26 (25488); G. G. 202 (9171-344). 
Gray, Lucy, B.A., Tutor in English. 
2312 San Gabriel (29062); Main B. 2207 (9171-3261. 
*Gray, Mrs. Nancy G., B.A., Stenographer, Department of Drama. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 303B; M. L. B. 208 (9171- 218). 
*Graydon, Frank Drake, M.B.A., C.P.A., Assistant Professor of Business 
Administration. 
Brackenridge Apts., # 1112E; W. H. 105 (9171-262) . 
*Grayson, Mrs. Dorothy Newnam, B.S. in Ed., Stenographer, Extension Teach-
ing Bureau. 
1311 East Ave. (89558) ; Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River ) (23408). 
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*Greene, Mr&. Barbara Hurley, B.A., Stenographer, Extension Teaching Bureau. 
Deep Eddy Courts, # 330 (80409) ; Extension Bldg. 203 {18th and Red 
River) (23408). 
Greenspan, Arthur, B.B.A., Instructor in A ccounting. 
600 W. 17 (23853); W. H. 309 (9171- 260) . 
Greenwood, Robert Ewing, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Applied Mathematics 
and Astronomy; Mathematician, Military Physics Research Laboratory. 
1704 Windsor Rd. (22088); ]. B. 206 (9171-353). 
Greer, Waynie M., B.A., Secretary, Defense Research Laboratory. 
1918 Speedway (82494); 500 E. 24 (86612). 
Gregg, Leah Jones, M.A., Associate Professor of Physical Training for Women. 
1503 W. 32 (234-00); W. G. 16 (9171- 252). 
Gregg, Mary Elizabeth, B.B.A., Research Assistant, Bureau of Business Re-
search. 
611 W. 22 (25606); W. H. 416 (9171-270). 
'''Griffin, Edward Monroe, Assistant Sto·rekeeper, Department of Physics. 
1611 So. 1 (20939) ; Physics B. 303 (9171-363) . 
*Griffis, William Kearley, B.S. in M.E., Assistant Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering. 
1209 Castle Hill (81539); Eng. B. 310. 
Griffith, Reginald Harvey, Ph.D., Litt.D., Professor of E,'nglish. 
2304 San Antonio (6969); Main B. 1702. 
Grimes, Frances Laura, B.S. in H.E., Assistant to the Chief Clerk, Registrar's 
Office. 
905 W. 24 (22286); Main B. 1 (9171--213). 
Grimes, William Osborn, B.S. in M.E., lnstrnctor in Mechanical Engineering. 
905 W. 24 (22286) ; Eng. B. 221 (9171- 271). 
"Griswold, John, Sr.D. in Ch.E., Professor of Chemical Engineering; Director, 
Rubber R eserve Research Project. 
102 Laurel Lane (87928); Ch. E. B. 210B (9171-378) . 
Grosse, Mary Louise, B.S. in H.E., Tutor in Harne Economics. 
2008 University Ave. (5194) ; H. E. B. 317. 
Grote, Emma Alice, R.N. , Clinical Nurse, University Health Service. 
3207 West Ave. (83531); B. Hall 115 (9171-322). 
Guernsey, Roscoe, Jr., B.A., C.E., Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering. 
2304 San Antonio (6969); Eng. B. 159A (9171-279). 
Guidry, Virginia Havens, B.B.A., Tutor in Educational Psychology. 
207 W. 21 (20190); S. H. 305 (9171- 204). 
*Guild, Walter R., Metearologist, Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory. 
2401 Lake Austin Blvd.; Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
*Guinn, John Pollard, Jr., B.A., Tutor in English. 
809A E. 30 (29243) ; Main B. 2203. 
Guirard, Beverly Maril", Ph.D., Research Associate, Clayton Biochemical In-
stitute. 
100 E. 15 (81574); C. B. 208 (9171-377). 
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*Gunter, Gordon, Ph.D., Research Associate, Marine Fisheries, Institute of 
Marine Science. 
Rockport, Texas. 
*Gutsch, Milton Rietow, Ph.D., Professor of English History. 
Route 4, Box 302 (85413); G. H. 109 (9171-311). 
*Guy, William Thomas, Jr., B.S., Instructor in Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
Brackenridge Apts., # 1212F; J. B. 305. 
Haag, Mrs. Edna S., Filing Clerk, University Health Service. 
608 Texas Ave. (4877); B. Hall 117 (9171-321). 
*Hackennan, Norman, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry. 
2000 Sharon Lane (5222); C. B. 19 (9171-371) . 
*Hackett, Charles Wilson, Ph.D., Professor of Latin-American History; Chair· 
man, Executive Committee, Institute of Latin-American Studies. 
102 W. 33 (5785); G. H. 116 (9171-379). 
*Haden, Ernest Faber, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Romance Languages. 
3109 Wheeler (23048) ; M. L. B. 425 (9171-327). 
Hagan, Bettie Lucille, B.A., Tutor in Zoology. 
102 w. 16 (82939); B. L. 401 (9171- 359). 
Hagy, George Washington, B.A., Tutor in Zoology. 
2211 Red River {84481) ; B. L. 102. 
Hainey, Melvin F., B.S. in E.E., Instructor in Drawing. 
1103 W. 9 {22940); Eng. B. 309. 
*Hale, Edward Everett, M.A., Professor of Economics. 
3111 Bowman (88844) ; G. H. 318 (9171-313). 
Hale, Elton Bernard, M.A., Instructor in Business Administration. 
2307 San Antonio (29749) ; W. H. 214. 
*Hall, Oabe Washington, Ph.D., B.D., Instructor in Bible, Wesley Bible Chair. 
908 W. 29 (5558) ; 2403 Guadalupe (23838). 
Hall, Colby Dixon, Jr., M.S., Tutor in Chemistry. 
1709 N. Congress (87097); C. B. 306A. 
Hall, Robert Nicholas, Jr., B.S. in Ch.E., Tutor in Chemistry. 
307 W. 26 (22193); C. B. 109. 
*Haltom, Mrs. Jean Lively, Librarian in Charge of Bookings, Visual Instruction 
Bureau. 
2320 Red River (28808); Extension Bldg. 101 (18th and Red River) 
(23403). 
Hamer, Mrs. Marcelle Lively, M.A., Assistant in the Texas Collection, Library. 
1409 Travis Heights Blvd. (86100) ; Main B. 314. 
*Hamilton, Daniel Lee, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Romance Languages. 
1802 Stamford Lane (26645); l\I. L. B. 408 (9171-327); absent on leave, 
Second Semester. 
*Hamlin, Edwin Woodworth, Ph.D. in E.E., Professor of Electrical Engineer-
ing; Director, Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory. 
1802 Elton Lane (26857); Eng. B. 143 (9171-246 or 240). 
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Hammock, Robert Carleton, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Curriculum and 
Instruction; Assistant to the Dean and Coordinator of Off ·Campus 
Activities, Division of Extension. 
2107G San Antonio (83937) ; Extension Bldg. 301 (18th and Red River) 
(23404). 
*Hammond, John Hays, M.A., Instructor in Romance Languages. 
3006 N. Guadalupe (80996) ; Main B. 1605. 
*Hamner, John Lyle, Radio Technician, Electrical Engineering Research 
Laboratory. 
2105 E. 1 (88888); Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
Hamner, Marjorie Louise, B.S. in H.E., Tutor in Home Economics. 
1916 David; H. E. B. 217. 
Hamner, William Frederick, Jr., B.S., Tutor in Chemistry. 
2510 Wichita (6614) ; C. B. 109. 
Hampton, Nealie Bob, B.B.A., Voucher Audit Clerk, Auditor's Office. 
402C W. 15 (82746); Main B. 114 (9171- 216). 
*Hampton, Samuel Joseph, B.S., Tutor in Chemistry. 
204 Archway (80257) ; C. B. 311. 
*Hancock, Charles Raymond, B.S., Instructor in Economics. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 395B (80230) ; G. H. 307. 
Handler, Shirley Wolz, B.A., Tutor in Zoology. 
611 W. 22 (25606) ; B. L. 101 (9171-359). 
*Harhin, Mrs. Elinor Tolish, Secretary-Librarian, Extension Teaching Bureau. 
1811 Ho.Jly (80549); Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (20580). 
Harbison, Hazel Maurine, B.S. in Ed., Business Assistant to the Director, 
Texas Unum. 
604 Park Pl. (4211); Union B. 201 (9171-318). 
Hardeman, Tom Nash, B.S. in C.E., Instructor in Drawing. 
600 W. 15 (80276); Eng. B. 303 (9171-383). 
Harder, Verna M., M.Mus., Instructor in Piano. 
2104 Nueces (6445) ; K. M. A. 
Hardin, Ernest Randolph, M.A., Assistant Professor of Speech. 
1803 Evergreen (21439); Main B. 2505 (9171-264). 
Hargrave, Helen, LL.B., Instructor in Law; Law Librarian. 
1700 San Gabriel (6615) ; Law B. 205 (9171-282). 
*Hargrave, John Samuell, Chief Plumber and Electrician. 
611 Deep Eddy (4652); Press B. 
Harlan, Mrs. Sarah, Secretary to the Dean of the College of Engineering. 
2500 Nueces (87535); Eng. B. 167 (9171-272). 
*Harper, Major L., Sounding Operator, Electrical Engineering Research Lab-
oratory. 
4314 Avenue F (81365); Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
*Harrell, David, Jr., B.A., Staff Assistant, Defense Research Laboratory. 
4700 Bull Creek Rd. (86788) ; 500 E. 24 (86612). 
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*Harrell, Mrs. Lucille Carson, B.Mus., Degree Clerk, Office of the Dean of 
the College of Fine Arts. 
5208 Avenue H; Mus. B. 109 (9171-202). 
Harris, Jane Allen, M.S. in P.Ed., Instructor in Physical Training for Women. 
1505 W. 31 (23524); W. G. 122. 
Harris, Julia, M.A., Chief Reference Librarian. 
706 W. 24 (87657); Main B: 227 (9171-223) . 
Harris, Truett Wilson, B.A., Tutor in Romance Languages. 
1908 San Gabriel (29346) ; M. L. B. 311. 
Harrison, Max W., B.S. in Ed., Instructor in History. 
Box 1862, University Station (5580) ; G. H. 120 (9171- 315). 
*Harrison, Thomas Perrin, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of English. 
615 W. 311/z (24340) ;_Main B. 1706 (9171-326); absent on leave, 
Seccmd Semester, 615 W. 3Ph, Austin, Texas. 
Harrod, Hazel Louise, M.A., Instructor in English. 
2006 Whitis (82129) ; Main B. 2101. 
*Hartle, Robert Wyman, Tutor in Romance Languages. 
5405 Burnet Rd.; M. L. B. 311 (9171-327). 
*Harvey, Wirt Turner, B.S., M.Mus., Assistant Professor of Piano. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 386E; K. M. A. 
Harwood, Mrs. Louise Cartledge, B.A., A"sistant Auditor, Auditing Oil and 
Gas Production. 
1304D Colorado; Land Office Bldg. (87585). 
*Haskell, Ray Nelson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
4311 Avenue F (20628); J.B. 205 (9171-353). 
'''Hastings, Sam Henry, B.A., Tutor in Chemistry. 
805 w. 29; c. B. 309. 
Hata, Frank Tadashi, B.S. in E.E., Tutor in Physics. 
1802 Lavaca (80157); Physics B. 308 (9171-363). 
*Hatch, Lewis Frederic, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry; Research 
Chemist, Defense Research Laboratory. 
2902 Kerbey Lane (85015) ; C. B. 24{) (9171- 372). 
*Hatfield, Theo Noel, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics. 
3911 Avenue D (88231); Physics B. 428 (9171-363). 
*Haun, James William, B.S. in Ch.E., Tutor in Chemical Engineering. 
605C Baylor; Ch. E. B. 203 (9171-378). 
Haupt, Helen Doris, B.A., M.Mus., Assistant Professor of Piano. 
205 Archway (82619) ; Mus. B. 203C (9171-339). 
Hawkins, Jerry Alfred, B.S. in E.E., Tutor in Physics. 
1610 San Antonio· (5684) ; Physics B. 410. 
*Hawley, Wheeler, M.A., Instructor in Romance Languages. 
1305 E. 29 (89725); M. L.B. 411 (9171_'..327). 
*Hayes, Arthur Robert, B.S., M.Ed., Instructor in Speech. 
1700 Kenwood; Main B. 2508. 
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*Haynes, Randolph Arnold, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Romance Languages. 
405 W. 33 (4918); M. L. B. 423. 
*Hays, Richard Luckett, B.B.A., Instructor in Business Administration; 
Special Assistant to the Dean of Student Life. 
508 E. 39 (29982) ; Union B. 303 (5571). 
*Hazlewood, Mrs. Oaudia Garner, B.A., Tutor in English. 
4708 Shoalwood (25552) ; Main B. 2105. 
*Healy, Elliott Dow, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Romance Languages. 
707 Rio Grande; Main B. 1502. 
Healy, Irene, M.S., Associate Professor of Nursing Education. 
2010 Speedway (87751) ; S. H. 109. 
Heatherington, Jeanie Frances, Pay Roll Clerk, Auditor's Office. 
407 E. 38 (20777); Main B. 22 (9171-227). 
Hedrick, Elinor May, B.A., Tutor in Romance Languages. 
206 E. 23 (86196) ; M. L B. 417. 
Heflin, Bess, M.A., Professor of Home Economics. 
311 Moore Blvd. (28409); H. E. B. 108 (9171- 245). 
Heim, Peggy, M.A., Instructor in Economics. 
906 W. 21 (86581) ; G. H. 310 (9171-313). 
*Helwig, William F., M.S. in E.E., E.E., Associate Professor of Electrical 
Engineering. 
1708 W. 34 (4678) ; Eng. B. 147. 
Henderson, Adele, M.A., Instructor in History. 
708 W. 23 (3632); G. H. 120. 
*Henderson, Joseph Lindsey, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Secondary Education. 
1709 Colorado (6621); S. H. 205. 
Hendricks, George David, M.A., Tutor in English. 
6 Enfield Rd. (87997); Main B. 1902. 
*Henschen, Mrs. Dorothy Dregalla, B.Mus., Instructor in Harp. 
2621 University Ave. (87089); Mus. B. 103A (9171-202). 
*Henze, Henry Rudolf, Ph.D., Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry. 
309 Moore Blvd. (28930); C. B. 336 (9171-373). 
Hemdvn, Charles Lee, B.S. in M.E., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering. 
2314 Bridle Path (26497) ; Eng. B. 310. 
•Heyer, Ernst, M.A., E.E., Instructor in Applied Mathematics and Astronomy. 
415 w. 39; J. B. 306 (9171-353). 
*Hickman, Terrell Louis, Mechanic, Department of Physics and Military 
Physics Research Laboratory. 
4110 Burnet Rd. (4428); Physics B. 101 (9171-363). 
Hill, Annie Campbell, B.Litt., Reference Librarian. 
2104 Nueces (6445) ; Main B. 227 (9171-223). 
*Hill, Mrs. Dorothy Murdock, M.A., B.D., Executive Director, University 
Young Women's Christian Association. 
Y.M.C.A. (23590). 
Hill, Frances Jane, Secretary to the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. 
3505 Hollywood (87296); Main B. 113 (9171-229). 
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Hill, Lewis Payne, Painter, General Repairs and Woodwork. 
109 W. 18; Press B. 
Hill, Mary Juanita, B.S. in Physics, Tutor in Physics. 
1905 Rio Grande (22746); Physics B. 411 (9171-363). 
Hines, Mildred Sue, B.S., Assistant to the Resident Business Director, Little-
field Dormitory. 
2510 Whitis (4956); Littlefield Dormitory (23153). 
*Hinkle, Olin Ethmer, M.A., B.J., Associate Professor of Journalism. 
905 E. 37; J. B. 109 (22473). 
*Hipple, Millard L., B.S. in M.E., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering. 
713 W. 26 (21855); Eng. B. 126B (9171-276). 
Hiss, Anna, B.S., Professor and Director, Physical Train~ng for Women; 
Director, Intramural Athletics for Women. 
1503 W. 32 (23400); W. G. 105 (9171-254!. 
*Hix, Mrs. Lyllian Lucille Blaine, B.A., Research Assistant, Bureau of Eco-
nomic Geology. 
4504 Avenue D; The Little Campus (18th and Red River) (23831). 
*Hobbs, Robert Lee, Storeroom Assistant in Bacteriology. 
803 W. James; B. L. 221 (9171-397). 
Hobson, Ola Mary, R.N., Technician, University Health Service. 
403 W. 16 (9343); B. Hall 118 (9171- 322). 
*Hodge, Mrs. Anne Langston, B.A., Tutor in English. 
5009 Evans (20240) ; Main B. 2310. 
*Hodges, Gus Macey, B.B.A., LL.B., Professor of Law. 
708 W. 19 (86303); Law B. 210. 
Hodges, Sophie Katharine, B.A., Secretary, Stenographic Bureau. 
1803 West Ave. (83087); Main B. 2 (9171-307). 
*Holcomb, Henry Alvin, Ph.D., M.S. in Ch.E., Research Fellow (Senior 
Chemical Engineer), Acetylene Project, Bureau of Industrial Chemistry. 
2711 N. Guadalupe (29014); Ch. E. B. 208 (9171-376). 
*Holland, Benjamin Franklin, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Educational 
Psychology. 
116 Laurel Lane (9529); S. H. 309 (9171-204). 
*Holland, Darwin Brownlee Jack, B.B.A,, Assistant Dean of Men. 
1801 Northwood Rd. (26884) ; Main B. lOlM (9171-329). 
''Hollander, Lee M., Ph.D., Professor of Germanic Languages. 
3204 West Ave. (5906); M. L. B. 402 (9171-327). 
Holle, Kathryn Marilyn, B.S., Statistical Secretary, Registrar's Office. 
2005 University Ave. (4455); Main B. 1 (9171-213). 
Holmes, Mrs. Alice Mae Barrow, B.A., B.B.A., Secretary and Bookkeeper, 
Bureau of Industrial and Business Extension Training. 
1009 W. 24 (3725); Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23407). 
*Holmes, James Robert, B.Int.Arch., Assistant Professor of Drawing; Drafts-
man, Defense Research Laboratory. 
1705 Mohle Dr. (29887) ; A. B. 206. 
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*Honour, Wilfred Main, M.S. in C.E., Associate Professor of Civil Engi-
neering. 
206 W. 32 (30'59); Eng. B. 213 (9171- 279). 
*Hoot, William Francis, B.S. in Chem., Tutor in Chemistry. 
Chalmers Courts, Court 2, Apt. 4 ; C. B. 140. 
*Hornbby, Malcolm M., Mechanic, Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory. 
4103 Avenue H (85859) ; Eng. B. 105 (9171-24-0). 
*Horton, Claude Wendell , M.A., Assistant Professor of Physics; ResearcA 
Physicist, Defense Research Laboratory. 
903 So. CommerC'e, Lockhart, Texas (220.J I : l'hy>'i1 ·~ R. 115. 
Hoskins, Conde R., B.A. , Instructor in Speech. 
Absent on leave, military service. 
Houck, Lester Oarence, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Classical Languages. 
Absent on leave, First Semester, 3201 18th Street N.W., Washington 10, 
D.C.; Second Semester, Main B. 2603. 
*Housewright, Wiley L., Ed.D., Assistant Professor of Music Literature. 
5918 Dallas Highway (23769); Mus. B. 206B (9171-339). 
*Houze, Robert Alvin, B.A., B.S. in L.S., Orders Assistant in the Library. 
505 Leland (23447) ; Main B. 129. 
Howard, Laura Margaret, Newspaper Assistant in the Library. 
2500 So. Congress (22675) ; Main B. 24 (9171-222). 
*Howard, Walter Burke., Ph.D., M.S. in Ch.E., Research Fellow (Senior 
Chemical Engineer} , Acetylene Project, Bureau of Industrial Chemistry. 
1906 Robbins Pl. (82605) ; Cb. E. B. 208A (9171- 376). 
*Hoyal, Mrs. Maq?;aret .J., B.A ., B.A. i11 L.S. , Textbook and Curriculum 
Librarian. 
2508 Winsted Lane (22259) ; S. H. 114. 
Hubbard, John Randolph, M.A., Instructor in llistury. 
2614 Rio Grande (83491) ; G. H. 120. 
*Huber, Ralph Earls, B.Arch., Architect's Superintendent, Office of the Super-
vising Architect. 
1406 Juliet (4436); A. B. 102 (9171-382). 
*Hudson, William .James, M.B.A., Assistant Professor of Industrial Relations, 
College of Business Administration. 
3102 King; W. H. 103. 
*Hudson, Wil&on Mathis, Jr., M.A., Instructor in English. 
1711 Pearl; Main B. 1701 (9171-326). 
*Hudspeth, Chalmers Mac, B.A., LL.B., Assistant Professor of Law. 
201 E. 18 (85798) ; Law B. 215 (9171- 280). 
*Hudspeth, Mrs. Frances Hellums, B.A., Statistical Clerk, Office of the Dean 
of the College of Arts and Sciences. 
1901 Exposition Blvd. (82789) ; Main B. 113 (9171- 208). 
*Huffman, William W., B.S., Assistant Professor of Naval Science; Lieutenant-
Com.mander, U.S.N. 
Brackenridge Apts., # ll 12F ; Littlefield Home (262441. 
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*Hughes, Darrell Stephen, Ph.D., Professor of Physics; Consultant in Geo· 
physics, University Lands, Geology. 
1216 W. 22 (5484) ; Physics B. 107 (9171-365). 
*Hughes, Mrs. Erin Conner, M.A., Instructor in Romance Languages. 
606 E. 23 ; M. L.B. 4-09 (9171-327). 
*Hughes, Leo, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English. 
902 W. 31 (9883) ; Main B. 1906 ; absent on leave, Second Semester, 902 
W. 31, Austin, Texas. 
*Huie, William Orr, B.A., LL.B., Professor of Law ; Assistant Dean of the 
School of Law. 
2903 Bridle Path (89423); Law B. 108 (9171- 280) . 
*Huitt, Ralph Kinsloe, B.A., Instructor in Government. 
2505 Rio Grande (82762) ; B. Hall 328 (9171-375) . 
Humphrey, L. Lavone, B.S., Assistant to the Director, Home Economics Tea 
House ; Supervisor of Laboratory, Department of Home Economics. 
2503 San Jacinto (84433); 2610 Whitis (27133). 
Hunnicutt, Helen Mar, M.A., Archives Assistant in the Library. 
405 W. 12 (87073); Main B. 132. 
Hunnicutt, Ruth Gressett, Script Editor, Radio House. 
414 Peacock Lane (82733); Radio House (86691). 
Hunter, William Morgan, B.B.A., C.P.A., Instructor in A ccounting. 
2910 San Gabriel (84493); W. H. 109. 
*Hurt, George Enoch, L.R.A.M. (London), A.B.A., Director of the Longhorn 
Bands. 
2604 Woodmont (82772); G. G. 132 (9171- 346) . 
*Hurt, James Mann, M.A., Instructor in Applied Mathematics and Astronomy; 
Mathematician, Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory. 
408A W. 21 (20623); J. B. 206 (9171-353). 
Huser, Betty Jean, M.Mus., Instructor in Piano. 
2006 Whitis (82129) ; K. M. A. 
Huston, John Robert, Tutor in Music. 
2004 Whitis (5521); Mus. B. 109 (9171-339). 
*Hutter, John Franklin, C.P.A., Assistant Auditor. 
1602 Westover Rd. (9838); Main B. llO (9171-265). 
Irvine, Mrs. Annie S., Ph.D., Associate Professor of English. 
3ll E. 34 (3853) ; Main B. 2004. 
*Jackman, Alwin S., Shop Technician, Military Physics Research Laboratory. 
3803 Duval (5707); Physics B. 101 (9171-361). 
*Jackson, Carl Edgar, Laboratory Technician, Departm ent of Aeronautical 
Engineering. 
1706 Canterbury (82758); Eng. B. 131 (9171- 232 ) . 
*Jackson, Mrs. Loraine McNeil, Secretary to the Assistant Registrar. 
705 E. 24, Garage Apt. (21582) ; Main B. l (9171-213). 
Staff Members 
Jachon, Mrs. Margaret C., Cafeteria Manager, University Commons. 
1508 San Antonio (29644) ; Union B. (20833). 
Jackson, Waldo Emerson, Jr., B.S. in Physics, Tutor in Physics. 
2210 San Antonio (20236) ; Physics B. 405. 
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*Jacobsen, Mrs. Henrietta, Administ.rative Assistant, Defense Research Labora-
tory. 
4113 Rosedale (24095) ; 500 E. 24 (86612). 
*Jacobsen, Jens M., LL.B., Supervisor of Faciliti es and Security, Defense 
Research Laboratory. 
4113 Ro~edale (24095); 500 E. 24 (86(>12). 
*James, Sterling Walker, Inventory Clerk, Auditor's Office. 
702 W. 25 (9584); Main B. 22 (9171-227). 
James, Mrs. Sue Correll, B.A ., Secretary, Texas Memorial Museum. 
3205 Harris Park (27871); Museum (81066). 
Janzen, Anna W. Louise, M.A .. Associrtlt! Professor of Home Economics; 
Director, University Commons. 
2708 San Pedro (22890); Union B. (20833). 
*Jarnagin, Mrs. Ruth Peake, Stenographer , Department of Electrical Engi-
neering. 
1506 North Loop Blvd. (20854) ; Eng. B. 153 (9171-278). 
*Jeffers, Mrs. Irene Virginia Witte, Assistant in the Photographic Duplica-
tion Division, R egistrar's Office. 
602 E. 45; Main B. 1 (9171- 215). 
"Jeffress, Lloyd Alexander, Ph.D.. Professor of Psychology; Operations 
Analyst, Military Physics Researrh Laboratory. 
3404 Hampton Rd. (23374) ; S. H. 315 (9171-248) . 
Jeffrey, Lela Mae, B.A., Tutor in Physics. 
710 Graham Pl. (3101) ; Physics B. 115. 
*Jeffrey, Lloyd N., B.A., Tutor in English. 
li09 San Jacinto (27766); Main B. 2203. 
*Jehn, Kenneth Hartmeier, B.S., Instructor in Meteorology; Meteorologist, 
Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 384C; Eng. B. 133 (9171-232). 
Jenkins, Frank Duane, B.S. in E.E. , Tutor in Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
19031h Wichita (83814) ; J . B. 205. 
Jenkins, Mary Anice, Business Director, University Health Service. 
209 E. 32 (5097); B. Hall 119 (9171- 328). 
Jensen, Almarie, Assistant in the Package Loan Library Bureau. 
1005 E. 15 (9475); Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23405). 
Jirasek, Julia Lee, Secretary, Department of Horne Economics. 
611 Park Bh·d. (28892); H. E. B. llS (9171-241). 
* Joekel, Samuel Levi noon, M.A., B.D., D.D., lnstmctor in Bible, Presbyterian 
Bible Chair. 
104 E. 27 (22291) ; 100 W. 27 (213n). 
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*Johnson, Elmer Harrison, B.S., Ph.M., Industrial Geographer, Bureau of 
Business R esearch. 
900 W. 30 (23981); W. H. 319 (9171-270) . 
*Johnson, Gant Agnrd Altinus, B.B.A., Cashier, Auditor's Office. 
904 Josephine (24603); Main B. 8 (9171-226). 
"Johnson, Jesse B., M.A., Instructor in Business Adminis tration. 
28121;2 Nueces (22027) ; W. H. 403. 
*.Johnson, John Edward, B.S., 1\f.D., Associate Physician, University Health 
Service. 
2203 Robin Hood ( 4562; if no an~we r, dial 21422 I ; B. Hall 122 (9171-
321). 
Johnson, Mildred Elizabeth, R.N., Housing Inspector, Unhersity Health Service. 
4103 Avenue C (87105 ) ; B. Hall 125 (9171-321). 
*Johnson, Mrs. Olivia Schawe, Instructor in Voice. 
Lockhart, Texas ; K. M. A. 
"Johnson, Mrs. Patricia Branson, B.A., Secretary, School uf Law. 
2110 Nueces (3392) ; Law B. 106 (9171-280 I . 
"Johnson, Roy Jefferson, M.A., Tutor in Music. 
2811 Salado (24178): Mus. B. 205D (9171-3391. 
*Johnston, Richard W., M.A., Tutor in Physics. 
906 W. 28% ; Physics B. 115 (9171-363). 
Johnston, Robert Bruce, B.S., Tutor in Applied Mathematics and Astronomy. 
2105 Nueces (85248) ; J . B. 207. 
*Jones, Archie N., M.A ., Mus.D., Professor of Music Education. 
1506 Mohl e Dr. (86001 I ; 1\lus. B. 205C (9171-339) . 
"Jones, Floyd Burton, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Pure Mathematics. 
1401 W. 29 (28970) ; B. Hall 9. 
'' Jones, Huhut Blackburn, B.A., M.B.A., Assistant Professor of Business 
Administration; Associate Vet erans Coordinator, University Veterans 
Advisory Se rvice. 
3209 Glenview (6967); S. H. 110 (9171-3701. 
"Jones, Joseph Jay, Ph.D., Associate Proft·ssor of English . 
2212 Longview (5482) ; Main B. 1807 19171-.326 I. 
*Jones, Mrs. Marjorie Walberg, B.J., Loan Assistant in the Library. 
2412 Harris Blvd. 180736) ; Main B. 220 I 9171 2231. 
Jones, Marsden Alford, B.A., Tutor in Chemistry. 
2513% Rio Grande (23331); C. B. 311 (9171- 371) . 
Jones, Zera Eron, R.N., Clinical Nurse, University Health Sen;ice. 
606 Texas Ave.; B. Hall ll5 (9171-322) . 
*Jordan, Mrs. Margaret S., B.A., Tutor in English . 
613 W. 32 (87294) ; Main B. 2210. 
Jordan, Nancy Pauline, M.A., Instructor in Speech ; R esiden t Social Dirt'Ctor. 
Carothers Dormitory. 
f:arothers Dormitory (81854); Main B. 2504 (9171- 2641 . 
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* Jurlina, Mrs. Billie J., B.S., Secretary, Electrical Engineering Research Lab· 
oratory. 
Brackenridge Apts., # 1206A; Eng. R. 1Q5 (9171-24-0). 
Kanter, Pinney, B.S. in E.E., Instructor in Applied Mathematics, Extension 
Teaching Bureau. 
4112 Avenue F; Eng. B. 104A (9171-297). 
*Kaplan, Sylvan Julian, M.A., Instructor in Psychology. 
2107 Sabine (85665); S. H. 308 (9171-248). 
*Kasperik, Archie Stanley, Ph.D., M.S. in Ch.E., Senior Chemical Engineer, 
Acetylene Project, Bureau of Industrial Chemistry. 
2103 Indian Trail (25655); Ch. E. B. 208 (9171-376). 
*Kee, Mrs. Marie Harkins, B.S., Secretary, University Development Board. 
106B W. 29; Main B. 210 (9171-391). 
'''Keel, Mrs. Mary Nell, Secretary, Intramural Athletics for Men. 
510 W. 18; G. G. 114 (9171-347). 
'''Keenan, Charles William, B.S. in Chem., Instructor in Chemistry. 
Brackenridge Apts., # llllB; C. B. ll3. 
'''Kellersberger, Laurence, B.A .. Tutor in Applied Mathematics and Astron· 
omy; Tutor in Drawing. 
601 W. 13 (6055); J. B. 203; Eng. B. 303. 
'''Kelley, John Charles, B.A., Assistant Professor of Anthropology. 
Route 5, Box 55B; W. H. 321 (9171-267). 
*Kelly, William Wallace. Supervisor of Laboratories, Maintenance, and Equip· 
ment, Department of Petroleum Engineering. 
2509 Seton Ave. 12.t020) ; P. E. B. 2llC (9171- 274). 
Kenady, Orman Dean, Jr., Offset Press Operator, Bureau of Industrial and 
Business Extension Training. 
4202 Bellvue (219771 ; Extension Bldg;. (18th and Red River) (23407). 
*Kendall, Mrs. Faye Branson, B.A., Filing Clerk, University Health Service. 
2104 Bowman (84395); B. Hall ll7 (9171-321). 
Kennan, Kent Wheeler. '\1.Mus., F.A.A.R .. Assistant Professor of Composition 
and Thevrv, Department of Music. 
2004 Whitis (5521); l\fos. B. 205B (9171- 339). 
*Kennedy, Archie P., Mechanician, Department of Chemical Engineering. 
1008 Elm (5603); Ch. E. B. 105 (9171-378). 
''Kennedy, Joseph Chester, B.B.A., Assistant Supervisor. Pay Roll Division, 
Auditor's 0 ffice. 
104 W. 29 (249021; Main B. 22 (9171- 227). 
*Kenngott, Alfred, M.A., lnstruct '.Jr in Romance Languages. 
Absent on lea\·e, 3645 Seventh Ave., San Diego, Calif. 
*Kennon, Isham Geoq!e. Jr., B.S. in M.E., lnstnu:tor in Mechanical Engineer· 
ing. 
Deep Eddy A pts., # 388C: Eng. B. 126A. 
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*Kent, Harry Llewellyn, Jr., M.S. in M.E., Associate Professor of Mechan ical 
Engineering. 
2405 Donnarion Lane (81729 ) ; Eng. B. 163 (9171- 275). 
*Keown, Ernest R., B.S. m Physics, Tutor in A pplied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
1951 Red River (26101 ) ; B. Hall 329. 
*Keys, William Edward, Director, University News and Information Service. 
1707 W. 30 (20193 ) ; J. B. 310 (27288) . 
*Kidd, Rodney James, B.A., M.Ed., Acting Director and Athletic Director, 
Bureau of Public School Service . 
913 E. 38 (26343); Extension Bldg. 103 (1 8th and Red River) (234061 . 
*Kieschnick, Sam, Custodial Foreman. 
4405 Avenue D (25659) ; 0 . L. B. 1 (9171-306 ) . 
*Kindred, Lawrence Eugene, B.Ed. , Assistant Pro fessor of Naval Science and 
Tactics ; Captain, U.S.M.C. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 383F (882 74 I ; Littlefield Home (9171-393 ) . 
King, Gordon R., B.S. in M.E., lnstm ctor in Mechanical En gineering. 
1109 E. 28 (80619); Eng. B. 161 (9171-275) . 
*Kingdon, Mrs. Delsie Cook, Secretary, Business A ctivities Offi ce. 
2305 Rio Grande (87417); Main B. 108 (9171- 301 ) . 
*Kinser, Arthur Lee, Chief Radio Technician, Electrical En gin eering Research 
Laboratory. 
2021 Manor Rd. (80091) ; Eng. B. 105 (9171- 240 ) . 
Kipp, Carl C., Jr., Tutor in Applied Mathematics and Astronomy. 
1932 San Antonio (22522) ; J. B. 306. 
Kirkpatrick, Mary S., M.A., Education Librarian. 
806 W. 31 (29049); S. H. 329 (9171- 206 ). 
*Klein, David Ballin, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology. 
205 W. 33 (20124) ; S .• H. 311 (9171- 248) . 
*Klingemann, Wilbert Emil, Clerk, Stenographic Bureau. 
Route 5, Box 83 (89028) ; Main B. 2 (9171-307). 
*Kloppe, Edwin G., B.A., Tutor in Germanic Languages. 
Kyle, Texas; M. L. B. 403 (9171- 327). 
Kneeland, Natalie, Ph.D., Teacher-Trainer in Distributive Education, Bureau 
of Industrial and Business Extension Training. 
1509 Congress, Apt. 8 (80362 ); Exten, ion Bldg. (18th and Red River ) 
(234-07). 
''Kneip, Theodore Edward, Mechanic in the Heating Plant . 
506 E. 38 (87331); Power B. (9171- 259) . 
Knight, Frederick William, B.B.A., Field R epresentative, Bureau of Business 
R esearch. 
110 W. 18 (3319); W. H. 416 (9171- 270 ) . 
*Knight, James, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Educational Psychology ; Di-
rector, Extension Teaching Bureau. 
1409 Westover Rd. (82435); Extension Bldg. 303 (18th and Red River) 
(20580). 
Staff Members 
Knopp, Irene Agnes, B.A., Tutor in Romance Languages. 
200 E. 33 (21960) ; M. L. B. 310 (9171-327). 
*Knowles, M B, B.A., Tutor in Chemistry. 
714 W. 21 (5604) ; C. B. 309. 
Knox, Vivian Virginia, B.A., Tutor in English. 
604 W. 30 (85409) ; Main B. 2003. 
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*Kobe, Kenneth A., Ph.D., M.S. in Ch.E., Professor of Chemical Engineering. 
3305 Bowman Rd. (87059); Ch. E. B. 211B (9171- 378) . 
*Konarsky, Mrs. Mary Ellen Taylor, Office Assistant, Brackenridge, Roberts, 
and Prather Halls. 
Route 5, Box 237 (89052); Roberts Hall (6213). 
Konze, Irene, Stenographer, Office of the Superintendent of Utilities. 
206 E. 15 (5039); Eng. B. 223 (9171-258). 
Kopecky, Ludma Marie, R.N., Clinical Nurse, Univers4ty Health Service. 
507 W. 8 (81778); B. Hall 115 (9171-322 or 324). 
*Koschak, Mrs. Helen Genevieve Ramsey, B.S. in Ed., Tutor in Speech. 
6010 Manor Rd. (21238) ; Main B. 2503. 
Kott, Mrs. Louise Anna, Assistant in Charge of Carel Manufacture, Library. 
2836 Pearl (22218) ; Main B. 133 (9171-220). 
Koutsigos, Niki, B.Mus., Tutor in Music. 
2911 Rio Grande (9'l07 ); Mus. B. 109 (9171- 339). 
*Kraege, Mrs. Grace, Stenographer, Department of Art. 
3806 Speedway (27754) ; 0 . L. B. 101 (9171-309). 
Kreisle, Leonardt Ferdinand, B.S. in Arch.E., Instructor in Mechanical Engi-
neering. 
3207 Meredith (6889) ; Eng. B. 163 (9171-275). 
Kress, Mrs. Margaret Kenney, .M.A., Instructor in Romance Languages. 
201 W. 33 (22863) ; M. L. B. 407. 
*Kreuz, Lenard Bruce, Te chnician in Communications, Physical Plant; Elec-
tronics Technician, Military Physics Research Laboratory . . 
290811.? San Gabriel (27455) ; Main B. 1901 (9171-389). 
*Krezdorn, Roy Runkin, B.S. in E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engi-
neering. 
1006 Milam Pl. (838691 ; ,Eng. B. 151 (9171-278). 
*Krieger, Alex Dony, M.A., Archaeolagist, Research in Anthropofogy. 
2902 N. Guadalupe ; W. H. 406 (9171-267). 
*Kribe, George Martin, Jr. , B.A., Tutor in Physiology. 
1500 Inglewood ; B. L. 404. 
Kromer, Charlotte Earl, B.S., Tutor in Speech. 
815 W. 12 (22036) ; Main B. 2506. 
Kruse, Paul Frederick, Jr. , B.S., Tutor in Chemistry. 
2101 Enfield Rd. (85528) ; . C. B. 309. 
*Kuehne, John Matthias, Ph.D., Professor of Physics. 
Route 3, Box 560 (3604); Physics B. 426 (9171-360) . 
"Kuehne, Walter, R esearch Physicist, Defense Research Laboratory. 
3908 Avenue F (28394) ; 500 E. 24 (86612). 
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Kuhlman, Oara Ann, M.A., Reference Librarian. 
705 W. 23 (224-07); Main B. 227 (9171-223). 
Kuhlman, Ruby Jo-an, M.Mus., Instructor in Piano. 
2006 Whitis (82129) ; Mus. B. 203B (9171-339) . 
"Kuttner, Siegfried, ASS1'.stant Professor of Drama. 
Brarkenridge Apts., # 1109D; M. L.B. 208 (9171-218). 
Labban, George, Jr., B.A., Tutor in. Classical Languages. 
405 W. 21 (80412); Main B. 2603. 
*Lackland, Mrs. Mary Louise, B.Mus., Assistant Professor of Voice. 
Absent on leave, First Semester, 2214 Rio Grande, Austin, Texas; Second 
Semester, Mus. B. lOlB (9171-339). 
Laechelin, Mary Ann, Transcript Clerk, Registrar's Office. 
1908 Whitis (82319) ; Main B. 1 (9171-215). 
*LaGrone, Alfrnd Hall, B.S. in E.E., Radio Engineer in Charge of Field 
Measurements, Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory. 
300 E. 34 (24281) ; Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
*LaGrone, Gregory Gough, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Romance Languages. 
302 W. 35; Main B. 1606 (9171-394J. 
*Lamar, Lavoisier, B.A., Tutor in English . 
3707 Ro,nson (86039) ; Main B. 2007. 
•Landrum, Graves Wesley, Senior Accountant, Auditor's Office. 
1400B Hardouin (26816); Main B. 110 (9171-265). 
*Lane, Mrs. Alethea W., M.S., Instructor in Home Economics. 
600 E. 17; H. E. B. 317 (9171-242). 
*Lane, Dennis C., Chief Operator, Heating Distribution. 
Buda, Texas (36); Press B. (9171-294). 
*Lane, Richard N., M.A., Research Physicist, Defense Research Laboratory. 
2210 San Gabriel; 500 E. 24 (86612). 
*Langer, Rudolph Ernest, Ph.D., Visiting Professor of Applied Mathematics 
and Astronomy (Fir~t. Semester). 
1807 Brazos; J. B. 209. 
*Langford, Gerald, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English. 
4305 Avenue D; Main B. 2205. 
Lankford, Eugene, B.A., Research Assistant, Military Physics Research Labora· 
torr. · 
3110 Walling Dr. (87261); Physics B. 20 (9171-361). 
*Lapham, Neil Anthony, B.S. in E.E., Instructor in Applied Mathematics, 
Extension Teaching Bureau. 
40101h Avenue C; Eng. B. 104A. 
"Lathrop, Barnes Fletcher, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History. 
Absent on leave, First Semester, 804 Leonard, Austin, Texas; Second 
Semester, G. H. 112. 
Lauderdale, Donald Max, B.S. in E.E., Equipment Engineer, Meteorology 
Department, Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory. 
2000 Red River (29367); Eng. B. 105 (9171-240) . 
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*Laughon, Willard R., B.S., Associate Professor of Naval Science and Tactics; 
Commander, U.S.N. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 384B (86265); Littlefield Horne (26244). 
*Law, Robert Adger, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of English. 
2614 Salado (28656) ; Main B. 1704. 
Lawson, Mrs. Dorothy Lang&ton, Secretary, Board for Lease of University 
Lands; Secretary, University Lands, Geology. 
607A E. 21 (29649); G. B. 7 (9171-292). 
*Lay, Mrs. Dorothy Tate, B.A., Tutor in English. 
707% W. 23 (89487); Main B. 2103. 
*Leary, Mrs. Katherine DeVol, Secretary, Departm ent of Romance Languages. 
403 E. 12 (5416); M. L. B. 307 (9171-327). 
Leary, Leo William, B.A., LL.M .. Associate Professor of Law. 
1909 Rio Grande (83591); Law B. 103B (9171-280) . 
Lebeaux, Jacob M., M.S. in M.E., Instructor in Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
2105 Nueces (85248); J. B. 306 (9171- 353) . 
*Ledbetter, Robert Edgar, .Tr., M.A., B.D .. l nstrurtor in Bible, Wesley Bible 
Chair. 
1313 W. 39% (26957) ; 2403 Guadalupe (23838). 
*Lee, Addison Earl, M.S., lnstmctor in Botany. 
1703 W. 44 (81159); B. L. 202. 
*Lee, Mrs. Marion, M.A., lnstrnrtor in English. 
2107 San Antonio; Main B. 2002. 
Lee, Samuel Hunt, .Tr., B.S. in Ch.E., Ph.D., Assistant Pro fessor of Chemistry. 
604 E. 17 (82175); C. B. 11 3 (9171-371). 
"Leet, William Virga! Clayton, Campus Foreman. 
1304 Nueces (89142); Pres~. B. (9171-295). 
Lehmberg, Mrs. Edna Grote, Manager of the C:hu ck Wagon. 
3207 West Ave. (83531) ; Union B. 
*Leinbach, Charles Harry, Jr., B.A., Instructor in Ph ysirnl Training for Men. 
2405 Oldham (26342); G. G. 107 (9171-341) . 
*Leipziger-Pearce, Hugo, DiplC!ma in Archi tecture (Breslau), Associate Pro-
fessor of Architecture; Coordinator of Engineering Extension and 
Community Planning, Division of Extension. 
1113 W. 221/:i (85265); A. B. 218 (9171- 381) . 
*Lenhart, Jack, B.S. in C.E., A ssistant Professor of Drawing; Draftsman, 
Defense R esearch Laboratory. 
5410 Aurora Dr. (82398); Eng. B. 307 (9171-383) . 
*Leo·n, Mn.. ErnH tine F., M.A ., F.A.A.R. , Sperial Instructor in Classical 
Languages, Extension Teaching Bureau. 
2832 Pearl (5620) ; Main B. 2705. 
*Leon, Harry Joshua, Ph.D., Professor of Classical L:mguages. 
2832 Pearl (5620) ; Main B. 2705 (9171-228) . 
*Leshikar, T'Odon Charles, B.B.A., Assistant Bursar, Auditor's Office. 
1708 Northwood Rd. (81813); Main B. 8 (9171- 226). 
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Leslie, Robert Edward, B.S. in Chem., Tutor in Chemistry. 
1805B Brazos (20454) ; C. B. 140. 
Leslie, William, M.A., Research Pharmacologist, Brucellosis Research. 
Absent on leave, Clinton Laboratories, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
*Lester, William Lewis, Instructor in Art. 
1208 W. 34 (81325) ; 0. L. B. 105 (9171-309). 
*Levey, James, Guest Professor of Violin. 
6114 Dallas Highway; Mus. B. 201C. 
Levin, Herman, B.S. in Ch.E., Tutor in Applied Mathematics and Astronomy. 
Brackenridge Hall (6168); J. B. 307 (9171-353). 
*Levy, Raphael, Certificats d'etudes, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Romance 
Languages. 
3503 Funston; Main B. 1601. 
Lewis. Mrs. Oara Harmon, Editorial Assistant, Bureau of Business Research. 
204 E. 34; W. H. 409 (9171- 270). 
•Lewis, Donald Macdonald, B.S. in Chem., Tutor in Chemistry. 
2101 Enfield Rd. (85528) ; C. B. 236. 
"Lewis, Edward George, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Government. 
904D W. 21 (22660) ; G. H. 20 (9171-317). 
*Lewis, James Lafayette, Gregory Gymnasium Custodial Foreman. 
309 E. 17; G. G. 116. 
Lewis, Jean, B.A., Instructor in Geology. 
909 E. 49 (83952) ; G. B. 302. 
*Lidiak, Mrs. Dorothy Jane, B.B.A., Stenographer, College of Business 
Administration. 
604 Highland (4091); W. H. 119 (9171-262). 
Lightfoot, Reuben Patton, Jr., B.S. in P.E., M.S. in Ch.E., Junior Chemical 
Engineer, Acetylene Project, Bureau of Industrial Chemistry. 
1615 Preston (24741); Ch. E. B. 208 (9171-376). 
*Lindahl, Carl Lewis, Supervisor, Pay Roll Division, Auditor's Office. 
3205 Glenview (25242) ; Main B. 22 (9171-227). 
*Linsalata, Carmine ·Rocco, M.A., Tutor in Romance Languages. 
1600B Lavaca; Main B. 1506. 
*Lipson, Leonard B., M.A., Tutor in Physics. 
300 E. 9, Apt. I (23226); Physics B. 122 (9171-363). 
*Little, Robert Darden, M.A., Instructor in English; Instructor in History. 
Absent on leave, military service. 
*Little, Robert Narvaez, Jr., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics; Testing 
Machine Operator, Military Physics Research Laboratory. 
1903B Nueces (24973); Physics B. ll5 (9171-361). 
*Littlefield, Oyde, Head Track and Cross-Country Coach; "B" Football Coach; 
and Football Program Manager. 
903 W. 26% (3374); G. G. 101 (9171-343). 
*Livingston, Noyes Burton, B.A., B.Pd., Instructor in Drawing. 
1608 N. Congress (29491) ; Eng. B. 309. 
Staff Members 
*Lochte, Harry Louis, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry. 
3100 Duval (28713); C. B. 209 (9171-374). 
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*Lockenvitz, Arthur Ernst, M.A., Associate Professor of Physics; Director, 
Military Physics Research Laboratory. 
2911 Cherry Lane (9362) ; Physics B. 409 (9171-361 or 363). 
*Lockwood, John Ward, Professor of Art. 
1906 Matthews Dr. (86113); 0. L. B. 201 (9171-309). 
Lockwood, Thelma, B.A., B.B.A., Administrative Assistant, Office of the 
President. 
704 W. 22 (23958); Main B. 101 (9171- 211 or 212). 
*Loftis, Mrs. Margaret George, Secretary, Surplus Properties Acquisition. 
204 W. 33 (24130); Eng. B. 114 (9171-384). 
'''Logue, Mrs. Jane, B.A., Instructor in Germanic Langltllges. 
2610% Salado (80884); M. L. B. 402. 
*Long, Ralph Bernard, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English; Associate Pro· 
fessor of Ed1LCational Psychology. 
2814· Pearl (85956); Main B. 2204 (9171-326). 
Long, William Carroll, B.S., /nstmctor in Applied Mathematics, Extension 
Teaching Bureau. 
1302 N. Congress (3701); Eng. B. 104 (9171- 297). 
*Long, William Robert, Sr., Manager, Real Estate Rentals. 
914 W. 23 (87580); 0. L. B. 106 (9171~308). 
*Lonsdale, John Tipton, Ph.D., Professor of Geology; Director, Bureau of 
Economic Geology. 
114 Laurel Lane (87272); The Little Campus (18th and Red River) 
(23831). 
*Loveless, Loyal E., Jr., B.A., Tutor in Chemistry. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 303D; C. B. 109. 
*Lowrey, James Bernays, B.A., LL.B., Instructor in History. 
204 E. 43 (5095); G. H. 120 (9171-315). 
*Lowry, Ellsworth, Ph.D., Instructor in English. 
502 North, San Marcos, Texas (384X) ; Main B. 1907. 
Lubben, Renke Gustav, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Pure Mathematics. 
3218 Clearview Dr. (214-25); W. H. 16 (9171- 269). 
"Luke, Oren V., Jr., M.A., Tutor in Chemistry. 
80l1h E. 23 (80613) ; C. B. 340. 
Luke, Perry James, B.A., Tutor in Physics. 
801% E. 23 (80613); Physics B. 4°28 (9171-363). 
''Lund, Elmer J uliu~, Ph.D., Sc.D., Professor of Physiology; Director, Insti· 
tute of Marine Science. 
1000 Barton Blvd. (87788); Biophysics Lab. (9171-355). 
*Lundell, Mrs. Rosa Belle, R.N., Clinical Nurs e, University Health Service. 
4603 Depew (26589) ; B. Hall 105 (9171-328). 
*Luper, Albert Thomas, M.Mus., Assistant Professor of Latin-American Music. 
Absent on leave, Eastman School of Music, Rochester, N.Y. 
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*Lusk, Mrs. Dorothy McLaughlin, M.F.A., Assistant Professor of Drama. 
600 E. 23 (22720) ; M. L. B. 211 (9171-218). 
J.u sk, Virginia Inez, Clerk, Office of the Dean of the College of Arts and 
Sciences. 
1908 Whitis (82319); Main B. 113 (9171-208). 
Lyell, Frank Hallam, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English. 
2516 Wooldridge Dr. (26560) ; Main B. 2406. 
Lyon, Mrs. Beulah Hanners, Tutor in Speech. 
2516 Wooldridge Dr. (26560); Main B. 2506 (9171- 264). 
*Lyon, Hayes, B.A., B.F.A., Instructor in Art. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 386D; 0. L. B. 201 (9171-309). 
Lyons, Mrs. Eleanor C., Administrative Assistant, Defense Research Laboratory. 
110 w. 17 (87273); 500 E. 24 (86612) . 
*McAllister, Frederick, Ph.D., Professor of Botany. 
3205 West Ave. (3710); B. L. 213 (9171-397). 
*McAllister, J. Gilbert , Ph .D., Professor of Anthropology; Director, Research 
in Anthropology. 
3000 Clearview Dr. (21606); W. H. 221 (9171-267). 
McArthur, Daniel E., M.A., Special Instructor in History, Extension Teach-
ing Bureau. 
620 W. 34 (24617); Extension Bldg. 301 !18th and Red River) (234Q4). 
''McBee, Mrs. Dorothy M., B.S., Clerk.Typist, University Veterans Advisory 
Service. 
1405 Lorraine (23583); S. H. 110 (9171- 370). 
*McCarthy, Mrs. Dorothy Kiehl , Clerk-Typist, Audz'.tor's Office . 
1209 Guadalupe (81503); Main B. 22 (9171- 304). 
*McCavick, Donald William, M.A., Director, Visual Instruction Bureau. 
105 E. 31 (25656); Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23403\. 
*McClees, Mrs. Mary Nass, B.A., Secretary, Department of Chemistry. 
3200 Bridle Path (24717); C. B. 138 (9171-350). 
*McO ellan, Aubrey L., M.A., Instructor in Chemistry. 
2317 Sabine (26173); C. B. 14Q. 
McCollom, Ina Mae, M.A., Instructor in History. 
2104 Nueces (6445); G. H. 120 (9171-315). 
*McConnell, Floy Charles, M.A., Business Director, Veterans Federal Hous-
ing Projects. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 384A; 0. L. B. Basement (9171-308). 
*McCord, James Iley, M.A., B.D., Instructor in Bible, Presbyterian Bible 
Chair. 
2621 Speedway (25809); Y.M.C.A. 
*McCormick, Charles Tilford, B.A., LL.B., LL.D., Professor of Law; Dean 
of the School of Law. 
1410 Gaston (22107); Law B. 202 (9171- 288). 
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McCormick, Katharine, M.A., M.D., Physician for Women, University Health 
Service. 
806 W. 31 (29049) ; B. Hall 131 (9171-328) . . 
*McCown, Henry Young, B.S., Professor of Naval Science and Tactics; Cap-
tain, U.S.N. 
108 W. 27 (26463) ; Littlefield Home (26244). 
McCoy, Susie Emily, Assistrmt Secretary, Bureau of Public School Service. 
4716 Avenue G (83606); Extension Bldg. 103 (18th and Red River) 
(23406). 
•McCrocklin, Andrew Jackson, Jr., M.S. in E.E .. Assistant Professor of Elec-
trical Engineering. 
603B W. 13; Eng. B. 145 (9171- 246). 
McCuistion, Jane Marie, B.S. in Chem., Tutor in Chemistry. 
707 W. 221/:i (4090); C. B. 306A. 
"McCullough, .Samuel Houston, Storeroom. Assistant, Department of Chem-
istry. 
2318 Sabine (25314); C. B. 122 (9171- 371). 
*McCullough, William Virgil , Assistant Machinist, Department of Mechanical 
Engineering; Me chanic, Military Physics Research Laboratory. 
606 E. 24 (22233) ; Eng. B. 150 (9171-276). 
*McCurdy, John Anderson, B.B.A., Executive Secretary, Ex·Students' Assa· 
ciation. 
1601 Gaston (23235) ; Union B. 215 (87710). 
McCutchan, Kenneth Shannon, B.A ., B.S., Instructor in Psychology. 
2007B Guadalupe (4071 ) ; S. H. 313 (9171-248). 
*McCutrhan, Roy Thomas, M.S. in Ch.E., Tutor in Chemical Engineering. 
411 E. 8 (3859) ; Ch. E. B. 310C (9171-378). 
*McDaniel, James Dee, B.A., Assistant Cashier, Auditor's Office. 
702 W. 241h; Main B. 8 (9171-226). 
McDiarmid, Katharine, B.A., B.S. in L.S. , Engineering Librarian. 
100 E. 15 (81574); Eng. B. 112. 
McDonald, Ben F., Jr., B.A., Instructor in Economics. 
Route 4, Box 149 (88587); G. H. 313 (9171- 313). 
*McDonald, Reagan Warren, B.S. in Arch.E., Tutor in Civil Engineering. 
1615.1h Navasota; Eng. B. 402 (9171- 279). 
J\fcElroy, Sue Frances, B.S. in H.E. , Transcript Clerk, Registrar's Office. 
206B E. 31 (29652); Main B. 12 (9171-215). 
McFall, Ruby Luetta, B.S., Assistant to the Resident Business Director, Lit tle 
Campus Dormitory. 
2510 Whitis (4956); The Little Campu s Dormitory (4107) . 
*McFarland, James Dorr, M.S. in E.E., Associate Professor of lJrawing. 
909 E. 381h 14785\; Eng. B. 30.'l (9!71 - 3!Bl. 
McFrancis, Clara May, Ph.B., B.S. in L.S., Cataloguer in the Liliran. 
311 W. 13 (81503) ; Main B. 133 (9171-220). 
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*McGee, Mrs. Agatha Dupree, B.S. in Commerce, Veterans Assistant, Registrar's 
Office. 
2101 Enfield Rd. (85528) ; Main B. 1 (9171-213). 
*McGee, Joe L., Mechanic, Bureau of Industrial Chemistry. 
4006 Marathon (23006); Ch. E. B. 105 (9171-376) . 
McGill, William Lawrence, B.A., M.J., Professor of Journalism. 
2200 Stamford Lane (5187); J . B. 105 (22473). 
*McGinnis, Edward Karl, B.A., J.D., Professor of Business Law and Real 
Estate. 
310 E. 21 (21627); W. H. 315 (9171- 260) . 
*McGrosso, John Joseph, M.Mus., Instructor in Theory and Clarinet. 
Brackenridge Apts., # II09F; Mus. B. 2.0lB. 
*McGuire, Noel C., M.S., Assistant Professor of Drawing. 
2501 Spring Lane; Eng. B. 307 (9171-383). 
*McKeithan, Daniel Morley, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English. 
1510 W. 30 (81593) ; Main B. 1904. 
*McKenzie, Thomas Cecil, Clerk, Stenographic Bureau. 
913 Columbus (9364) ; Main B. 2 (9171-307). 
*McKetta, John J., Jr., M.S. in Ch.E., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemical 
Engineering. 
2210B Nueces (86984); Ch. E. B. 211D (9171-378). 
McKie, James Warren, B.A., Instructor in Economics. 
Brackenridge Hall (6168) ; B. Hall 323. 
*McLaurin, Banks, M.S. in C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering. 
206 W. 32 (3059) ; Eng. B. 175 (9171-279). 
''McLean, Malcolm Dallas, M.A., Translator of the Bexar Archives, Library. 
3115 Guadalupe (23227) ; Main B. 132. 
*McLean, Roy Jack, M.A., Assistant Professor of Physical Training for Men. 
715 E. 32 (5627); G. G. 25 (9171-341). 
*McLendon, James Hays, M.A., Instructor in History. 
1406 W. 13 (24621); B. Hall 326. 
*McMahon, David Thompson, Jr., B.S. in Phar., Tutor ir. Pharmacy. 
1716 W. 34 (25867); B. Hall 213. 
*McMath, Hugh Lyon, M.S. in Arch., M.S., Professor of Architecture. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 386A !81467); A. B. 302 (9171-381). 
'''McMillen, Francis Vest, M.A., Instructor in History. 
2100 San Gabriel (89488) ; G. H. 112. 
McMinn, Talmadge Dewitt, B.S. in Ch.E., Tutor in Chemical Engineering. 
1705 Westover Rd.; Ch. E. B. 308 (9171-378). 
McMullen, Eugene Joseph, B.S., Instructor in Chemistry. 
2510 Wichita (6614) ; C. B. 340 (9171- 373). 
McNeill, France> Anne, B.A., Record Clerk, Office of the Dean of Student Life. 
710 W. 241;2 (88479) ; B. Hall 15 (9171- 392) . 
*McNem, Ishmael Eugene, B.A., Instructor in Business Administration. 
1003 W. 38; W. H. 403. 
Staff Members 
*McNeill, Walter Hiram, M.S. in C.E., Professor of Drawing. 
1407 Wathen (9271); Eng. B. 305 (9171-383) . 
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*McNutt, Gordon Russell, M.A., B.S. in Geo!., Assistant Professor of Geology. 
Absent on leave, 908 W. Comanche, Norman, Okla. 
*McVey, William M., Assistant Professor of Art. 
3716 Meredith (84178); 0. L. B. 105. 
McVicker, Mary Louioe, B.A., R.A., in L.S., Catalvgua in the Library. 
1101 W. 22 (3924); Main B. 133 (9171-220). 
*MacCorkle, Stuart Alexander, Ph.D., Professor of Government; Director, 
Bµ,reau of Municipal R esearch. 
108 W. 15 (81998); B. Hall 217 (9171-325). 
Macdonald , H. Malcolm, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Government. 
19051h Wichita (71682); B. Hall 325 (9171-375 ) . 
*Magee, James Robert, Weather Equipment Technician. Electrical Engineer-
ing Research Laboratory. 
1606 Red River (81458); Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
*Maguire, John Charles, B.A., Chief Communications Engineer, Utilities; 
Electronics Technician , Military Physics R esearch Laboratory. 
4400 Alice (22142); Main Il. 1901 (9171-389). 
Mahoney, Doris, B.A., Information Clerk, Registrar's Office. 
1003 E. 38 (82381); Main B. 1 (9171- 213 or 214). 
*Male, Roy Raymond, Jr., M.A., Instructor in English. 
104 E. 38; Main B. 1809 (9171-326). 
*Malik, Joe, Jr., B.S. in Ed., Tutor in Slavonic Languages. 
1918 Speedway (82630) ; B. Hall 301. 
Malone, Lena Zivley, B.S., B.A., File Maintenance Supervisor in the Library. 
3401 Cedar (5925) ; Main B. 133 (9171-220). 
*Manning, W.illiam Francis, B.S. in C.E., Instructor in Civil Engineering. 
Deep Eddy Courts, # 334 (80409) ; Eng. B. 183 (9171- 279). 
Mansbendel, Peter Monroe, Data Clerk, Military Physics Research Laboratory. 
3824 Avenue F (28062); Physics B. 118 (9171- 361) . 
*Manuel, Herschel Thurman, Ph.D., Professor of Educational Psychology; 
Director, Testing. and Guidance Bureau. 
1202 W. 221h (23784); S. H. 319 (9171-201 ) . 
*Marks, Kilbourne Payne, B.A., Instructor in Drama. 
Brackenridge Apts., # 1109C; M. L. B. 207 (9171- 228). 
*Marris, William C., B.S., Tutor in Business Administration. 
2502 San Antonio (80503) ; W. H. 107. 
*Marrs, William Reynolds, B.A., Specialist in Conference Leading, Distributil'e 
Education Program, Bureau of Industrial and Business Extension 
Training. 
2310 Leon (22333) ; Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23407) . 
Marshall, Mary Amelia, B.A., Tutor in Speech. 
906 W. 22 (26806); Main B. 2403 (9171-264). 
Marshall, Robert Leonard, Tutor in Applied Mathematics and Astronomy. 
908 W. 29 (5558); J.B. 307 (9171-353). 
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Martin, Mrs. Cora Merriman, Ph.D., Professor of Elementary Education. 
1708 Niles Rd. (22151) ; S. H. 211 (9171-237). 
Martin, Edwin Kemp, B.A., Assistant to the Dean of Student Life. 
204 W. 17 (80518); B. Hall 15 (9171-392). 
Martin, Mrs. Sarah Brooks, M.A., Technician in Zoology. 
907 So. Congress (6820) ; B. L. 401 (9171-359). 
''Martinez-Lopez, Ramon , Ph.D .. T.L.D., Associate Professor of Romance Lan-
guages. 
2004 Bluebonnet Lane (81241) ; M. L. B. 423. 
*Masley, Alexander Simeon, B.S., Assistant Professor of Art. 
Absent on leave, Bancroft Hall , 509 W. 121, Apt. _ 303, New York, N.Y. 
*Massey, Mrs. Eloise Herrington-, B.A., Secretary, Stenographic Bureau. 
1955 Sabine (84145) ; Main B. 2 (9171-307). 
Massey, Marion Frances, B.B.A., Secretary to the Dean of the College of 
Pharmacy. 
3310 Bryker Dr. (4261) ; C. B. 11 (9171-368) . 
"Mathews, Edward Jackson, M.A ., LL.D., R egistrar; Dean of Admissions. 
3001 Wnshingto·n Sq. ( 5937 J ; Main B. 1 (9171-213 or 214). 
*Matlock, Joseph Dixon, M.A., Instructor in History. 
405 E. i\fonroe (20577J ; B. Hall 326. 
*Matlock, Mrs. Ruth Lee, B.S., B.S. in L.S., Assistant in the Library. 
5106 Avenue H; Eng. B. 112. 
*Matsen, Frederick Albert, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics; Associate 
Professor of Chemistry. 
609 W. 33 (20524) ; C. B. 19. 
Matthews, i\laebess E<lwy, B.B.A., Administrative Assistant to the Comptroller. 
2900 Oakhurst (22594) ; Main B. 102 (9171-304). 
Maurer, Carl Linnaeus, B.S. in M.E., Tutor in Mechanical Enginiering. 
2314· Bridle Path (26497 ); Eng. B. 159B (9171- 275). 
*Maurer, Oscar Edward, Jr., Ph.D ., Assistant Professor of English . 
2831 % San Gabriel ( 86549) ; Main B. 2402. 
*Maxey, Mrs. Lucy May, M.A., Instructor in Economics. 
908 W. 21 (88875) ; G. H. 304. 
*Maxwell, Milton Andrew, M.A., B.D. , instructor in Sociology. 
2311 Lake Austin Blvd. (28943J; G. H. 218 (9171-312). 
May, Francis Barns, M.B.A., Statis &ician to the President. 
605 W. 26 (3223) ; Main B. 321. 
May, Margie, B.S. in Chem., Tutor in Chemistry. 
710 W. 25 (29117) ; C. B. 306A. 
Mayhugh, John 0 ., M.A., R esearch Engineer, Defense R esearch Laboratory. 
14021h San Antonio; 500 E. 24 (86612). 
*Mealy, Mrs. Nan Gay, B.A., Secretary to the Dw n and Manager of Secre-
tarial Service, School of Law. 
l9041hC University Ave. (23937); Law B. 104 (9171- 288). 
*Mecham, John Lloyd, Ph.D., Professor of Government . 
708 Texas Ave. (88437) ; G. H. 22 (9171- 317 ) . 
Staff Members 
*Medina, Frank Edwin, B.A., Trainer, Intercollegiate Athletics. 
1912 Robbins Pl. (4009); G. G. (27991). 
Meier, Alice May, General Assistant in the Library. 
3402 Cedar (3263); Main B. 133 (9171-220). 
*Mellon, Edward Knox, Instructor in Brass Instruments. 
6114 Dallas Highway ($0301); Mus. B. 201B (9171-339). 
Melrose, James Carse, B.S., Tutor in Chemistry. 
1116 W. 6 (28745) ; C. B. 236. 
Menn, Mary Lee, Secret.ary, Intramural Athletics for Women. 
601 Elmwood (9793); W. G. 106 (9171-256). 
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*Merchant, Arthur Herman, B.B.A., Property Officer, Electrical Engineering 
Research Laboratory. 
2104 San Antonio (25196); Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
*Mericle, Leo Willis, M.S., Tutor in Botany. 
Brackenridge Apts., # 1209F; B. L. 314 (9171-359). 
*Metcalfe, Tom Brooks, B.S. in Ch.E., Tutor in Chemistry. 
2805% N. Guadalupe (4265); C. B. 311. 
Meyer, Warren Arthur, R.S. in M.E., Instructor in Aeronautical Engineering; 
Research Engineer, Defense Research Laboratory. 
705 W. 22%, Apt. 3 (85258); Eng. B. 135 (9171-232). 
Meyers, Charlie Jarvis, Tutor in English. 
Little Campus Dormitory (89412) ; B. Hall 223. 
Micek, Eduard, Ph.D., Professor of Slavonic Languages. 
2911 San Gabriel; W. H. 114. 
*Michael, Wolfgang Friedrich, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Germanic Lan· 
guages. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 383A; M. L. B. 401. 
*Midkiff, Frank Morris, Editor, News Bureau, University News and /nforma· 
tion Service. 
905 w. 21 (6429) ; J. B. 310 (27288). 
Mifsud, Joseph Francis, B.S. in Physics, Tutor in Physics. 
1604 Brazos (22933) ; Physics B. 405. 
*Milburn, Bruno Edward, Machinist, Electrical Engineering Research Laborn· 
tory. 
625 Springdale Rd. (27550); Eng. B. 105 (9171- 240). 
"Miles, Elton Roger, B.A., Tutor in English. 
1210 W. 8 (86026 ) ; Main B. 1908. 
*Miller, David Louis, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy. 
1413 Ethridge (25201); G. H. 206 (9171-316). 
*Miller, Edmund Thornton, Ph.D., Professor of Economics. 
910 Poplar (28978); G. H. 312 (9171-313). 
*Miller, Harry S., B.B.A., Chief, Accounting Division, Auditor's Office. 
2004 Kenwood (88893); Main B. 114 (9171- 216). 
Miller, John Jaimerson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics; Mathematician, 
Military Physics Research Laboratory. 
2818 Wooldridge Dr. (6648); Physics B. 404. 
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*Miller, Mrs. Marguerite Eidson, Stenographer, Package Loan Library Bureau. 
108 W. 38; Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River). 
*Miller, Newton Edd, Jr., M.A., Assistant Professor of Speech. 
1910 David (84524) ; Main B. 2509 (9171-264). 
Millis, Hugh Lowell, Jr., B.S. in E.E., Tutor in Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
2212 Nueces (87974); J. B. 309. 
*Mills, Gordon Harrison, Ph.D., Instructor in English. 
2623 Salado; Main B. 1809 (9171-326). 
*Minter, Eugene Gordon, B.A., M.F.A., Associate Professor of Technical 
Production, Department of Drama. 
Ab~ent on leave, 1229 Madison Ave., Apt. 8, New York, N.Y. 
*Mitchell, Edwin Thomas, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy. 
700 W. 32 (23258) ; G. H. 204. 
*Mitchell, James Harvey, Laboratory Technician, Department of Electrical 
Engineering; Radio Technician, Electrical Engineering Research Lab· 
oratory. 
703 E. 38 (29798); Eng. B. 201 (9171-342) . 
*Moberg, Mrs. Blanche Hal e, Secretary, Office of the Superintendent of 
Utilities. 
2502 Manor Rd. (23796!; Eng. B. 223 (9171- 258). 
*Moffit, Alexander, B.A., M.S. in L.S., Librarian. 
1805 Polo Rd. (27559); Main B. 205 (9171-221) . 
*Moise, Edwin Evariste, B.A., Instructor in Pure Mathematics. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 384F; W. H. 9 (9171-269). 
Molenaer, Harriet, B.A., B.S. in L.S., Cataloguer in the Library. 
2302 Leon (29410); Main B. 133 (9171-220). 
*Moll, James William, M.A., Instructor in Drama. 
Brackenridge Apts., # 1112D; M. L. B. 209 (9171-218). 
*Montes, Gustavo Edmundo, Ph.D., Chemical Engineer, Acetylene Project, 
Bureau of Industrial Chemistry. 
605 W. 25 (81550) ; Ch. E. B. 208A (9171-376). 
*Montgomery, Gifford Marvin, Ph.D., Professor of Romance Languages. 
3506 Duval (87429) ; Main B. 1602. 
*Montgomery, Robert Hargrove, Ph.D., Professor of Economics. 
G. H. 314 (9171-313). 
*Moon, Charles Gardley, M.A., Instructor in Geology. 
610112 Highland (28617) ; G. B. 105 (9171-268). 
Moore, Mrs. Charles Joe, B.A., B.S., Director Emeritus, Visual lnstructwn 
Bureau. 
2.002 Whitis (87183); Extension Bldg. 101 (18th and Red River) (23403). 
Moore, Elizabeth Jane, M.A., Research Associate, Cotton Investigation and 
Research. 
2404 Indian -Trail (25.'~35) ; 2409 University Ave. (9171-354). 
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Moore, Erin Colleen, B.A., Chemist, Acetylene Project, Bureau of Industrial 
Chemistry. 
707 Baylor (5843); Ch. E. B. 20BB (9171-376). 
*Moore, Harry Estill, Ph.D., B.J., Associate Professor of Sociology. 
1215 W. 22¥..i (29668); G. H. 216 (9171-312 I. ' 
Moore, Nell, Office Assistant, University R esidence Halls. 
3713 Robinson (23291); 2610 Whitis (9933). 
•Mo<Yre, Plasco Guyman , Specialist in Snpervisory Training and Display, 
Bureau of Industrial and Bu.siness Extension Training. 
40B W. 33 (21131); Extension Bldg. OBth and Red River) (23407). 
*Moore, Robert Lee, Ph.D., M.N.A.S., Profcs"or of Pure Mathematics. 
904 W. 23 (460B); W. H. 303. 
Moore, Sallie Beth, M.A., Assistant Professor of Home Economics. 
1509 Parkway (29730); H. E. B. llO (9171- 241). 
Moore, Vera Lee, M.A., Instructor in Romance Langnages. 
315 W. 39 (3126); M. L. B. 310 (9171-327l. 
'''Moorhead, Richard Dean, B.A., LL.B., Assi"tant Professor of Business 
Administration. 
2500 Quarry Rd. (8B711); W. H. 315. 
*Morgan, Carl William, B.S. in C.E., ln strn.ctor in C'il'il Engineering. 
170B Westover Rd.; ·Eng. B. l59A (9171-279). 
Morris, Audie Lee, Stenographer, Offire of Superintendent of Utilities. 
SOB Oakland (24200) ; Enr;. B. 223 (9171- 258). 
*Morris, Oarence, LL.M., Professor of Law. 
1605 Watch Hill Rd. (B7674) ; Law B. l03A (81276). 
*Morris, Fred, Laboratory Technician , Department of Mechanical Engineering. 
1110 Tillery (2281B); Eng. B. 130 (917 1-2761. 
*Morris, Fred John, M.A., lnstrnctor in Physics. 
Star Route B, Box 29A; Physics B. 409 (9171-363). 
Morris, Mrs. Hazel B., Attendance and Statistiral Clerk, Office of the Dean 
of the College of Arts and Sciences. 
1619% Enfield Rd. (814B3); Main B. 113 (9171- 208). 
*Morris, Mrs. Jean H., B.S., Assistant to the Cnrntor, Department of Chemistry. 
4311 Speedway (B0292); C. B. 124 (9171-371). 
•Morris, Kyle Randolph, M.A., Assistant Professor of Art. 
Absent on leave, Cranbrook Academy of Art , Bloomfield Hills, Mich. 
*Morris, Mrs. Mozelle Huntington, B.A., Secretary to the Librarian. 
2055 Sabine (21043) ; Main B. 205 (9171-221). 
*Morris, Starling Thomas, LLB., Assistant Professor of Law. 
2BOB N. Guadalupe (26962) ; Law B. 203. 
*Morrison, Thurman Lee, B.Mus-., Tntor in Mnsic. 
606 W. 31 (24243) ; Mus. B. 109 (9171- 339). 
Morrow, Marie Betzner, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Botany. 
1305 W. 22 (3B49); B. L. 15 (9171- 366). 
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Morse, Bonard Emanuel, Sounding Operator, Electrical Engineering Research 
Laboratory. 
1606 Red River (81458); Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
*Morton, Mrs. Katherine Kellogg, B.B.A., Admissions Secretary, Registrar's 
Office. 
Brackenridge Apts., # 1212D; Main B. 1 (9171-213 or 214). 
*Morton, l\frs. Lois West, B.A., Assistant Examiner, Registrar's Office. 
304 W. 14 (80537); Main B. 1 (9171-213). 
Motheral, Jym, M.A., Instructor in Speech. 
2410 McCall Rd. (87497); Main B. 2505 (9171-264). 
*Mozley, Loren Norman, Associate Professor of Art. 
2102 Scenic Dr. (84306); 0. L.B. 105 (9171-309). 
Mueller, Ervie, B.B.A., Administrative Secretary, School of Law. 
2109 Red River (20663); Law B. 106 (9171-280). 
Mullins, Lula Lucille, M.A., Instructor in English. 
1714 Cromwell Hill (82459); Main B. 2109. 
Muntz, Robert R., B.Eng., Tutor in Chemistry. 
1932 San Antonio (22522); C. B. 109. 
Murchison, lza Polk, B.A., Stenographer, Office of the Dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences. 
2309 Rio Grande (4801); Main B. 113 (9171-229). 
Murph, Adrian Franklin, B.B.A., Instructor in Business Administration. 
1916 Speedway (27251) ; W. H. 214. 
Murphy, Joe Virgil, Jr., B.A., Secretary and Sc ript Writer, Radio House. 
1413 Etheridge (25201); Radio House (86691). 
*Music, Jack Ferris, B.A., Instructor in Chemistry. 
902 E. 40 (85339); C. B. 317 (9171-371). 
*Myers, Jack E., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physiology. 
1505 Northwood (9673) ; B. L. 22 (9171- 366). 
Myers, Rowland Mason, Ph.D., Instructor in Romance Languages. 
Absent on leave, military service. 
*Nagel, Mrs. Lorine White, M.A., Senior Assistant, Rare Books Collections. 
3215 Churchill Dr. (82606); Main B. 407 (9171-207). 
Nail, William Alden, B.A., Tutor in Speech. 
200 E. 26112 (83887) ; Main B. 2506. 
Nance, Beverly, M.A., Instructor in Applied Mathematics and Astronomy. 
4714 East Ave. (83127) ; J. B. 203 (9171-353). 
*Neal, Joe West, M.A., Instructor in Government; Adviser, Foreign Students 
Advisory Office. 
2209 Shoal Creek Blvd. (4192); G. H. 120 (9171- 315 or 379) . 
Needham, Dorothy Taylor, M.S., Assistant Professor of Physical Training for 
Women. 
3119 Tom Green (29825); W. G. 37 (9171-250). 
Staff Members 
Neel, Ruth Annette, B.B.A., Secretary to the Dean of Student Life. 
2712B Nueces (27791); Main B. lOlM (9171-333). 
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Neely, Florence Virginia, B.B.A., Placement Secretary, Student Employment 
Bureau. 
2627 Wichita (5385) ; B. Hall 18 (9171-331). 
Neiman, Mrs. Loui se Hesse, B.S., R esident Business Director of Little Campus 
Dormitory. 
Little Campus Dormitory (29837) ; ( 4107). 
*Nelson, Arne Bodholdt, M.A., Instructor in Economics. 
306 W. 13 (5239) ; B. Hall 323. 
'\ 
*Nelson, Chalmers 0 ., M.A., ln.strnctor in Educational Administration. 
3101 Tom Green; S. H. 111 (9171-225). 
*Nelson, Eugene Walter, LL.B., Associate Professor of Business Law. 
408 E. 8 (28248) ; W. H. 307 (9171-260). 
*Nelson, Mrs. H. LaVerne Brittain, B.S. in H.E., Veterans Clerk, R egistrar's 
Office. 
705 E. 24 (21582) ; Main B. 1 (9171-214). 
*Nelson, Ira Ir!, Ph.D., Professor of Curriculum and Instruction; Principal 
of the University High School. 
3206 Grandview (22077); University High School (24669). 
*Neville, William Rust, Jr., Ph.G., Associate Professor of Pharmacy .. 
1710 W. 6 (9018); C. B. 11 (9171-368). 
*Newlove, George Hillis, Ph.D., C.P.A., Professor of Accounting. 
3008 Washington Sq. (6350); W. H. 203 (9171- 261). 
*Newton, Cal A., B.A., Director of Texas Student Publications, Inc. 
4107 Sinclair (87053) ; J. B. 108 (22473). 
Newton, Clarence Jonathan, B.A., Tutor in Physics. 
407 W. 27; Phrics B. 411 (9171-363). 
Newton, Marjorie Annetta, B.S., Assistant Professor of Physical Training for 
Women; Assistant Director, Intramural Athletics for Women. 
3119 Tom Green (29825) ; W. G. 104 (9171-247). 
*Newton, William Meese, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering. 
University Station, Box 1617; Ch. E. B. 210A (9171-378). 
Neyland, Mrs. Ruth Morris, B.S. in H.E., Instructor in Home Economics. 
707 W. 25 (29139); H. E. B. 217 (9171-244). 
Nicholson, Daniel Elbert, B.S., Tutor in Chemis
0
try. 
3211 Liberty (26424); C. B. 311. 
*Nielander, William Ahlers, Ph.D., Professor of Marketing. 
2511 .l an ice Dr.; W. H. 215. 
*Nixon, Walter E., B.J. , ln stmctur in Economics. 
2710 Nueces I 808861 ; B. Hall 322. 
*Nolen, Mrs. Hubert, Wardrobe Mistress , Departm ent of Drama. 
72 Julius (251001 ; :'IL L. B. 108 (9171-218 ) . 
Noll, Dorothy Virginia. :'If.Eel., In structor in Physical and Health Education. 
901 W. 16 (6460); W. G. 116 (9171- 255). 
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*Norman, Mrs. Ruth Lucile, Secretary, Business Activities Office. 
906% W. 22; Main B. 102 (9171-302). 
Northcutt, Pauline, Bookkeeper, Auditor's Office. 
1311 Newton (87173); Main B. 114 (9171-216). 
*Norton, James Adolphus, M.A., Instructor in Government. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 386F; B. Hall 311 (9171-375). 
*Nowlin, Bernice Tillman, Laboratory Technician, Department of Chemistry. 
1004 Eason (4712); C. B. 20 (9171-371). 
*Nowlin, Gene, M.S., Tutor in Chemistry. 
2814 E. 22; C. B. 306A. 
*Nowotny, Arno, M.A., LLB., Dean of Student Life. 
1604 W. Lynn (94-05); Main B. lOlM (9171- 333) . 
Noyes, Jonathan H., B.S., Tutor in Applied Mathematics and Astronomy. 
1606 San Jacinto (4697); J. B. 307. 
Nunn, Edna Elizabeth, B.A., B.Mus., Instructor in Piano. 
1807 Brazos, Apt. 8 (80285) ; Mus. B. 103B. 
*Oates, Ettry Malley, Locker-Room Supervisor and Storekeeper, Physical 
Training for Men. 
4206 Avenue H (83186) ; G. G. 
*Oberholtzer, Ed E., Jr., B.A., M.Ed., Tutor in Chemistry. 
1309 W. 34 (4413); C. B. 309. 
Odeen, Alice Lorraine, B.A., Secretary to the Dean oj the College of Fine Arts. 
2309 Rio Grande (4801); Mus. B. 109 (9171- 202). 
O'Gara, Shiela May, M.A., Assistant Professor of Physical Training jor Women. 
1516 W. 31 (22374); W. G. 121 (9171- 249). 
*Olewin, George Henry, Shop Foreman, Military Physics Research Labora-
tory. 
4102 Sinclair (27021) ; Physics B. 109 (9171-361). 
*Oliphint, Joseph B., B.A., B.S. in M.E., Assistant Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering ; Mechanical Engineer, Military Physics Research Labora-
tory. 
1707 Newning; Eng. B. 219 (9171-271) . 
*Oliver, Clarence Paul, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology. 
Brackenridge Apts., # l 112B ; B. L 329. 
Oliver, Covey Thomas, B.A., LLB., Professor of Law. 
Absent on leave, United States Delegation, Peace Conference, American 
Embassy, Paris, France. 
Oliver, Frances Elizabeth, B.A., Chief Clerk, Registrar's Office. 
412 W. 32 (86285); Main B. 1 (9171-213). 
Oliver, Mary Louise, B.A., Secretary, University Health Service . 
. 2106% San Gabriel (88019); B. Hall 117 (9171- 321\. 
*Olle, Edwin Werner, M.B.A., Business Manager, Intercollegiate Athletics. 
723 Sparks (24248) ; G. C. 103 (3713). 
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Oncken, Ruby Emma, B.A., Curator of Museum and Laboratory Supervisor, 
Department of Anthropology. 
2002 Whitis (26193) ; W. H. 414 (9171- 267). 
O'Neill, ·Kathryn Kerrigan, B.A., Tutor in Botany. 
2210 Nueces (20739); B. L. 314 (9171-359). 
*Osb(}m , Roger Cook, M.A., Instructor in Applied Mathematics and Astronomy. 
3003 Fountain PI. (27937); J.B. 206 (9171-353) .. 
"Osburn, Luke, M.A., Instructor in Economics. 
3902 Avenue C; B. Hall 322: (9171- 375) . 
*Ossanna, Fred Albin, Jr., B.A., M.P.A., Tutor m Government. 
3011 French Pl. (23821); B. Hall 319 (9171-375). 
Ostergren , Florence Gertrude, Tutor in Music. 
2107 San Antonio (4807); Mus. B. 203B (9171-339). 
*Otto, Henry J., Ph.D., Professor of Educational Administration; Professur 
of Elementary Education; Supervisor, College of Education Bureau of 
Laboratory Schools, Wooldridge School. 
3300 Windsor Rd. (27854) ; S. H. 215 (9171-334). 
Overton, David, M.A., Instructor in Applied Mathematics and Astronomy. 
703 Park Pl. (28387) ; J. B. 305 (9171-353). 
*Owens, Mrs. Helen Ransom, B.S. in Elem.Ed., Secretary and General Clerk, 
Auditor's Office. 
401 % W. 39 (80033); Main B. 8 (9171-226). 
Owre, Mrs. Martha L. Palm, M.B.A., Instructor in Business Administration. 
708 W. 10 (6610) ; W. H. 219. 
*Pack, Reuben Hansford, Shipping Clerk, Defense Research Laboratory. 
2310 w. 8 (82655); 500 E. 24 (86612). 
Padgett, John Wesley, Jr., B.A., Tutor in Physiology. 
2309 San Antonio (81158); B. L. 403. 
*Painter, Theophilus Shickel, Ph.D., Sc.D., M.N.A.S., LL.D., President; Pro· 
fessor of Zoology. 
105 W. 32 (22763); Main B. 101 ((9171-211 ). 
*Palm, Martin D., M.B.A., Instructor in Economics. 
306 E. 32 (25698) ; B. Hall 323. 
' 'Parks, Phocion S., B.S. in M.E., ln strnctor in Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
1405 Hartford Rd. (83244) ; B. Hall 329. 
*Parker, Mrs. Marjorie D., B.S. in Ed., Tutor in Speech. 
3200 Bryker Dr. (25090) ; Main B. 2505 (9171- 264). 
Parker, Sidney Glen, B.S., Tutor in Chemistry. 
709 W. 19 (86504); C. B. 306A. 
*Parkinson, George A~hworth, Assistant Te.~ ting Engineer. Bureau of Engin eer-
ing Research. 
1305 Riverside Dr. ( -!205) : The Little Campus (18th and Re<l Hiv~r I. 
*Parks, Mrs. Imogene, Stenographer, Extension Teaching Bureau. 
1912 Speedway ; Extension Bldg. 203 (18th and Red River\ r2:H081 . 
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Parlin, Hanson Tufts, Ph.D., Professor of English; Dean of the College of Arts 
and Sciences. 
105 W. 33; !\fain B. 113 (9171- 229). 
*Parrish, l\Irs. l\Iary Elizabeth Jones, B.A., Order Clerk, Busin ess Actit'ities 
Office. 
611 Baylor (87784); l\Iain B. 110 (9171-301). 
*Patterson, Caleb Perry, Ph.D., LLB., Professor of Goi·ernm ent. 
2503 Wooldridge Dr. (3295) ; G. H. 18 (9171-317). 
*Patterson, Ernest Finney, B.S., Instructor in Economics.• 
802 West Ave. <83081 l : B. Hall 322. 
*Patterson , John Thomas, Ph.D., Sc.D., M.N.A.S. , Professor of Zoology ; Di-
rector, Research in Zoology. 
1908 Cliff 122947); B. L 316 (9171-356). 
*Patterson, Woodrow Wilson, LLB., Director, Legal Aid Clinic. 
4300 Caswell 129854); Law B. 3 (9171-224). 
Pauling, Norman George, Jr., B.A. , Instructor in Economics. 
1805 W. 37: G. H. 310 (9171-313). 
*Payne, Ben Iden, Guest Professor of Drama. 
2304 San Antonio 16969): l\I. LB. 208 (9171- 218). 
Payne, Pauline, B.l\fus., Tutor in Music. 
2103 Nueces 122529) ; l\Tus. B. 109 (9171-339). 
*Peach, William Nelson, Ph.D., A ssistant Professor of Economics. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 385B ; G. H. 308 19171-313). 
Peck, Leigh, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Educational Psychology. 
4203 Avenue B 123672) : S. H. 305 (9171- 204) . 
Peck, Margaret, M.A., Assistant Dean of Women. 
2623A University Ave. 120788); Main B. 1061\f (9171- 330). 
Peckham, '.\lrs. Dorothy Reed, M.A., Instructor in Curriculum and Instruction. 
3304 Gilbert 120237) ; S. H. 209. 
*Peery, William Wallace, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 383E: Main B. 1805 (9171-326). 
''' Peevy, Lucien Elliot, M.A., In structor in History. 
2002 Sharon Lane 122519); G. H. 118 (9171- 315). 
*Pence, Forrest Kizer, B.A., Cer.E., Professor of Ceramic Engineering ; Director, 
Research Laboratory in Ceramics. 
1609 Scenir Dr. 185075); Ch. E. B. 310A (9171-367). 
Pendley, Rohert Lamar, M.A., Tutor in Romance Languages. 
2212 Longvi ew (5482) ; '.\f. L B. 311 19171-327). 
*Penick, Daniel Allen, Ph.D., Professor of Classical Languages; Tennis Coach. 
809 W. 32 122516) ; Main B. 2707 (9171- 228). 
Perlitz, Elsie, M.A., Instructor in Germanic Languages. 
University Station, Box 1711 (86238); M. L B. 405 (9171- 327). 
*Petrello, '.\lrs. '.\lary Lou Moor, B.A., Examiner, R egistrar's Office, 
Oak Grow Courts, # 257 : '.\lain B. l (9171-213). 
* Pfaeffiin, Roy Ephraim, Electrician. 
Route 1, Box 356-I (3205) ; Press B. 
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*Pharr, Mrs. Gladys Wornell, M.A., Stenographer, Department of Geology. 
801 Highland (6267); G. B. 307 (9171-287). 
*Phelps, Austin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiology. 
3115 Tom Green (85669); B. L. 113 (9171-359). 
Phelps, V. Rae, B.A., Tutor in Zoology. 
4005 Marathon (83922) ; B. L. 305 (9171-359). 
*Phillips, Anson Layfette, Assistant Mechanician, Department of Chemistry. 
1509 Willow; C. B. 28 (9171-371). 
Phillips, Barbara Jean, Office Manager and Assistant to the Business Director, 
University Residence Halls. 
2610 Whitis (9933); (27133). 
*Phillips, Donald Davis, M.A., Instructor in Physics; Computer, Military Physics 
Research Laboratory. 
704 W. 28 (27553); Physics B. 122 (9171-363). 
*Phillips, Jackson Robert Edward, B.A., Instructor in Economics. 
603 Baylor (26550); G. H. 307. 
Pierce, Patricia, Tutor in Music. 
1805 Colorado (22073 ); Mus. Annex (9171-234) . 
Pirie, Eugenia Lee, .B.A., R eference Assistant, Package Loan Library Bureau. 
1707 W. 42; Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23405) . 
*Pittenger, Benjamin Floyd, Ph.D., Professor of Educational Administration ; 
Dean of the College of Education. 
822 E. 37 (4738) ; S. H. 115 (9171-203). 
Pittman, Anne Myrtle, M.A., B.S. in P.Ed., Instructor in Physical Training for 
Women. 
710 W. 24 (29151); W. G. 127 (9171-247). 
Pittman, Helen Marie, Stenographer, Department of Petroleum Engineering. 
604 Park Place (4211 ) ; P. E. B. 211C (9171-274). 
*Plettman, Mrs. Maurine Karie!, B.A., Proofreader, Official Publications, 
Registrar's 0 ffi ce. 
1200 Windsor Rd. (22935) ; Main B. 1 (9171-200). 
*Plummer, Frederick Byron, M.S., Professor of Petroleum Engineering; Geolo· 
gist, Bureau of Economic Geology. 
3109 Walling Dr. (22131); P. E. B. 211A (9171-274) ; The Little Campus 
(18th and Red River) (23831). 
*Plummer, Mrs. Helen Jeanne, M.A., Consulting Geologist , Bureau of Economic 
Geology. 
3109 Wallin g Dr. (22131); The Little Campus (18th and Red River) 
(23831). 
*Pollard, Cecil Vivian, M.A., Associate Professor of Germanic Languages. 
607 Rathervue Pl. (5238); M. L. B. 401A (9171-327). 
*Pondrom, Walter Lewis, Jr., M.A., Assistant Professor of Physics ; Research 
Physicist, Military Physics Research Laboratory. 
4405 Ramsey (86214); Physics B. 403 (9171-363). 
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*Popejoy, Mrs. Frances A., B.S. in Chem., Research Chemist, Defense Research 
Laboratory. 
2706 Nueces (20790) ; 500 E. 24 (86612) . 
*Porter, Mrs. Goldie Horton, -Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pure Mathematics. 
2402 Wi_ndsor Rd. (4711); W. H. 1. 
*Porter, Milton Brockett, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Pure Mathematics. 
2402 Windsor Rd. (4711). 
*Porterfield, Henry Hardy, Shop Foreman, Department nf Drama. 
715 W. 24 (26112); M. L. B. 208 (9171- 338). 
*Potter, Mrs. Wanda Doty, M.A ., B.B.A., S ecretary, Bureau of Industrial 
Chemistry. 
Route 3, Box 362 (84923); Ch. E. B. 208B (9171-376). 
Powell , Harold Dean, B.S. in Chem., Tutor in Chemistry. 
307 W. 26 (22193) ; C. B. 113 (9171-371). 
*Power, Harry Harrison, Ph.D., M.S. in Mining, Ch.E. , Professor of Petroleum 
Engineering. 
2600 Wooldridge Dr. (21954); P. E. B. 211B (9171- 274). 
*Powers, Os~ar Scofield, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Classirnl Languages. 
114 W. 33 (28367) ; Main B. 2703. 
*Prather, Charle~ Lee, Ph.D., ProfP-'-"" of Banking and Finan re. 
2200 Parkway; W. H. 313. 
*Pratt, Willis Winslow, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English. 
3001 W. 35 (26103) ; Main B. 2304. 
*Pressler, Paul Ernst, B.Arch., Assistant Professor of Architecture. 
304 E. 30 (26046) ; A. B. 116. 
Pressley, Ruth Peyton, Ph.D., Instructor in English. 
Sprinkle, Texas; Main B. 2107. 
*Price, Edwin Booth, B.A., M.Ed., Assistant Football, Basketball, and Baseball 
Coach. 
2831B Pearl (23319); G. G. 202 (9171-344). 
*Price, Granville, M.A., As~ociate Professor of Journalism . 
2900 Clearview (21706); J. B. 103 (22473). 
Prince, Gertrude, Itinerant Instructor, Distributive Edu r.ation Program, Bureau 
of Industrial and Business Extension Training. 
Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23407). 
Prindivill e, Raymond J., M.A., Instructor in Bible, Newman Club. 
2020 Guadalupe (23722). 
*Prouse, Ervin Joseph, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
3215 Liberty (82348) ; J.B. 207 (9171-353). 
*Pruett, Pinkney, Mechanic, Acetylene Project, Bureau of Industrial Chemistry. 
4205 Avenue D (84556); Ch. E. B. 208 (9171-376) . 
*Purdy, William Henry, B.S., Lecturer in Marketing. 
1204 Claire (82040); W. H. 213. · 
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*Quesenberry, Mrs. Marcena N., Assistant Technician, Unhersity Health 
~ . ~ervice. 
2308 Oldham (81246) ; B. Hall 118 (9171- 322) . 
*Rabideau, Glenn Sylvester, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Butan:v. 
1703 W. 44 (81159 ) ; B. L. 214 (9171-397). 
Radcliffe, Mrs. Ruby Belle, Auditor for Student Organizations. 
605 E. 49 (23237); B. Hall 13 (9171-392). 
*Radkey, Oliver Henry, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Historv; Special In-
structor in Slavonic Languages. 
1208 W. 22 (82732) ; G. H. 110. 
*Ragland, Mrs. Mary Edna Rogers, B.B.A., R ecorder, Extension Teaching 
Bureau. 
605 Highland (88981) ; Extern,ion Bldg. 20.'l (18th and Red River) 
(23408). 
*Raines, William Carlos, B.A., Th.M., ln strurtor in Bihle, John C. Townes 
Bible Chair. 
700% W. 22 (3316) ; 2130 Guadalupe (88559). 
Ramey, William Dean, B.S. in C.E., Instructor in Ci11il Engineering. 
1014 W. 22 (28681); Eng. B. 173 (9171- 279). 
*Randall, Mrs. Elizabeth J., B.Mn,., r:lcrk-T:vpist, (/nirl'rsity Vetemn.s Ad-
visory Service. 
101 lh W. 31 (27639) ; S. H. 110 (9171--370). 
*Randolph, Neal Malcolm, M.S., Instructor in. Zoology. 
3213 Harris Park (26468); B. L. 401 (9171-359). 
Ransom, Harry Huntt, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English . 
1918 Speedway; Main B. 2309. 
Rasmusen, Henry Neil, Instructor in. Art. 
1918 Longfellow (4645); 0. L.B. 201 (9171-309 ) . 
Ratchford, Fannie Elizabeth, M.A., Wrenn Librarian. 
1907 Cliff (22160); Main B. 407 (9171-207 ). 
Rathbone, Lucy, M.A., B.S. in H.E., Professor of Hom e Econ.umics. 
1617 Watch Hill Rd. (9728); H. E. B. 113 (9171-242) . 
Ray, W. L., Ph.D., Senior Chemist, Acetylene Project, Bureau of Industrial 
Chemistry. 
709% W. 23 (82347) ; Ch. E. B. 106 (9171-376). 
*Reddick, DeWitt Carter, Ph.D., B.J., Professor of Journalism. 
1511 Preston (81380 ) ; J. B. 303 (22473) . 
*Redfield, Mrs. Mary Jean Murray, B.A., Atten.dmu:c r:terk, Office of the Dean 
of the College of Arts and Sciences. 
2101 Schulle (3972); Main B. 113 (9171-209). 
*Redford, Emmette Shelburn, Ph.D., Profes.rnr of Governm ent. 
3001 Clearview Dr. (85193); W. H. 12 (9171-317). 
Redmon, Mary Jean, Coordinator of Supervisory Truinin.g and Itinerant In-
structors, Bureau of Industrial and Business Extension. Training. 
411 W. 34 (86378); Extension Bldg. {18th anrl R ... d Ri ver ) (2.1407). 
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*Reed, James Leighton, Training Officer, United States Veterans Administra-
tion. 
Texan Hotel (9151) ; S. H. 303 (26632) . 
Reese, Gertrude Catherine, Ph.D., Instructor in English. 
1010 W. 22 (28616) ; Main B. 2105. 
Reid, Georgann, B.A., Reference Librarian, Package Loan Library Bureau. 
3403 Hollywood ; Extension Bldg. 202 {18th and Red River) (23405) . 
Reinap, Mia, B.S., B.S. in L.S., Biology and Chemistry Librarian. 
1907 Cliff (22160) ; B. L. 312 (9171-352) ; C. B. 219 (9171-359). 
*Reinmuth, Oscar William, Ph.D., Professor of Classical Languages. 
2808 San Pedro (25785) ; Main B. 2605. 
Rexroat, Ruth, B.A., Tutor in English. 
2107 San Antonio (4807); Main B. 2210. 
*Reynolds, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Shaw, B.A., Secretary to the Chief Clerk, 
R egistrar's 0 ffice. 
509 E. 42 (85768); Main B. 1 (9171- 213) . 
Reynolds, Mavis A., Receptionist and PBX Operator, Defense Research Lab· 
oratory. 
815 Park Pl. (85239); 500 E. 24 (86612). 
*Ridgway, Richard Edgar, B.B.A., LL.B., Instructor in Business Administra-
tion. 
806 Rosedale Terrace (5549) ; W. H. 113. 
Rigsby, 0. Lee, Tutor in Music. 
712 W. 23 (20115); Mus. B. 206B (9171-339). 
*Riker, Thad Weed, Litt.D., Professor of Modern European History. 
2300 Leon (28652); G. H. 106 (9171-315). 
*Rinehart, Mrs. Imogen W., · B.A., Tutor in English. 
2804 Nueces (24892); Main B. 2210. 
Rios, Irene Anna, B.A., Stenographer, Office of the Dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences . 
1803 Nickerson (3855); Main B. 113 (9171-208). 
*Ripperger, Eugene Arman, B.S. in C.E., Instructor in Civil Engineering. 
1805 E. l; Eng. B. 211 (9171-279). 
*Ripperton, Lyman Alonzo, B.S. in Chem., Tutor in Chemistry; Research 
Assistant, Clayton Biochemical Institute. 
621 W. 3Fh (5903); 105 W. 26 (9171-395) . 
Rippy, Merrill, M.A., Instructor in History. 
2207 Tom Green (24239); G. H. 120 (9171-315). 
*Rishworth, Thomas Dunning, Director of Radio House; Lecturer in Drama. 
lS06 Hardouin (81932) ; Radio House (86691). 
*Rivera, Carlos, B.A., Tutor in Romance Languages. 
1807 E. 7 (82482) ; Main B. 1505. 
Roach, Let: Bruce, M.A., Director of S peech, Bureau of Public School Service. 
2004 Bluebonnet Lane (81241); Extension Bldg. {18th and Red River) 
(23406) . 
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*Roan, Mrs. Madeline Thetford, B.S. in H.E., Pay Roll Clerk, Auditor's Office. 
1401 Winsted Lane; Main B. 22 (9171-227). 
*Robbins, Mrs. Jane C., Secretary, Meteorology Department, Electrical Engi-
neering Research Laboratory. 
1214 W. 8 (25051) ; Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
Robbins, Mary Louise, B.A., Voucher Audit Clerk, Auditor's Office. 
2511 Wichita (25647) ; Main B. 114 (9171-216). 
*Roberts, George Bascom, M.A., Instructor in Chemistry. 
304% E. 30 (85930); C. B. 242 (9171-372). 
*Roberts, Mrs. Sybil Schmidt, Stenographer, Office of the Dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences. 
209C E. 18 (26198); Main B. 113 (9171-208). 
Robertson , Ctcil Vernon, B.S., Tutor in Chemistry. 
1709 N. Congress (87097); C. B. 306A. 
*Robertson, Charles Iva, Foreman, General Repairs and Wo odwork. 
702 Keasbey (28434); Press B. (9171-294). 
*Robertson, Frank Delbert, M.A., Instructor in History. 
2321 Oldham; G. H. 120 (9171- 315). 
*Robertson, J. W., B.S. in P.Ed., Swimming Coach. 
808A Barton Springs Rd. (80183); G. G. (3713). 
*Robertson, Mrs. Mabel Bassett, Secretary, Bureau of Industrial and Business 
Extension Training. 
609 Cliff Dr. (29823); Extension Bldg. {18th and Red River) (23407). 
*Robertson, William Woodrow, M.A., Instructor in Physics. 
2003 Guadalupe (89242); Physics B. 407 (9171-363). 
*Rode, Le~mard fohn, M.A., Research Bacteriologist, Brucellosis Research. 
1215% Castle Hill (3282); B. L. 215 (9171-396). 
*Rogers, Phil H., B.S. in E.E., Tutor in Electrical Engineering. 
2905 Bowman Rd. (87409); Eng. B. 153 (9171-278). 
*Rolfe, Walter Thomas, M.Arch. , Architect, Honorary Lecturer in Archi-
tecture. 
915 Woodrow, Houston, Texas. 
*Roper, J. W., Mechanic, A cetylene Project, Bureau of Industrial Chemistry. 
1003 Neches (29663) ; Ch. E. B. 105 (9171-376). 
*Roper, Wilbur Franklin, B.A., Tutor in Chemistry. 
Route 2, Box 3 (80225) ; C. B. 332A. 
Roques, Rodney August, B.S. in Ch.E., Tutor in Chemistry. 
4107 Avenue F (4088); C. B. 306A. 
*Rose, Mrs. Anne Poteat, M.A., Instructor in English. 
3809 Duval (9308) ; Main B. 2102. 
Rosene, Hilda Florence, Ph.D. , Associate Professor of Physiology. 
501 E. 32 ( 85068 I ; B. L. 403. 
*Rosenquist, Carl !\fartin, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology. 
Route 4, Box 299 (83797) ; G. H. 212. 
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*Ross, Darrell Emerson, B.A., M.F.A., Associate Professor of Technical 
Production, Department of Drama. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 388F; M. L. B. 207 (9171-218). 
Ross, Joseph Hansbrn, B.S. in Ch.E., Tutor in Chemistry. 
6ll Park PI. (9675) ; C. B. 236. 
Roston, J. Paul, B.S.E., Tutor in Petroleum Engineering. 
2304 Leon (4232); P. E. B. 207B (9171-274). 
Rothe, Charles Edward, M.A., Orders Assistant in the Library. 
Absent on leave, 350 W. 71, New York 23, N.Y. 
*Rotsch, Melvin Medford, M.Arch., Assistant Professor of Architecture. 
704 E. 23 (83992) ; A. B. 216 (9171-381). 
*Rountree, Seaborn Rueben, Storeroom Assistant, Department of Chemistry. 
4901 Avenue G (81039); C. B. 124 (9171-371). 
'''Rousse, Thomas Andrew, M.A., B.B.A., LL.B., Professor of Speech; Veterans 
Coordinator, University Veterans Advisory Service. 
2913 West Ave. (9536); Main B. 2504 (9171-264); S. H. llO (9171-378). 
Roussel, Kathryn Frances, B.A., Tutor in Chemistry. 
1908 Nueces (3432) ; C. B. 306A. 
'''Rnwe, Charles Elmer, B.S. in C.E., E.M., Professor of Drawing; Assistant 
Dean of the College of Engineering. 
1407 Ethridge (87%7); Eng. B. 167 (9171-272). 
*Rowlett, John Miles, B.Arch., B.S. in Ed. , Assistant Professor of Architecture. 
140l1h Lavaca (82730) ; A. B. 216. 
*Rubinett, Jarrell David, B.S. in M.E., ,Instructor in Mechanical Engineering. 
220 So. Congress (6775) ; Eng. B. 126A. 
*Rudavsky, Joseph, B.A., Rabbi, Lecturer in Classical Languages. 
3703 Robinson (25368) ; Hillel Foundation (6000). 
Ruggles, Marilou, B.A., Tutor £n English. 
1204 W. 9 (5051); Main B. 2210 (9171- 356). 
*Ruhl, Mrs. Helen Swanson, B.S. in H.E., Tutor in Home Economics. 
Deep Eddy Courts, # 337; H. E. B. 204 (9171-244). 
'''Rush, Jo·hn A., Assistant, Pest Control Program, University Health Service. 
1509 Newton (83282) ; B. Hall 7. 
Rutherford, Charles R., M.A ., Research Physicist , lJefense Research Laboratory. 
806 Rosedale Terrace, (5549) ; 500 E. 24 (86612). 
'''Rymer, Albert E., Mechanician , IJcpar:ment of Chemistry and Military 
Physics Research Laboratory. 
2323 Red River (86333); C. B. 28 (9171-371). 
Saad, Michel Assad, B.A., M.S. in C.E., Instructor in Civil Engineering. 
1800 Sharon Lane (82080); Eng. B. .'llO (917!'.-279). 
*Sackton, Alexander Hart, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of En~li.<h. 
2509 Jarratt (86744); Main B. 2208. 
Sadler, J. D., M.A., Tutor in Classical Languages, 
1910 Wichita (20682) ; Main B. 2603, 
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*Samfield, Max, Ph.D., M.S. in Ch.E., Chemical Engineer, Acetylene Project, 
Bureau of Industrial Chemistry. 
2709% N. Guadalupe (29116); Ch. E. B. 208B (9171- 376). 
*Samuelson, A. Philip, Machinist, Defense Research Laboratory. 
4410 Avenue D (23015); 500 E. 24 (86612). 
'''Sanchez, George Isidore, Ed.D., Professor of Latin-American Edncation. 
2307 San Antonio (29749); S. H. 212 (9171-263). 
*Sanders, Charles Paskell, M.B.A., Instructor in Business Ad111i11istratio11. 
603B E. 14 (86890) ; W. H. 214. 
Sanders, Claris Jesse, M.A., Assistant Professor of Physics; Mathematician, 
Military Physics Research Lahoratory. 
719 Park Pl. (9075); PhysiC's B. 204 (9171-363). 
*Sanderson, Girvin Hembrie, B.A., M.B.A., Assistant l'rofes.wr of Economics. 
1410 Alameda (28682) ; G. H. :~08 (9171-313). 
*Sandidge, John C., B.F.A., Tutor in Music. 
103 E. 31 (80997); Mus. B. 206B (9171-339). 
*Sandstrom, Carl Robert, Mechanic, Department of Civil Engineering. 
1205 W. 44 .(5893); Eng. B. 179B. 
*Sansing, Billy M., BJ., Director of Sports News and Assistant to the Athletic 
Director. 
3503 Grooms (21157) ; G. G. 108 (27991). 
*Sansom, Charles Culberson, Jr., B.J., Journalism Librarian. 
1709 N. Congress (80924); .T. B. 101 (22473). 
*Saunders, William Brightwell , B.Arch., Architertural Draftsman, Offir·e of 
the Supervising Architect. 
504 Elmwood (82196) ; A. B. 102 (9171-382). 
*Savage, Floyd Winston, M.A., Director of Music Activities, Bureau of Public 
School Service. 
710 W. 19; Extension Bldg. 103 (18th and Red River) (23406). 
*Sawey, Orlan Lester, B.A., Tutor in English. 
900 Spence (25615); Main B. 1908. 
Scaff, Nova Mae, B.A., Assistant Registrar uf the Rxtension Teaching Bureau. 
2704 French Pl. (83696); Exten,ion Bldg. 20:l (18th and Red River) 
(23408). 
Scarborough, Henry Herbert, Jr., ll.S. in Chem., Tu.tor in (.'hc111istrv. 
307 W. 26 (22193) ; C. B. 336. 
"Schaffer, Aaron, Ph.D., Professor of Ro111unce Langu.uges. 
608 W. 32 (20135); M. L. B. 309 (9171- 327); Main B. 1504 (9171-:w.11. 
*Scharath, Alfred William, Building Superintendent, Texas Union. 
2102 Swisher (25364); Union B. 
*Schieffer, Mrs. Linnie C.., Assistant to the Director, Electrical Enginecrinf( 
Research Laboratory. 
1802 Palma Plaza (23060); Eng. 8. 1~5 (9171--2401. 
Sehiwitz, Gladys B., Tutor in Music. 
2214 Rio Grande (22923) ; K. M. A. 
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Schleider, Elizabeth Christine, B.B.A., Bookkeeper, Auditor's Office. 
2312 San Gabriel (29062); Main B. 114 (9171-216). 
*Schlueter, Gus John, Plumber. 
1009 Nueces (4654); Press B. 
*Schoch, Eugene Paul, Ph.D., C.E., Professor of Chemical Engineering; Tech· 
nical Adviser, Acetylene Project , Bureau of Industrial Chemistry. 
2212 Nueces (87974); Ch. E. B. 211C (9171- 376) . 
*Schofield, Mrs. Leonor Castro de, B.A., B.S. in P.Ed., Tutor in Romance Lan-
guages. 
7021h B W. 23 (2939.3) ; M. L.B. 416 (9171-327). 
Schons, Dorothy, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Romance Languages. 
1215 Castle Hill (28959) ; Main B. 1503. 
*Schovajsa, Mrs. Ruth Horak, B.S. in P.Ed., General Assistant in the Library. 
2812 E. 22; Main B. 224 (9171-223) . 
*Schrank, Auline Raymond, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiology. 
402B W. 34 (24202); B. L. 113 (9171- 354) . 
Schroeter, Robert Louis, B.A., Tutor in Speech. 
1903 Wichita (26898); Main B. 2503 (9171-264). 
*Schuhardt, Vernon T., Ph.D., Professor of Bacteriology ; Director, Brucellosis 
Research. 
2200 Parkway (23924); B. L. 215 (9171-397). 
Schulz, Shirley Frances, B.S. in H.E., Instructor in Home Economics; Assistant 
to the Resident Business Director, Littlefield Dorm itory. 
2510 Whitis (4956); Littlefield Dormitory (23153). 
*Schulz-Behrend, George, Ph.D., Instructor in Germanic Languages. 
2824 Pearl; M. L.B. 403 (9171-327). 
Schutts, Jack Arthur, Tutor in Architecture. 
2806 N. Guadalupe (27042) ; A. B. 206. 
*Scott, Gayle, M.A., Dr. es Sc., Consulting Geologist, Bureau of Economic 
Geology. 
Texas Christian University, Fort Worth, Texas. 
Scott, Georgann H., B.B.A., Veterans Secretary, Registrar's Office. 
1511 Colorado (20040); Main B. 1 (9171-213). 
Scott, Shirley, B.A., Tutor in Bacteriology. 
1701 Hartford Rd. (4891); B. L. 201 (9171-397). 
Searcy, Katherine Andrews, B.Litt., General Assistant in the Library. 
910 W. 23 (87591); Main B. 224 (9171-223). . 
*Seay, Charles Frank, Jr., B.A., Research Physicist, Defense Research Lab· 
oratory. 
2311 Longview (9800) ; 500 E. 24 (86612). 
Seay, Perry A., B.E.E., Assistant Radio Engineer, Electrical Engineering RI!·· 
search Laboratory. 
3215 Windsor Rd. (84160); Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
*Sebastian, Nathan P., B.S., Tutor in Business Administration. 
Brackenridge Apts., # 1214.0; W. H. 107. 
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Secord, Alfred Woodrow, Assistant Auditor, Auditing Oil and Gas Produrtinn . 
SHA E. 41 (83306); Land Office Bldg. (87585). 
"Secord, Stephen Burt, Operator, Steam Distribution. 
5112 Duval (4564); Press B. (9171-294). 
Seibt, Harriet Ruth, Stenographer, O/fire of the Dean uf the Division of Ex-
tension. 
514 Deep Eddy Ave. (9267); Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) 
(23409). 
*Seidel, Edmund Otto, B.S. in C.E., Tutor in Civil Engineering. 
109 E. 16 (85237) ; Eng. B. 402 (9171- 279). 
*Sellards, Elias Howard, Ph.D., Professor of Geology; Director Emeritus and 
Geologist, Bureau of Economic Geology; Director , Texas Memorial 
Museum . 
2525 Jarratt (3743); The Little Campus (18th and Red River) (23831); 
Museum (81066). 
*Sharborough, Mrs. Virginia Welch. M.A .. Parental Education Specialist, Di-
vision of Extension. 
900 E. 23 (3163) ; Extension Bldg. 301 (18th anrl R"rl River) (2.)404). 
Sharp, John Hiram, B.A., Tutor in Physics. 
1909 Cliff (80449! : Physics B. 120. 
*Sharpe, Ernest Alonzo, B.A., M..I., lnstnu·tllf in Journalism. 
4209 Sinclair (80027!: .I. B. 109 (22473). 
Shaw, Catherine Fraser, M.S. in P.Ed., Instructor in Physical Training for 
Women; Assistant in lntramurals for Women. 
2507 San Jacinto (9701); W. G. 123 (9171-249). 
~Sheehan, John Wight, M.S. in Ch.E., Chemical Engineer, Acetylene Project, 
Bureau of Industrial Chemistry. 
1911 Whitis (87290); Ch. E. B. 208 (9171-376). 
•Shelby, Thomas Hall, M.A., Professor of Educational Administration; Dean 
of the Division of Extension. 
503 W. 33 (3987); Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23409). 
Sheldon, Bessie M., Pay Roll Clerk, Auditor's Office. 
821 W. 11 (28292); Main B. 22 (9171- 227). 
Shell, Frances Jane, B.S., Tutor in Chemistry. 
915 W. 23 (87975) ; C. B. 306A. 
Shelton, Mrs. Annie Lee, B.J., Assistant F:ditor and Office Manager, University 
News and Information Service. 
1310 Brazos (27827); .J . B. 310 (27288). 
*Shelton, Edgar Greer, Jr., M.A., Tutur in Speech. 
3001 Cherry Lane !9772): Main B. 2510 (9171- 264) . 
*Shelton, Mrs. Louise Lentsch, B.A., Serials and Binding Librarian. 
1709 Dexter; Main B. 133 (9171-220). 
Shepard, Mrs. Minnie Lee, M.A., Assistant Professor of Classical Languages. 
906 W. 23 (23806) ; Main B. 2606. 
Shilling, Tommye Jo, B.Mus., Tutor in Music. 
202 E. 9 (23504); Mus. Annex 202 (9171- 234). 
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*Shipman, Orian William, M echanic, Department of Physics and Military 
Physics R esearch Laboratory. 
3106 King (20108) ; Physics B. 101. 
*Shipp, Walter Byron, B.A., Statistician, Registrar's Office. 
1707 Stamford Lane (88426); Main B. lB (9171- 213). 
*Shive, William, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry. 
805 Park Pl. (9147); C. B. 208 (9171-377). 
*Short, Byron Elliott, Ph.D., M.l\LE., Professor of Mechanical Engineering; 
Research Engineer, Defense Research Laboratory. 
502 E. 32 (21205); Eng. B. 161 (9171-275). 
Short, William Edward, Tutor in Architecture. 
2605 Salado (85459); A. B. 312 (9171- 381) . 
*Shuberg, Mrs. Imogene Peeler, Voucher Audit Clerk, Auditor's Office. 
4502 Sinclair (88295); Main B. 110 (9171-265). 
*Simmons, Carroll Day, M.B.A., C.P.A., Professor of Business Statistics; 
Comptroller. 
200 W. 33 (5258) ; Main B. 104 (9171-305). 
*Simpson, Lewis Pearson, :M.A., Instructor in English. 
1903 San Gabriel (23318) ; l\lain B. 1804. 
*Sims, Elmer Richard, Ph.D., Professor of Romance Languages. 
Burnet Highway; Main B. 1604. 
Singletary, Ardath, B.Mus., Veterans Assistant, R egistrar's Office. 
1003 E. 38 (82381); Main B. 1 (9171-213). 
*Singleton, Mrs. Elizabeth Gertrude, B.A., B.S. in L.S., Orders Assistant in the 
Library. 
908B W. 21; Main B. 129 (9171-220). 
*Skinner, Charles Gordon, B.S., Tutor in Chemistry. 
110 E. 14 <26474) ; C. B. 208 (9171- 377) . 
*Slaughter, Mrs. Marcia R. Tucker, Secretary and General Clerk, Auditor's 
Office. 
107 Laurel Lane (29716); l\Iain B. 8 (9171- 226). 
Small, Terre!! Jackson, B.S. in :\I.E., Instructor in Aeronautical Engineering. 
1105 Nueces (5517); Eng. B. 135 (9171-232). 
*Smith, Allan Hathorn; Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Anthropology. 
2806 Jefferson; W. H. 223 (9171-267) . 
*Smith, Bryant, M.A., J.S.D., Professor of Law. 
Absent on leave, P .. 0. Box 4095, Tucson, Ariz. 
*Smith, C. Aubrey, Ph.D., C.P.A., Professor of Accounting. 
1510 Wooldridge Dr. (6239) ; W. H. 109 (9171- 262). 
*Smith, Mrs. Charlotte Boeck, B.A., LL.B., Office Assistant, University R esi· 
dence Halls. 
3014 Windsor Rd. (26824); 2610 Whitis (9933) . 
*Smith, E. Boyd, Tutor in Music. 
Mus. B. 34·2 (9171-339). 
*Smith, Everett Grant, B.S., M.B.A., Professor of Marketing. 
3206 West Ave. (87841) ; W. H. 213. 
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*Smith, Harold Wood, B.S. in E.E., Instructor in Electrical Engineering; 
Assistant Radio Engineer, Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory. 
3807 Speedway; Eng. B. 149 (9171-240). 
*Smith, Henry Nash, Ph.D., Professor of English; Professor of American 
History. 
Absent on leave, Huntington Library, Monterrey, Calif. 
Smith, Leland Leroy, B.A., Tutor in Chemistry. 
2509 Wichita (5060) ; C. B. 236. 
Smith, Mary Lou, B.A., Secretary, Department of English. 
16031/z Rio Grande (24869); Main B. 1802 (9171- 326). 
*Smith, Matthew Irving, M.A., Instructor in Romance Languages. 
2061 Sabine (28461); Main B. 1605. 
*Smith, Wilford Davis, B.S., Tutor in Music. 
104 Franklin Blvd.; Mus. Annex (9171-234). 
*Smith, William Arthur, C.E., General Secretary, University Young Men's 
Christian Association. 
613 W. 33 (28361) ; Y.M.C.A. (9014). 
Smoot, Jane, M.A., Instructor in English. 
1224 W. 6 (87207 J ; Main B. 2009. 
*Snider, Luther Cro;·ker, Ph.D., Professor of Geology. 
1300 Northwood Rd. (85208); G. B. 103 (9171-268). 
*Snyder, Verl W., Assistant Professor of Naval Science and Tactics; 
Lieuetnant, U.S.N.R. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 385A; Littlefield Home (26244). 
Soltes, Elton David, M.S. in Ch.E., Instructor in Chemistry. 
307 W. 26 (22193); C. B. 109 (9171-371). 
Soto, Sarah H., M.A., Instructor in Romance Languages. 
405 E. 3 (21842); M. L. B. 413 (9171-327). 
Sour, Nancy A., B.A., Instructor in Physical Training for Women. 
2507 San Jacinto (9701J; W. G. 29 (9171-250). 
*Sparenberg, Charles Herman, B.B.A., C.P.A., Auditor. 
2409 Vista Lane (88101); M~in B. 112 (9171-217). 
Spears, lone Pettey, M.A., Assistant Professor of History. 
804 W. 26 (22786); G. H. llO (9171-315). 
*Spell, Jefferson Rea, Ph.D., Professor of Rumance Languages. 
2108 Hartford Rd. (5634) ; Main B. 1603. 
Spencer, Florence Elizabeth, M.A., Assistant Professor of Government. 
804 W. 26 (22786); B. Hall 317 (9171- 375). 
Spencer, Gene, Ph.D., Professor of Home Economics. 
2408% Harris Blvd. (8582:>) ; H. E. B. 402. (9171-241). 
*Spore, Harry B., B.S. in M.E., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering. 
Route 2, Box 373 (23849); Eng. B. 159B (9171-275). 
*Spruce, Everett Franklin, Assistant Professor of Art. 
800 E. 23 (86098); 0. L. B. 105 (9171-309). 
*Spurlock, Mrs. Marjorie H., B.A., Clerk-Typist, Defense Research Laboratory. 
4519 Avenue F; 500 E. 24 (86612). 
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Staab, Josephine Helen, M.A., Assistant Professor of Home Economics. 
Absent on leave, International House, Washington, D.C. 
'''St.afford, Arnold John, M.A., Instructor in English. 
2904 San Gabriel; Main B. 1804. 
*Stafford, Gerald M., M.A., Assistant Professor of Geology. 
1607 Woodlawn (83072); G. B. 6. 
Stallings, James Cameron, M.S., Tutor in Chemistry. 
2902 Speedway (87704\ ; C. B. 206. 
Stanford, Madge, M.A., Instructor in Curriculum and Instruction. 
4901 Ca&well (2,7659) ; S. H. 209. 
Staph, Horace Eugene, B.S. in M.E., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering. 
824 E. 30 (24712); Eng. B. 221 (9171-271). 
''Starnes, DeWitt T., Ph.D., Professor of English. 
Absent on leave, First Seme.,ter, 804 W. 301/2, Austin, Texas; Second 
Semester, Main B. 2306. 
*Stayton, Robert Weldon, B.A., LL.B., Professor of Law. 
3207 Grandview (5594) ; Law B. 207 (9171-280). 
*Steadman, Homer Douglas, B.S. in C.E., Tutor in Civil Engineering. 
202 E. 9 123504); Eng. B. 402. 
*Steffan, T. G., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English. 
700% Lamar (29444) ; Main B. 2307. 
Steglich, Winfred George, M.A., Instructor in Sociology. 
3104 French Pl. (26934) ; G. H. 208. 
Stehr, Nina Pauline, Secretary, Department of Botany and Bacten'.ology and 
Department of Zoology and Physiology. 
207 E. 31 (81453); B. L. 314 (9171-359). 
*Stenberg, Theodore, Ph.D., LL.B., Associate Professor of English. 
209 E. 38 (3872); Main B. 1903. 
*Stenzel, Henryk Bronislaw, Ph.D., Geologist, Bureau of Economic Geology. 
3105 Kerbey Lane (3485); The Little Campus (18th and Red River) 
(23831). 
Stepanovich, George, B.A., Instructor in Economics. 
1403 Preston (83942); G. H. 310 (9171-313). 
Stephens, George Jennings, Assistant Comptroller; Purchasing Agent. 
2510 Lake Austin Blvd. (25861) ; Main B. 106 (9171-300). 
Stephens, James Miiler, Jr., B.A., Tutor in Romance Languages. 
509 Rathervue Pl. (21871); Main B. 1506. 
''Stephens, Joseph Carson, B.A., Instructor in Pure Mathematics. 
3515 Bonnie Rd. (25191); W. H. 17. . 
Stephenson, Mrs. Charles, B.Litt., Accessions Librarian and Bookkeeper in 
the Library. 
406 W. 15 (87722); Main B. 129 (9171-220). 
"Stephenson, Robert Clarence, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English; Asso-
ciate Professor of Romance Languages. 
2848 Shoal Crest (9302) ; Main B. 22.06 (9171-326). 
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*Stevens, Donald Philip, M.S. in Arch., Associate Professor of Architecture. 
1112 W. 22 (87240); A. B. 216 (9171-381). 
*Stevenson, Thomas Alexander, B.A., Radio Field Crew Member, Electrical 
Engineering Research Laboratory. 
913 E. 49; Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
*Stewart, Truman Albert, Machinist, Department of Mechanical Engineering. 
3211 French Pl. (29073) ; Eng. B. 150 (9171- 276). 
*Stewart, Walter Powell , Ph.D., Assi.1tant Professor of Engli.1h. 
(89640) ; Main B. 2305. 
Stirman, Ralph Lee, B.A., Tutor in Arch itecture. 
2809 N. Guadalupe (88124) : A. B. 206. 
*Stockton, John Richard, M.A., B.S. in Phar., Assistant Professor of Pharmacy; 
Research Associate, R esearch in Bacteriology. 
4ll% E. 30 (83755); C. B. 9 (9171- 368). 
"Stockton, Jo·hn Robert, Ph.D., Professor of Business Statistics; Statistician, 
Bureau of Business R e.search. 
1010 Gaston (84240); W. H. 113 (9171- 262). 
Stoecker, Margaret Jane, B.S. in J., Publications Secretary, Registrar's Office. 
1406 Windsor Rd. (20901) ; Main B. 1 (9171-200). 
Stolica, Nicholas, B.A., Tutor in Chemistry. 
1709 Congress; C. B. 109. 
Stone, Bettye Gene, B.B.A., Office Assistant, University Residence Hulls. 
1807 Braws, Apt. 16 (29636) ; 2610 Whitis (27133). 
Stone, Mary, B.A., B.S., Head Cataloguer in the Library. 
1007 W. 22 (27588); Main B. 13.) (9171-220). 
*Stone, Wilson Stuart, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology. 
813 E. 31 (20639J ; B. L. 327 (9171-359). 
Storey, Floy A., B.A., Secretary, Defense Research Laboratory. 
Lockhart, Texas (9010Fl3) ; 500 E. 24 (86612) . 
*Story, Mattison Larry, M.A.·, Instructor in English. 
1606 Hartford Rd.; Main B. 1905. 
*Straiton, Archie Waugh, Ph.D., B.S. in E.E., Associate Professor of Electrical 
Engineering ; Assariate Director, Electrical Engineering Research 
Laboratory. 
2708 Nueces (86230) ; Eng. B. 145 (9171- 246 ·or 240). 
*Strauss, William Louis, M.A., Instructor in Government. 
2207C Nueces (81761); B. Hall .107 (9171- 375). 
*Strawbridge, Leon, Electrician. 
1411 W. 6 (9906); Press B. 
*Street, John Reinhardt, Assistant to the Statistician, R egistrar's Office. 
308 E. 11 (23308); Main B. l (9171-213). 
Strong, Douglas Ray, Tutor in Music. 
2302 E. 1 (3973); Mus. Annex (9171-234) . 
Stullken, Florence Maf, B.A., M.B.A., Assistant Prujessor oj R11si11css Ad-
ministration. 
602 W. 28 (21290); W. H. 219 (9171- 261>. 
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Stullken, John Edward, B.A., Chemist, Bureau of Industrial Chemistry. 
4901 Burnet Rd. (21817); Ch. E. B. 200 (9171-376). 
''Stumberg, George Wilfred, B.A., J.D., Professor of Law. 
1201 Gaston (23249); Law B. 212 (9171-280). 
*Sturm, Hobert Pepper Kerby, M.A., Instructor in Government. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 385C; B. Hall 311 (9171-375). 
*Summers, Jc,seph Frank, B.A., Instructor in Pure Mathematics. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 361E; W. H. 19. 
'''Sundberg, Clarence F., Assistant Building Superintendent, Texas Union. 
502 E. 16 (87923); Un ion B. (9171- 33·2.). 
Sunderland, Alice Luella, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Art. 
2107 Snn Antonio• (4926); 0. L. B. 107. 
Sutherland, George Leslie, B.S. in Chem., Tutor in Chemistry. 
2607 Wichita (82602) ; C. B. 223. 
*Sutherland, Robt rt Lee, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology; Director of the Hogg 
Foundation for Mental Hygiene, and Lecturer and Consultant in the 
Program. 
1513 Gaston (82402) ; Main B. 2608 (9171-230). 
*Swanson, Adolph Benjamin, Ph.D., Professor of Romance Languages. 
2428 Jarratt (83615 ); Main B. 1502. 
*Swanson, Carl Alvin, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Romance Languages. 
1401 Marshall Lane (23389) ; Main B. 1501. 
Sweatt, Grace Evelyn, B.S., Instructor in Home Economics. 
910 W. 6 (22558); H. E. B. 115. 
*Sweeney, Albert Earle, Jr., M.S. in P.E., Assistant Professor of Petroleum 
Engineering. 
3913 Avenue C (82086); P. E. B. 20IA (9171-273). 
*Swensen, August Clarence, Radio Technician, Electrical Engineering Re· 
s~arch Laboratory. 
507 Texas Ave. (9258); Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
Swenson, Marlys Ann, M.S., Instru ctor in Physical Training for Women. 
123 Laurel Lane (89148); W. G. 125 (9171-249). 
Tabb, A. Virginia, B.A., Secretary to the Vice-President. 
705 W. 23 (22407); Main B. IOI (9171-211). 
Taliaferro, Genevieve, Instructor in Voice. 
606 W. 32 (3976); Mus. B. IOIB. 
*Talley, Robert William, M.A., B.S. in Arch., Assistant Professor of Archi-
tecture. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 387D; A. B. 116 (9171-381). 
Tarpley, Elizabeth, M.A., Professor of Home Economics. 
2001 Hopi Trail (25897); H. E. B. 219 (9171-244). 
*Tartt, Mrs. Helen Austin, Secretary, Electrical Engineering. Research 
Laboratory. 
1504 Hardouin (2.1790) ; Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
Staff Members 
*Taylor, Alfred, Ph.D., Research Biologist, Clayton Biochemical, Institute. 
3102 Kerbey Lane (86206) ; 105 W. 26 (9171-395). 
*Taylor, Mrs. Dorothy Blackmar, M.A., Instructor in Romance Languages. 
1012 Gaston (27911); M. L.B. 313 (9171-327). 
*Taylor, Jack Greer, M.B.A., Assistant Investment Officer. 
2510 Lake Austin Blvd. (26948); Main B. 102 (9171- 304). 
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*Taylor, James Chester, LL.B., Itinerant Instructor, Distributive Education 
Program, Bureau of Industrial and Business Extension Training. 
Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23407). 
Taylor, Lydia Ellen, B.B.A., Secretary to the President. 
1900 Pearl (29996); Main B. 101 (9171- 211). 
Teagarden, Lucetta Jane, Ph.D., Instructor in English. 
804 W. 30% (26349) ; Main B. 2009 (9171-326). 
*Temple, William Benson, M.A., Instructor in Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
2912B West Ave. (24083) ; J. B. 309. 
*Tharp, Benjamin Carroll, Ph.D., Professor of Botany; Director of the 
Herbarium. 
506 Bellevue PL (82822) ; B. L. 411C (9171- 359). 
Thedford, Betty Anne, B.A., Secretary of the Board of Regents. 
1500 Mohle Dr. (88927); Main B. 203 (9171- 219). 
Thiers, Harry Delbert, B.A., Tutor in Botany. 
703 W. 24 (82792); B. L. 9 (9171-366) . 
*Thigpin, Lee Roy, Chief Operator, Refrigeration. 
4614 Shoalwood (22191); Press B. (9171-294). 
Thoma, Roy Elliott, Jr., B.A., Tutor in Chemistry. 
602 Elmwood (25890); C. B. 306A. 
*Thomas, Bruce Arthur, Tutor in Music. 
Box 89A, Bee Cave Rd. (84829); Mus. B. 204B (9171-339). 
*Thomason, Mrs. Irene M., Secretary to the Assistant to the President. 
1407 Brazos (24006); Main B. 209 (9171-385). 
*Thompson, Jesse Neils, M.S. in C.E., Associate Professor of Civil Engineering; 
Coordinator, Surplus Properties Acquisitions. 
2403 Tower Dr. (83262); Eng. B. 173 (9171- 279). 
*Thompson, Milton John, Sc.D., M.S.E., Professor of Aeronautical Engineer-
ing; Associate Director, Defense Research Laboratory. 
2205 Greenlee Dr. (85695); Eng. B. 135 (9171-232); 500 E. 24 (86612). 
*Thompson, Paul Jennings, B.J., M.B.A., Professor of Journalism. 
1507 Wooldridge Dr. (5735); J. B. 104 (22473). 
Thompson, Victor Alexander, B.A., Instructor in Government. 
2603 Wichita (4238); B. Hall 309 (9171-375). 
Thompson, Willie May, Secretary, Bureau of Public School Service. 
1171 San Bernard (6632) ; Extension Bldg. 103 (18th and Red River) 
(23406). 
Thurlow, Martha, B.A., B.S. in L.S., Biology and Chemistry Librarian. 
Absent on leave, 573 W. 192, New York 33, N.Y. 
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Thurston, George B., B.S. in Physics, Tutor in Physics. 
1907 Whitis (25826); Physics B. 407 (9171- 363). 
Tidwell, Florence, B.A., Computer Supervisor, Military Physics Research 
Laboratory. 
3200 Guadalupe (23779); Physics B. 118 (9171-361). 
*Tieken, Frank Fred, Machinist, Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory. 
3000 East Ave. (25894); Eng. B. 105 (9171- 240). 
Tierney, Thomas F., B.A., S.T.D., Instructor in Bible, Newman Club. 
2020 Guadalupe (23722) . 
*Timmons, Wilbert Helde, M.A., Instructor in History. 
1904B Rio Grande (22642); G. H. 120 (9171-315) . 
*Timm, Charles August, Ph.D., Professor of Government. 
Absent on leave, Division of Mexican Affairs, Department of State, 
Washington, D.C. 
"Tiroff, Mrs. Eva L. , B.S. in H.E., Assistant IJirertor, University Commons. 
2819 Salado (7797) ; Union B. (20833). 
*Tisdale, Albert Ada, B.A ., M.D., Associate Physician, University Health 
Service. 
3205 Harris Park (24450); B. Hall 113 19171 -324) . 
•:• Tisinger, David L. , B.A., LL.B., Lecturer in Law. 
3511 Clearview (81176); 1210 Capital National Bank Bldg. (86446). 
*Titt, Edwin Warren, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. _ 
2206 Newfield Lane (3197): J. B. 207 (9171- 353). 
*Tolbert, Charles Walter, Assistant Radio Engineer, Electrical Engineering 
. Research Laboratory. 
1908 Nueces (3432); Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
"Tolbert, James McDuffie, M.A., Instructor in English. 
1901 Pearl (82279); Main B. 2303. 
"Tolliver, Donald Duane, B.B.A., Tutor in Business Administration. 
3810 Alice (9304); W. H. 311. 
*Torrence, Frank Miller, B.S. in M.E., M.E., Instructor in Drawing. 
500 W. 6 (20422); Eng. B. 305 (9171- 383). 
*Townsend, Billie Braden, M.S., Instructor in Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
904A W. 21 (21240); J . B. 309 (9171- 353). 
"Townsend, Howard William, M.A., B.S. in Ed., Assistant Professor of Speech. 
1404 W. 29 (9494); Main B. 2503 (9171-264). 
*Tcwnsley, Floyd Clifford, Associate Professor of Voice. 
Bee Cave Rd., Box 24 (24270); Mus. B. 205B (9171-339). 
*Trautwein, Adolph Jay, Mechanician, Departm ent of Mechanical Engineering. 
Star Route A, Box 18 !Dial Operator-87) ; Eng. B. 126 (9171- 276). 
Traweek, Stella, M.B.A., Instructor in Busines.~ Administration . 
. 3913 Wilbert Rd. < 29363) : W. H. 311 
*Trentham, Eugene, Instructor in A ri. 
6008 River Ave.: 0. L.B. 201, 
Staff Members 
Trice, Lois Baird, M.A., Instructor in English. 
1802 Colorado (22188); Main B. 113 (9171-208) . 
Trimble, Mrs. Zella Davidson, B.S., Instructor in Home Economics. 
806 E. 32 (24586); H. E. B. 204 (9171-244). 
Tschirley, Norman Karl, B.A., Tutor in Chemistry. 
108 E. 14 (28398) ; C. B. 311. 
Tubb, Martha Jane, B.B.A., Secretary, School of Law. 
2312 San Gabriel (29062); Law B. 106 (9171-280). 
*Tullis, Mrs. Coral Horton, M.A., Assistant Professor of History. 
106 Texas Ave. (24070); G. H. 120 (9171-315). 
Turbeville, Hibernia Prather, B.A., General Assistant in the Law Library. 
620 W. 30 (29414); Law B. 205 (9171-280). 
*Turner, Mrs. Geneva Lou, Statistical Assistant, Registrar's Office. 
2712 Guadalupe (4576); Main B. 1 (9171- 213). 
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*Turner, John Bernard, Mechanic, Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory. 
311 E. 14 (81356) ; Eng. B. 105 (9171- 240). 
*Turner, Mrs. Willie M., Stenographer, Department of Civil Engineering. 
703 E. 47 (25141) ; Eng. B. 173 (9171-279). 
*Tyler, Richard Willis, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Romance Languages. 
1604 Garden (29270); l\L L.B. 415 (9171- 327). 
*Ulrich, Homer, M.A., Associate Professor uf Chamber Music. 
1901 Vista Lane (29362) ; Mus. B. 201A (9171-339). 
*Umlatif, Charles, Instructor in Art. 
506 Barton (3937); 0. L.B. 201 (9171-309). 
*Umstattd, James Greenleaf, Ph.D., D.Litt., Professor of Secondary Education. 
1500 Wooldridge Dr. (82759); S. H. 217 (9171-334). 
*Urban, William Paul, Storeroom Manager, Intercollegiate Athletics. 
4105 Duval (24758) ; Sta<lium Storeroom (22635). 
*Valentine, Jack M., Machinist, Defense Research Laboratory. 
4803 Avenue H; 500 E. 24. (86612). 
*Vance, Charles Michael, M.A., Instructor in Romance Languages. 
1205B Willow (20950) ; M. L. B. 421 (9171-327). 
*Vandiver, Harry Shultz, M.N.A.S., Professor of Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
Absent on leave, First Semester, P. 0. Box 172, Princeton, NJ.; Second 
Semester, Main B. 2604. 
Vannatta, Mrs. Olive, Filing Clerk, University Health Service. 
606 Texas Ave. (5706); B. Hall 117 (9171-321). 
Vaughan, Sadie Ora, B.A., Tutor in English. 
610 W. 17 (24157); Main B. 2310. 
*Vaughn, Mrs. Mary Josephine, Stenographer, Bureau of Industrial and Busi· 
ness Extension Training. 
1009 W. 24 (3725) ; Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23407). 
Vazquez, Elfida, B.A., Tutor in Romance Languages. 
2107 San Antonio (4807); M.L. B. 407 (9171-327). 
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*Yehle, William R. , B.A., Research Physicist, Military Physics Research 
Laboratory. 
3106 Lafayette; Physics B. 104 (9171-361). 
*Vespe, Mrs. Carol Gordon, B.A., Tutor in Physiology. 
1405 W. 30 (85519) ; B. L. 107. 
*Villarreal, Jesse James, M.A., Assistant Professor of Speech. 
Absent on leave, First Semester, 1611 Central, Apt. 9, Evanston, Ill.; 
Second Semester, Main B. 2508 (9171-264). 
*Villavaso, Ernest Joseph, M.A., Professor of Romance Languages. 
3105 Duval (22641) ; Main B. 1506. 
Voertman, Robert Frederick, Instructor in Economics. 
2804 Whitis (84673); G. H. 307. 
Vogt, Frederick H., B.A., M.B.A., Assistant Professor of Naval Science and 
Tactics; Lieutenant-Commander, U.S.N. 
1503 Northwood Rd. (24995); Littlefield Home (26244). 
*Voiers, Mrs. Marjorie Childs, B.Mus., Tutor in Music. 
5918 Dallas Highway (23769) ; K. M. A. 
*Von Bieberstein, Curt R., Jr., B.S. in M.E., Chief Production Engineer, 
Utilities. 
4300 Sinclair (26011) ; Power B. (9171-259). 
*Von Kreisler, Alexander, M.Mus., LL.B., Associate Professor of Conducting. 
1208 W. 9 (24449) ; Mus. B. 203A. 
Vorhies, Dorothy Lu, B.S., Instructor in Home Economics; Director, Home 
Economics Tea House. 
2610 Whitis (9933) ; Home Economics Tea House (84433). 
Voss, Eugenie Rosson, M.A., Director of Texas Union. 
lOOB E. 15 (82651) ; Union B. (9171- 318). 
*Waddell, Richard Kent, M.A., Instructor in Geology. 
1504 W. 13 (82486 ) ; G. B. 105 (917l-268). 
*Wade, John Webster, B.A., S.J.D., Visiting Professor of Law. 
610 Park Blvd. (83396); Law B. 214 (9171-280). 
*Wade, Mrs. Mary Donaldson, M.A., Reference Assistant, Package Loan 
Library Bureau. 
4011 Rosedale; Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (234-05). 
*Wade, Russell Frank, B.A., Instructor in Bacteriology. 
1908 San Gabriel (29346); B. L. 203 (9171-397). 
Wagner, Robert Philip, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology. 
Absent on leave, Biological Laboratories, California Institute of Tech· 
nology, Pasadena, Calif. 
*Walker, Agesilaus Wilwn, Jr., B.A., LL.B., Professor of Law. 
2213 Windsor Rd. (27457) ; Law B. 209 (29647). 
Walker, James Hemphill, B.A., Land Officer, University Lands, Legal and 
Surveying. 
Route 4, Box 17, Bryan, Texas; 0. L. B. 110 (9171-303). 
Walker, Joan Sandefer, B.A., Tutor in English. 
2404 Longview (89266); Main B. 2207. 
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Walker, Margaret, R.N., R.P.T., Physical Therapist, University Health Service. 
209 E. 32 (5097) ; B. Hall 105 (9171-328). 
Walker, Maud Hubbard, B.A., Secretary and Research Worker, Hogg Founda· 
tion for Mental Hygiene. 
1215 W. 221h (29668) ; Main B. 2607 (9171-230) . 
Wall, Hubert Stanley, Ph.D., Professor of Pure Mathematics. 
406 W. 37 (86912) ; W. H. 11 (9171-269). 
*Walter, John Arnold, M.A., Assistant Professor of English. 
2208B Oldham (80019); Main B. 1909. 
*Walthall, Wilson Jones, Jr., M.A., Instructor in Psychology. 
3110 West Ave. (83924); S. H. 313 (9171- 24S). 
Ware, Lois Philip, Ph.D., Instructor in English. 
2512 San Gabriel (9449) ; Main B. 2108. 
*Warner, Robert Wilburforce, E.E., D.Sc., Professor of Electrical Engineering. 
902 W. 23 (82149); Eng. B. 155 (9171-277). 
*Wassenich, Paul Green, M.A., B.D., Instructor in Bible, Texas Bible Chair. 
2007 University Ave. (9942). 
*Watson, Robert Barden, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of . Physics; Research 
Physicist, Defense Research Laboratory. 
4601 Rosedale; Physics B. 218 (9171-365) . 
*Watt, George Willard, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry. 
1403 W. 29 (2.1818) ; C. B. 119A (9171-358). 
Watters, Elsie Marie, B.S., M.B.A., Office Manager, Bureau of Business 
Research. 
1511 Colorado (20040) ; W. H. 416 (9171-270). 
Weatherford, Andrew Arnold, Jr., Tutor in Architecture. 
914 W. 22 (20916) ; A. B. 216. 
*Weaver, Milo Wesley, B.A., Special Instructor in Applied Mathematics, Ex-
tension Teaching Bureau. 
1600 W. 38 (23332) ; Eng_ B. 104 (9171-297). 
*Webb, Howard Acie, Shop Assistant, Department of Mechanical Engineering. 
2204 Arpdale; Eng. B. 150 (9171-276) . 
*Webb, Walter Prescott, Ph.D., Professor of American History; Director, 
Research in Texas- History. 
602 W. 9 (28042) ; G. H. 102 (9171-315). 
*Webb, Wilfred Dunbar, Ph.D., LL.B., Research Assistant, Bureau of Mu-
nicipal R esearch. 
2401 Oldham ; B. Hall 211 ( 9171-325). 
*Weeks, John Larken, M.S. in Ch.E., Chemical Engineer, Acetylene Project , 
Bureau of Industrial Chemistry. 
209A Archway (2%81) ; Ch. E. B. 208B (9171-3·76). 
*Weeks, Oliver Douglas, Ph.D., Professor of Government. 
1606 Northwood Rd. (9805) ; G. H. 16 (9171-317) . 
*Weger, Orville T., Assz-stant Chief Operator, Refrigeration. 
Press B. (9171-294). 
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*Weinaug, Charles Fisher, Ph.D., B.S. in Ch.E., M.S.E., Associate Professor 
of Petroleum Engineering; Petroleum Research Engineer, Bureau of 
Engineering Research. 
1706 Westover Rd. ; P. E. B. 207A. 
Weisinger, Nina Lee, M.A., Assistant Professor of Romance Languages. 
708 W. 23 (4515); M. L. B. 420 (9171-327). 
Welch, Margaret Estella, B.A., Secretary and Order Clerk, Clayton Bio-
chemical Institute. 
2107C San Antonio (83769) ; C. B. 208 (9171-377). 
*Welch, Mrs. Ruby Mae, Stenographer and Personnel Officer, Office of the 
Dean of the College of Engineering, 
2021/2 W. 31 (83659); Eng. B. 114 (9171-384). 
Welhausen, Mary Katherine, B.B.A., Placement Secretary, College of Business 
Administration. 
907 E. 39 (27895); W. H. 115 (9171- 262). 
Wendrow, Bernard, M.S. in Ch.E., Tutor in Chemical Engineering. 
102 Laurel Lane (87928) ; Ch. E. B. 210C (9171-378). 
Wester, Lillian, M.A., Instructor in Romance Languages. 
113A W. 32 (24804); M. L. B. 418 (9171-327). 
*Whaley, William Gordon, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Botany; Director, 
Cotton Investigation and Research. 
Deep Eddy Apts., #383C ; B. L. 212 (9171-397), 
Wharton, Alice Catherine, B.A., Tutor in English. 
404 E. 34 (3102) ; Main B. 2310. 
Wheatley, Katherine Ernestine, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Romance 
Languages. 
300 W. 7 (4476); M. L. B. 409 (9171- 327). 
*Wheeler, Mrs. Doris Louise, B.A. in L.S., Architecture Librarian. 
1900 Wichita (22874) ; A. B. 205. 
*Wheder, Mrs. Edna Vivian, M.A., Tutor in Botany. 
5013 Eilers; B. L. 9 (9171-366). 
''Wheeler, Mrs. Joyce H., Secretary, Bureau of Engineering Research. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 393D; Eng. B. 104B (9171-297). 
*Wheeler, Robert Montgomery, Geologist , Bureau of Economic Geology. 
701 E. 43; The Little Campus (18th and Red River) (23831). 
"Whitaker, Berry McClure, B.A., Director, Intramural Athletics for Men. 
914 W. 26 (3603); G. G. 114 (9171-347). 
Whitaker, Nelson Bradley, B.A., Tutor in Music. 
2315 Red River (85464); Mus. Annex (9171-234). 
White, Alice L., Secretary, Defense Research Laboratory. 
800 W. 37 (84143) ; 500 E. 24 (86612). 
White, Dorothy C., M.A., Lecturer in In-Service Training of Teachers, Exten-
sion Teaching Bureau. 
Absent on leave., 817 Columbia, Claremont, Calif. 
"White, Mrs. Elizabeth Howard, M.A., Instructor in English. 
3002 Bryker Dr. (28817); Main B. 2102. 
Staff Members 
*White, Harold Norton, M.A., Instructor in English. 
804B W. 31 (4483); Main B. 2303. 
*White, John Arch, Ph.D., Professor of Accounting. 
1522 W. 32 (23215); W. H. 107 (9171-262). 
White, John Conrad, B.S. in Physics, Tutor in Physics. 
2007 University Ave. (9942); Physics B. 411 (9171-363). 
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White, Mary Ellen, B.S. in Phar., Dispensary Director, College of Pharmacy. 
206B E. 31 (29652.) ; B. Hall 216 (9171- 235). 
*White, Paul Luke, B.A ., l\LD., Psychiatrist, University Health Service. 
4202 Wilshire Blv<l. (4215); B. Hall 209 (9171-320). 
White, Ralph Ernest, Ji-., Assistant Professor of Art. 
1 Niles Rd. (20859) ; 0. L. B. 105 (9171- 309). 
*White, Robert Leon. M.S. in Arrh., Professor of AT<"hitecture; Supervising 
Architect. 
1503 Lorrain (3030); :\. B. 102 (9171-382). 
•Whiteford, Jame;; Earl, .'ivunding Operator, Electrical Engineering Research 
Laboratory. 
Deep Eddy Apt"., # 387C; Eng. B. 105 (9171- 240) . 
Whitmire, Joe Ann, B.F.A., M.Ed., Instructor in Speech. 
1609 Congress (6245); Main B. 2506 (9171-264). 
*Whitney, Francis Luther, Ph.D., Professor of Geology. 
2715 Wooldridge Dr. (3468); G. B. 215 (9171-285). 
Whiton, Albert Edward, Tutor in Applied Mathematics and Astronomy. 
. 2509 Nueces (82098) : .J. B. 307. 
''Wiley, Oarence Alton, Ph.D., Professor uf Economics. 
1709 Sabine (5734); G. H . . 116 (9171-275). 
Willard, Rudolph, Ph.D., Professvr of English. 
Absent on leave, First Semester, 110 W. 33, Austin, Texas; Second 
Seme&ter, Main B. 1705. 
Williams, Amelia Worthington, Ph.D., Instructor in History. 
1224 W. 6 (87207) ; G. H. 120 (9171-315). 
Williams, Charles Emory, B.S. in E.E., Assistant Radio Engineer, Electrical 
Engineering Research Laboratory. 
705 E. 38 (26482); Eng. B. 105 (9171- 240). 
*Williams, Cleo Bolin, M.Ed., Instructor in Applied Mathematics and As-
tronomy. 
1414 E. 37; J. B. 306 (9171- 353). 
*Williams, Howard R., B.A., LL.B., Associate Professor of Law. 
1807 Brazos, Apt. 19; Law B. 216 (9171-280). 
Williams, J erre Stockton, B.A., LL.B., Associate Professor of Law. 
2515 Wooldridge Dr. ; Law B. 103G (9171-280) . 
*Williams, John Dowell , M.A., Instructor in Romance Languages. 
Brackenridge Apt;;.,# 1109B ; M. L.B. 421 (9171- 327) . 
•Williams, Lloyd Pyron, 1\1.S., ln.stnu·tor in the History and Philosc,phy of 
Education. 
Deep Eddy Ap1s., # 3610; S. H. 225 (9171-263), 
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Williams, Lucile de Nevers, Ph.D., Instructor in Romance Langnages. 
2707 Rio Grande (6948); M. L. B. 417 (9171-327). 
*Williams, Mrs. Olga Glynn, Stenographer, Office of the Board of Regents. 
107 W. 17 (26524); Main B. 203 (9171-219). 
*Williams, Oliver Hoyt, B.A., Tutor in Chemistry. 
905B W. 34 (29635) ; C. B. 136. 
*Williams, Oscar Brown, Ph.D., Professor of Bacteriology. 
31 11 Hemphill Park (9948) ; B. L. 222 (9171-397). 
*Williams, Rhea Hughston, B.B.A., M.S., M.Ed., Assistant to the Director, 
Bureau of Public School Service. 
311 3 Benelva Dr. <82220); Extension Bldg. 103 (18th and Red River) 
(23406). 
*William~, Rebert Haden, M.A., Professor of Romance Languages. 
301 W. 29 (28719) ; Main B. 1606. 
*Williams, Robert R., M.S., Sc.D., Professor of Chemistry. 
Absent on leave, 297 Summit Ave., Summit, N.J. 
*Williams, Roger John, Ph.D., Sc.D., Professor of Chemistry; Director, Clayton 
Biochemical Institute. 
303 Moore Blvd. (83678); C. B. 213 (9171-377). 
Williamson, Mrs. Oletta Grace, B.J., Acting Director, Interscholastic League, 
Bureau of Public School Service. 
Georgetown, Texas; Extension Bldg. 103 (18th and Red River) (23406). 
Wilmot, Jennie S., M.A., Associate Professor of Home Economics. 
2003 Wichita ( 87860) ; H. E. B. 329 ( 9171-243). 
*Wilson, Clayton Herbert, Jr., M.Mus., Instructor in Woodwind Instruments. 
603 W. 29% <82659) ; Mus. B. 204B (9171-339) . 
*Wilson, John Andrew, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geology. 
Deep Eddy A pts., # 386C; G. B. 11. 
Wilson, Maurine Theresa, M.A., Cataloguer in the Library. 
2834 Shoal Crest; Main B. 133. 
*Wilson, Robert E., M.S. in Aero.E., Research Engineer, Defense Research 
Laboratory. 
1037 E. 43; 500 E. 24 (86612). 
*Wilt, Joe Benson, Technician in Bacteriology. 
1404 W. 40 (82320); B. L. 218 (9171- 397). 
*Windsor, Prentiss C., B.A., Tutor in English. 
4509 Avenue H; Main B. 1902. 
*Wingo, Mrs. Rebecca A., B.B.A., Secretary to the Dean of Women. 
1617 Waterston (80685); Main B. 106M (9171-330 or 257). 
*Winkler, Ernest William, M.A., Bibliographer in the Library. 
104 W. 32 (28374) ; Main B. 221. 
Winsborough, Mrs. Lelon M., M.A., Tutor in English. 
2210 San Gabriel; Main B. 2103. 
"Winship, Frank Lo-ren, M.A., Associate Professor of Drama. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 385E; M. L. B. 209 (9171-218). 
Winters, Jet Corine, Ph.D., Professor of Home Economics. 
3004 Clearview (81315) ; H. E. B. 319 (9171- 243). 
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*Wittmann, Mrs. Mona Keitt, B.A., Reference Assistant, Package Loan Library 
Bureau. 
804 E. 45 (6365) ; Extension Bldg. 202 (18th and Red River) (23405). 
*Woeltz, Julius Edwin, Instructor in Art. 
1507 W. 13 (80546) ; 0. L. B. 201 (9171-309) . 
*Wolf, Victor Hugo, Plumber. 
3414 Cedar (5402) ; Press B. 
*Woodbridge, Benjamin Mather, Jr., M.A., Instructor in Romance Languages. 
Absent on leave, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. 
Woodcock, Helen Louise, B.B.A., Secretary, Bureau of Business R esearch. 
4604 Avenue B (86382); W. H. 411 (9171-270 or 266). 
*Woodruff, John Warren, Jr., B.A., State Coordinator of Petroleum Industry 
Training, Bureau of lndnstrial and Business Extension Training. 
1506 W. 30 (25728); Extension Bldg. (18th and Red River) (23407). 
*Woodward, Marion Kenneth, M.A., LL.B., Associate Professor of Law. 
Deep Eddy Apts., # 387A; Law B. 103E (9171- 280) . 
*Wooley, Mrs. Mildred G., Bookkeeper, Auditor's Office. 
2352 Guadalupe (9403) ; Main B. 114 (9171-216) . 
*Woolrich, Willis Raymond, M.E., B.S. in E.E., Professor of Mechanical Engi-
neering ; Dean of the College of Engineering; Director, Bureau of 
Engineering Research. 
700 Texas Ave. (21340) ; Eng. B. 167 (9171-272). 
*Woosley, Mrs. Frances Evans, General Clerk, Auditor's Office. 
3110 Duval ; Main B. 114 (9171- 216). 
Worley, Frances Marian, B.B.A., Stenographer, College of Business Adminis-
tration. 
802 E. 47 (23503) ; W. H. 119 (9171- 262). 
*Wortham, Mrs. Mary Beth, B.A., Tutor in English. 
1715 Enfield Rd. ; J. B. 310 (27288) . 
*Worthington, Lawrence Grady, M.A., Instructor in Applied Mathematics and 
Astronomy. 
1808 Niles Rd. (85542); J.B. 305. 
*Wright, Arthur Clay, Manager, Unit>ersity Press. 
28131h Rio Grande (28729); Press B. (9171-293). 
*Wright, Carl C., M.A., Instructor in English. 
1011 W. 10 (23520); Main B. 1905. 
*Wright, Robert Claude, B.A., Tutor in English. 
1005 E. 531h; Main B. 1902. 
Wukasch, Earl 0., B.S. in E.E., Equipment Engineer, Electrical Engineering 
Research Laboratory. 
1101 W. 221h (5264); Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
*Wunderlich, Henry, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology. 
800 Manor Rd. (22555 ) ; B. Hall 203 (9171-248). 
*Wylie, Mrs. Jeanette Marie, B.A., Assistant Secretary, Office of the Dean of 
the Graduate School. 
800 Oakland; Main B. 121 (9171-314). 
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Wynn, Afton Taylor, B.A., B.S. in H.E., Supervisor of Laboratories, Depart-
ment of Journalism. 
3408 Owen (22847); J. B. 102 (22473). 
*Wyss, Orville, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Bacteriology; Research Associate, 
Research in Bacteriology. 
902 w. 30 (3210); B. L. 19 (9171-366). 
Yager, Athol, M.A., Cataloguer in the Library. 
2912 Speedway (5772); Main B. 133. 
Yeiser, Mary Belle, B.A., Research Assistant, Research Laboratury in Ceramics. 
910 W. 22 (3688); Ch. E. B. 310 (9171-367). 
*Ynsfran , Pablo Maximiliano, Ba<·hiller en Ciencias y Letras, Escribano Pu-
hlico, Corresponding l\1ember of the Spanish Academy, Associate Pro-
fessor of Latin-American. Studies, of Romance Language.-, and of Law. 
4110 Avenue G (20194); l\L L.B. 415 (9171-327). 
*York, Mrs. Gertrude J., B.A .. B.A. in L.S., Cataloguer in the Library. 
Round Rock, Texas; Main B. l.'B (9171-220). 
*Young, Dana, Ph.D. , M.S. in C.E .. Professor of Civil Engineering; Research 
Engineer, Defense Research Laboratory. 
1312 Kent Lane (29896); Eng. B. 157 (9171-279). 
*Young, Mrs. Dorothy Harrison, LL.B., Secretary to Social Staff, University 
Residence Halls for Women. 
1709 Enfield Rd. (5240); Littlefield Dormitory -(23153). 
*Young, Mrs. Ione Dodson, M.A., In structor in English . 
2708 French Pl. (9123) ; Main B. 2001. 
Young, Katherine, M.S., Instructor in Home Economics. 
2505 University Ave. (23872); H. E. B. 308 (9171- 243). 
Young, Mary Bethene, B.S. in P.Ed., Instructor in Physical Training for 
Women. 
801 Park Pl. (85291); W. G. 126 (9171-253). 
*Young, Mrs. Phyllis Casselman, Tutor in Music. 
914 W. 22% (6061); Mus. B. 201A (9171-339). 
''' Yourtee, Lawrence Karn, M.S., Instructor in Chemistry. 
3002 Fountain Pl. (21369); C. B. 317 (9171-373). 
Zabel, Elsie Lois, Tutor in Music. 
4514 Red River (88210); Mus. Annex 206 (9171-234). 
"Zimmermann, Erich Walter, Ph.D., Professor of Resources, College of Busi-
ness Administration. 
5 Nile_s Rd. (26997); W. H. 123 (9171- 262) . 
Zivney, Jaroslav Elias, M.A., Instructor in Slavonic Languages. 
4104 Rosedale ; B. Hall 301. 
*Zlatkovich, Charles Theodore, M.B.A., Assistant Professor of Business Ad-
ministration. 
Deep Eddy Court,, # 385F; W. H. 309 (9171-2601: 
"Zur h, H. W., Chief Electrical Engineer. 
711 E. 43 (21623); Press B. (9171- 296). 
STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE MAIN 
UNIVERSITY 
1946-1947 
The Pre.sident is ex-officio a member of each committee. 
General Faculty 
A. EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEES. 
Admissions: Mathews, Bing, Boyd, Colvert, Doty, Hackerman, Hodges, 
J. G. McAllister, Parlin, 0. S. Powers, Woolrich. 
Celebrations: Doughtie, Begeman, G. E. Hurt, Mrs. Cora Martin, E. T. 
Mitchell. 
Public Lectures: Umstattd, Boner, R. T. Clark, Gentry, Leon, Lockwood, 
R. H. Williams. 
University Film Programs: McCavick, Bullard, Price, Willard. 
B. PLANT COMMITTEES. 
Buildings: Battle, A. E. Cooper, Simmons (ex officio without vote), R. L. 
White (ex officio without vote) , 0. B. Williams. 
Library : Colby, Doughtie, French, T. P . Harrison, Moffit, Otto, Radkey, 
Rosenquist, Stumberg, G. W. Watt. 
C. ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEES. 
Administrative Council: Brogan, Dolley, Doty, J. A. Fitzgerald, Gidley, 
Granberry, Leake, C. T. McCormick, Mathews, Moffit, Nowotny, 
Parlin, Pittenger, Shelby, Simmons, Woolrich. 
Administrative Publications and General Rules: Mathews, Click, Mc-
laurin, Matsen, Otto, J. Robert Stockron. 
Attendance at Meetings of Learned Societies: Gettys, Eckhardt, R. L. 
Moore, Pittenger, Schaffer. 
Campus Financial Drives: E. G. Smith, Fichtenbaum, Hinkle, Kobe, C. 
Morris, Rathbone, Sutherland, J. N_ Thompson, nine students, and 
businessmen of the University District. 
Commencement: E. G. Smith, Dawson, Doty, Ezell, G. E. Hurt, J . J . 
Jones, Mathews, Stone, Tarpley. 
Coodinating Committee on Student Personnel Services: Burdine, C. 
Crowell, Damberger, Doty, Gebauer, Nowotny, Parlin, F. Stullken, 
Sutherland. 
Courses: J. T. Patterson, Ayer, Gettys, A. N. Jones, R. L. Moore, New-
love, Ransom, l\I. J . Thompson, A. W. Walker. 
Diplomas: Mathews, Rowe, Stevens. 
Exemptions from Penalties of Late Registration: Parlin, Biesele, Deen, 
C. T. Gray, Eugene Nelson. 
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Faculty Council: R. Allen, Ayres, Boner, Brogan, Burdine, Calhoun, 
Calkins; Colby, Dolley, Doty, Duncalf, P. M. Ferguson, J. A. Fitz-
gerald, Gidley, Graham, Granberry, C. T. Gray, Gutsch (Secretary), 
J. J. Jones, Lockwood, Mathews, C. T. McCormick, Moffit, Nowotny, 
Painter, Parlin, Pittenger, Rosenquist, Shelby, Short, Simmons, C. 
A. Smith, Stephenson, J. N. Thompson, 0. B. Williams, R. H. Wil-
liams, R. J. Williams, W oolrich. 
Foreign Students Advisory Committee: Hackett, Dunham, Long, Power, 
Rousse. 
Institute of Latin-American Studies Executive Committee: Hackett, Enger-
rand, P. Ferguson, Mecham, Sanchez, Spell, Ynsfran. 
Leaves of Absence: K. C. Davis, Craig, Felsing, McGinnis, Schons. 
Orientation Procedures: Nowotny, Calkins, Gebauer, Manuel, Mathews, 
Ransom, Sutherland. 
Planning and Advisory Committee for Veterans: Woolrich, Brace, Dun-
ham, Fichtenbaum, Henze, Lockwood, Manuel, Rousse, Simmons, 
Sutherland. 
Publications: Mathews, Arrowood, Leake, Moffit, Redford, Webb, Wright. 
Public Relations: Granberry, H. W. Black, Eddy, Gregg, Keys, MacCorkle, 
Nowotny, Power, Rousse, P. J. Thompson; ex-student McCurdy; 
student Jim Smith. The Chairman is an ex officio member of the 
following sub-committees : 
Motion Pictures and Exhibits : McCavick, Brace, A. B. Cox, G. L. 
Evans, Everett, Heflin, J. ]. Jc;nes, Lusk. 
Radio: A. Chapman, Doty, Eckhardt, Hackett, McCurdy, McGill, 
Rousse, Shelby, Ulrich. 
Reception: E. G. Smith, Mrs. Allison, Bellmont, Hiss, G. E. Hurt, 
Olle; students Jim Smith, Anne Burkett; Presidents of Alpha 
Phi Omega, Orange Jackets, Mortar Board; Foreman of Cow-
boys; Abbot of Friars. 
Registration: Calkins, R. C. Anderson, Arrowood, Graham, A. N. Jones, 
Mathews, Parlin, J. A. White, Woolrich. 
Rhodes Scholarship: Riker, Matsen, Starnes. 
Rules, General Faculty: Gutsch, E. W. Bailey, Granberry, Henze, Law, 
Weeks, R. H. Williams. 
Schedule: Mathews, Cline, Colvert, F. L. Cox, Cunningham, J. G. Mc-
Allister, J. Myers, Rathbone. 
Students' Use of English: Stenberg, Chairman. 
College of Arts. and Sciences: Stenberg, Mrs. Adkins, Mrs. Cooke, 
Mrs. Kress, J. G. McAllister, Mecham, Schons, Spears, Wheat-
ley, Wilmot, Wyss. 
College of Business Administration: Boyd, Stullken. 
College of Education: Mrs. Allen, Baldwin. 
College of Engineering: Straiton, Barton, Benson, Everett, Fancher, 
Griswold, Guernsey. 
Standing Committees 
College of Fine Arts: Forsyth. 
School of Law: Bailey. 
College of Pharmacy: Albers. 
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Teachers Appointment: Hob Gray, Batchelder, T. S. Brnwn, Colvert, 
Hefiin, Maurer, Phelps, F. Stullken. 
D. HEALTH SERVIc:i 
Student Health: Paul White, Alderson, R. A. Cooper, Mrs. Crawford, 
Dunham, J. Foster, Klein, K. McCormick, M. Peck. 
Student Living Accommodations: Dunham, Mrs. Armstrong, . C. Crowell, 
Gebauer, Godfrey, Hiss, Lenhart, Prouse, J. Richard Stockton. 
E. STUDENT LIFE. 
Discipline: Cleveland, F. J. Adams, Atwood, Baldwin, Begg, Blackstock, 
H. C. Blodgett, S. L. Brown, Calkins, Colvert, Conklin, Kenneth 
Davis, Dawson, S. Dodson, Focht, J. Foster, Gregg, Guernsey, Hughes, 
Kent, W. R. Laughon, Matsen, Pollard, Power, Rosene, Rosenquist, 
M. J. Thompson, Townsley, L. Williams. 
Employment for Students and Graduates: Charles T .. Clark, Dozier, 
Gebauer, Hodges, McNeill, Manuel, Neville, Spruce. 
Faculty-Student Cabinet: Alderson, C. T. Clark, C. Crowell, Flinn, Gebauer, 
Nowotny, Parlin, J. N. Thompson, and seven students. 
Loans to Students: Nowotny, Focht, Gebauer, McGinnis, Stayton, J. G. 
Taylor. 
Religious Life: H. W. Black, Albers, L. R. Benson, Bybee, Keith Davis, 
S. Dodson, Ettlinger, Fancher, R. B. Fitzgerald, Hatch, Newlove, 
W. A. Smith. 
F. STUDENT ACTIVITIES. 
Forensics: Rousse, Hardin, N. E. Miller, Wheatley. 
General Student Organizations : Edwin Martin, Mrs. Allison, F. L. Cox, 
W. A. Cunningham, Sallie B. Moore, Voss, and two students. 
Intercollegiate Athletics : Short, Schuhardt, C. A. Smith. 
Intramural Athletics for Men : Whitaker, Alderson, D. L. Miller, H. E. 
Moore, G. Price, J. N. Thompson. 
Intramural Athletics for Women: Hiss, Gebauer, Gregg, M. Newton, 
O'Gara. 
Official Non-Athletic Student Activities: Nowotny, Chairman. 
A Capella Choir: A. N. Jones. 
Curtain Club: Ross. 
Intercollegiate Debating and Declaiming: N. E. Miller. 
Judges in Interscholastic League Contests: Kidd. 
Longhorn Band: Schoch. 
Men's Glee Club: A. N. Jones. 
Student Cultural Entertainment: A. N. Jones. 
Student Government: E. W. Bailey. 
Student Publications: Reddick. 
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Symphonic Band: R. B. Fitzgerald. 
University Opera Company: Edwin Martin. 
University Singers: A. N. Jones. 
University Symphony Orchestra: Von Kreisler. 
Women's Glee Club: Gebauer. 
Recreation: Hiss, Alderson, Mrs. Allison, Mrs. Dorothy Hill, A. N. Jones, 
H. B. Jones, Edwin Martin, Pittman, E. G. Smith, W. A. Smith, 
Sutherland, Voss, Whitaker. 
Student Government: Bailey, Field, M. Peck, Rathbone, Sparenberg, 
Sutherland. 
Student Organizations Maintaining Houses: Jack Holland, Mrs. Allen, 
R. C. Anderson, Eifler, M. Peck, and four students. 
Student Publications: Reddick, Gentry, MacCorkle. 
Student Social Affairs: Gebauer, Mrs. Allen, W. A. Cunningham, Nowotny. 
College of Arts and Sciences 
BIBLE AND RELIGIO US CouRSES: Reddick, Co.Jvert, Felsing, Gettys, Joekel. 
DEGREES AND COURSES: Parlin, Calkins, Casteel, Colby, Gettys, Gutsch, T. P. 
Harrison, Henze, Leon, Rathbone, 0. B. Williams, R. H. Williams. 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS: R. H. Williams, R. T. Clark, Micek, Weis-
inger, 0. S. Powers, Martinez-Lopez, Hammond, L. Williams. 
PLAN II: Ransom, Duncalf, Ettlinger, Mrs. Irvine, Phelps. 
PREMEDICAL AND PREDENTAL STUDENTS: Casteel, Breland, Hatch, C.R. Johnson, 
Schuhardt. 
College of Business Administration 
BUILDINGS: E. G. Smith, New love, Stockton. 
BUSINESS RESEARCH COUNCIL: French (ex officio without vote), Fitzgerald 
(ex officio without vote), McGinnis, E. G. Smith, J. A. White. 
DEGREES AND CouRSES: Fitzgerald, A. B. Cox, McGinnis, New love, E. G. Smith. 
GRADUATE WORK: C. A. Smith, Stvckton, Zimmermann. 
LmRARY: French, Nielander, Traweek, White, Zimmermann. 
PLACEMENT OF GRADUATES: Boyd, Davis, Jones, Stullken, Zlatkovich. 
TEXT MATERIALS: A. B. Cox, McGinnis. 
College of Education 
ADVANCED AND GRADUATE WoRK: Ayer, Arrowood, Colvert, C. T. Gray, 
Umstattd. 
DEGREES AND COURSES: Arrowood, Ayer, Brace, C. T. Gray, Umstattd. 
ELEMENTARY TEACHER GurnANCE : Mrs. Martin, C. T. Gray, Otto. 
FELLOWSHIPS AND SCHOLARSHIPS: C. T. Gray, Arrowood, Colvert, Otto, 
Umstattd. 
LIBRARY: Douglas, Mrs. Allen, Baldwin, Colvert, Peck, Sanchez. 
PrnJLICATIONS: Colvert, Brace, Hoh Gray, Manuel, Sanchez. 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES: Alderson, Mrs. Allen, Baldwin, Holland, A. N. Jones, 
F. Stullken. 
Standing Committees 
College of E~gineering 
ARCHITECTURE LID RARY: Everett, Dornberger, M cMath . 
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. BUILDINGS: Finch, Barton, Cunningham, Eckhardt, Power, McMath, Rowe, 
Warner. 
DEGREES AND COURSES: M. J. Thompson, Colby, Co<Jper, Doughtie, Granberry, 
Henze, Kobe, McLaurin, McMath, Pence, Power, Rowe. 
E NGINEERI NG COMMITTEE ON ADVISERS: Eckhardt, Focht, Gafford, Kobe, 
Kreisle, McFarland, Meyer, Power, Stevens. 
ENGINEERING COMMITTEE ON EDUCATIO N OF VETERA NS : Kobe, Dornberger, 
M cMath, Pence, Ripperger, Sweeney, M. J. Thompson. 
ENGINEERING COMMITTEE ON PLACEMENT: McNeill, Cunningham, Dornberger, 
Doughtie, Gafford, Ptnce, Power, J. N. Thompson, M. J. Thompson. 
ENGINEERING COMMITTEE ON SAFETY: Begeman, Barton, Dornberger, King, 
Krezdorn, Newto-n , Power. 
ENGINEERING EXTENSION: J. N. Thompson, Barton, Begeman, Cunningham, 
Granberry, Leipziger-Pearce, Po-wer. 
E NGINEERING LIBRARY: Dawson, Barton , Begeman, Broo·ks, Fancher, Guernsey, 
Kent, Kobe., Pence. 
ENGINEERING PUBLICATIONS: Fancher, Antes, Ban tel, Griswold, Kreisle, 
Rotsch, Young. 
ENGINEERING RESEARCH: Daw5on, Barton, Fancher, Hamlin, Kobe, Short, 
Stevens, Young. 
GRADUATE DEGREES: Young, Griswold, H amlin, McMath, Power, Short, M. J. 
Thompson. 
J UNIOR ACCREDITING: Barclay, Brooh., Howard Brown, Bnffier, Newton. 
SCHEDULE: Ferguson, Barton, Bullard, Cleveland, Colby, Cunningham, 
Doughtie, Everett , Gafford, Holmes, Kent, Lo-chte, Pence, Power, Straiton. 
College of Fine Arts 
CURRICULUM: Do-ty, Conkle, Gonzales. 
Graduate School 
GnADUATE COUN CIL: Brogan (ex officio) , Doll ey, Dnncalf, Pittenger, R. J . 
Williams, D. Young. 
RESEARCH Cou:\'GL: Broµ: an (ex officio), Arrowood, Colby, Gettys, C. T . 
McCormick, J. T. Patterson, Spell, Starnes, Vandiver, R. J. Williams, 
Woolrich. 
DEGREl:S AND COURSES: Graduate Council. 
FELLOWSHIPS AND Sc11ounsmPs: H enze, Ayres, Otto, Short, Starnes, Weeks, 
0. B. Williams, Zimmermann. 
RESEARCH Am A:->D Ptmu r..n IO NS: Broµ:an (ex officio) , J. T. Patterson, W. P. 
Webb. 
RESEARCH PROFF:S>ORS IIII' ;; : E. C. Barker, Eby, Griffith, Henze·, Law, Lund, 
R. L. Moore, Painter, J. T. Patterson, Riker, Schoch, Sellards, Vandiver, 
W . P. Webb, R. J. Williams. 
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School of Law 
BUILDING: McCormick, Bailey, Walker. 
BUSINESS ADVISER, TEXAS LAW REVIEW: Stayton. 
CURRICULUM AND EDUCATIONAL POLICY: Stumberg, Davis, Walker. 
FACULTY EDITORIAL ADVISERS: Fritz, Stumberg (Associate Adviser). 
INTRODUCTORY LECTURES: Walker, Davis, Morris. 
LEGAL Am CLINIC: Stayton, W. Patterson, Walker. 
LIBRARY: Morris, Davis, Stumberg. 
Qu1zMASTERSHIPS AND ScHOLARSHIPS: Bailey, Morris, Walker. 
RESEARCH AND GRADUATE STUDY: Stayton, Bailey, Stumberg. 
College of Pharmacy 
ABSENCES: Gidley. 
DEGREES AND COURSES: Gidley, Albers, Neville, Stockton. 
LEGAL QuALIFICATIONS: Neville. 
PHARMACEUTICAL RESEARCH: Albers, Stockton. 
PHARMACY LIBRARY: Stockton. 
ScHOLARSHIP LOANS: Albers. 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS: Stockton. 
ST ANDING COMMITTEES OF THE EXTRAMURAL 
DIVISIONS 
1946-1947 
BUREAU OF BUSINESS RESEARCH ADVISORY COMMITTEE OF BUSINESS MEN: John 
W. Carpenter, Fred W. Adams, W. G. Cheney, Albert Oifton, A. W. 
Grant, Leopold L. Meyer, W. L. Pier. 
BUREAU OF ENGIN EERING RESEARCH : Woolrich , Dawson, Finch, Power, Short, 
M. J. Thompson, Warner. . 
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ScHOOL SERVICE E:ii;ECUTIVE : Shelby, Bedichek, Calkins, 
Kidd, Reddick, Redford, Rousse, Tharp, Wiley. 
BUREAU OF RESEAR CH IN THE SoclAL SCIENCES ADVISORY : Gettys, R. Allen, 
Brogan, Hackett, J. G. McAllister, C. T. McCormick, C. P. Patterson. 
EXTENSION ADVISORY: Ayer, Batchelder, Biesele, Click, Damon, Macdonald. 
RESEARCH IN ZOOLOGY ADVISORY: J. T. Patterson, Casteel, Lund, Stone. 
DATES FOR FACULTY COUNCIL MEETINGS 
1946-1947 
The Council meets at 2 :30 P.M. in Main Building 201. 
Monday, September 16, 1946. 
Monday, October 21, 1946. 
Monday, November 18, 1946. 
Monday, December 16, 1946. 
Monday, January 20, 1947. 
Monday, February 17, 1947. 
Monday, March 17, 1947. 
Monday, April 21, 1947. 
Monday, May 19, 1947. 
Monday, June 16, 1947. 
Monday, July 21, 1947. 
Monday, August 18, 1947. 
DA TES FOR UNIVERSITY FACULTY MEETINGS 
1946-1947 
All faculties meet at 4 o'clock unless otherwise speci fied. 
Tuesday, October 8, 1946. 
Tuesday, May 13, 1947. 
The General Faculty 
The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences 
Tuesday, December 3, 1946. 
The Faculty of the College of Business Administration 
Called meetings only. 
The Faculty of the College of Education 
Tuesday, November 26, 1946. 
Tuesday, February 4, 1947. 
Tuesday, April 1, 1947. 
The Faculty of the College of Engineering 
Tuesday, September 17, 1946. 
Thursday, November 21, 1946. 
Thursday, February 6, 1947. 
Thursday, April 17, 1947. 
The Faculty of the Colle ge of Fine Arts 
Tuesday, October 15, 1946. 
Tuesday, February 18, 1947. 
The Faculty of the Graduate School 
Tuesday, January 14, 1947. 
Tuesday, April 15, 1947. 
The Faculty of the School of Law 
Call ed meetings only. 
The F acuity of the College of Pharmacy 
Tuesday, November 26, 1946. 
Tuesday, February 18, 1947. 
Tuesday, April 1, 1947, 
OFFICERS OF THE STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION 
Jim Smith, President. Howard D. McElroy, Vice-President. 
Students' Association Office, Union B. 206 (9171-337). 
STUDENT COURT 
George Hopkins, Chief Justice. 
Fred C. Chandler, Jr., Associate 
Justice. 
Betty Lou Courtney, Associate Justice. 
Eva Jean Finch, Associate Justice. 







J. F. McGehearty 
Bob Monaghan 






Arts and Sciences 
Gene St. John 






Nita Ruth Haker 
Engineering 
Sue Cheek Smith 








Mark E. Jones 
TEXAS STUDENT PUBLICATIONS, INC. 
Business officeo, editorial offices of The Daily Texan, The Cactus, The Texas 
Ranger, Office of the Director of Student Publications, and Reference Depart· 
ment: Journalism Building, telephone 22473. 
De Witt C. Reddick 
George V. Gentry 
Stuart A. MacCorkle 
Directors 
Jam es W. Smith 
Joe Malik 
Elton Soltes 
William G. Noble 
William B. Ferguson 
John B. Bryson 
C. A. Newton, Director of Student Publications. 
Frankie Mae Welborn 
Mary Ethel McCright 
Wallace Gullahorn 
Mary Southwell 





F. R. Moerke 
Robert V. Johnson 
.Joseph A. White 
Photographic Studio 
Clare Fouler 






William G. Noble, Editor-in-Chief. 
Faye Loyd, Associate Editor. 
Pearl Ghormley, Night Supervisor. 
William Waller, Proofreader. 
The Cactus 
William B. Ferguson, Editor-in-Chief. Marian Miller, Associate Editor. 
The Texas Ranger 
John B. Bryson, Editor-in-Chief. June Benefield, Associate Editor. 
THE EX-STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION OF THE UNIVERSITY 
OF TEXAS 
Headquarters, Union Building, telephone 87710. 
Walter S. Pope, Abilene, Texas, President. 
John Anderson McCurdy, Austin, Texas, Executive Secretary. 
OFFICES, BUREAUS, AND OTHER DIVISIONS OF 
THE UNIVERSITY 
For quick reference, the following offices, bureaus, and other divisions of 
the University are listed with office and telephone numbers. This listing is 
alphabetical by key words. and not nP"essarily hy the exact name of the bureau 
or division. 
Anthropology Research, W. H. 414 (9171-267). 
Arts and Sciences Dean, Main B. lB (9171-208). 
Auditor, Main B. 114 (9171- 216). 
Biochemical Institute, C. B. 213 (9171-377). 
Board of Regents, Main B. 203 (9171-219). 
Brucellosis Resean·h, B. L. 215 (9171-397). 
Bursar, Main B. 8 (9171- 226). 
Business Administration Dean, W. H. 119 (9171-262). 
Business Research Bureau, W. H. 409 (9171-270). 
Ceramics Research Laboratory, Ch. E. B. 310A (9171-367). 
Comptroller, Main B. 108 (9171- 302). 
Correspondence courses (see Extension Teaching Bureau). 
Cotton Investigation and Research, B. L. 9 (9171-354). 
Dean of Men, Main B. lOlM (9171- 333) . 
Dean of Women, Main B. 106M (9171--330). 
Defense Research Laboratory, 500 E. 24 (86612). 
Development Board, Main B. 210 (9171-391). 
Economic Geology Bureau, The Little Campus, 18th and Red River (23831). 
Education Bureau of Laboratory S!'hools--Wooldridge School, S. H. 215 (9171-
334). 
Education Dean, S. H. 115 (9171- 203). 
Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory, Eng. B. 105 (9171-240). 
Engineering Dean, Eng. B. 167 (9171-272). 
Engineering Research Bureau, Eng. B. 104B (9171-297). 
Ex-Students' Association, Union B. 215 (87710). 
Extension Division Dean, Extension Bldg. 201, 18th and Red River (23409). 
Extension Teaching Bureau, Extension Bldg. 203, 18th and Red River (23408). 
Fine Arts Dean, Mus. B. 109 (9171-202). 
Foreign Students Advisory Service, G. H. 120 (9171- 3791 . 
Graduate Dean, Main B. 121 (9171- 314). 
Health Service, B. Hall 125 (9171-328). 
Herbarinm, R. L. 412 (9171- 359). 
Hogg Foundation for l\lental Hygiern-, l\laiu B. 2608 (9171--2:\0) . 
Home Economfrs TPa Hon"''· 2600 San .Ta"into Blv<l. (84433). 
Industrial anJ Business Extension Training Bureau, Extension Bidµ:. :~02. 18th 
and Red River (23407). 
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Industrial Chemistry Bureau, Ch. E. B. 208B (9171-376). 
Information Service, J. B. 310 (27288). 
Intercollegiate Athletics, G. G. 103 (3713). 
Interscholastic League (see Public School Service Bureau). 
Intramural Athletics for Men, G. G. 114 (9171-347). 
Intramural Athletics for Women, W. G. 105 (9171-254) . 
Land Attorney, 0. L. B. 108 (9171-303). 
Latin-American Studies Institute, G. H. 116 (9171-379). 
Law Dean, Law B. 106 (9171-280). 
Librarian, Main B. 205 (9171-221). 
Marine Science Institute, Biophysics Lab. (9171-355). 
Military Physics Research Laboratory, Physics B. 109 (9171-361). 
Municipal Research Bureau, B. Hall 217 (9171-325). 
Museum (see Texas Memorial Museum). 
Naval R.O.T.C., Littlefield Home (26244). 
Nursery School, 109 W. 26 ( 9816) . 
Package Loan Library Bureau, Extension Bldg. 202, 18th and Red River (23405). 
Pay Roll Division, Main B. 22 (9171-227). 
Pharmacy Dean, C. B. 11 (9171-368). 
Pharmacy Dispensary, B. Hall 216 (9171-235). 
President, Main B. 101 (9171-211). 
Press (see University Press). 
Public School Service Bureau, Extension Bldg. 103, 18th and Red River 
(23406). 
Radio Education Research Bureau, S. H. 113 (9171- ?25). 
Radio House, 25th and Whitis ( 86691). 
Regents (see Board of Regents). 
Registrar, Main B. 1 (9171-213). 
Rubber Reserve Research Project, Ch. E. B. 210B (9171-378). 
Social Sciences Research Bureau, G. H. 214 (9171-312). 
Stenographic Bureau, Main B. 2 (9171-307). 
Student Employment Bureau, Main B. 101M (9171-331). 
Student Publications, J. B. 108 (22473). 
Teachers Appointment Committee, S. H. 219 (9171-239). 
Testing and Guidance Program, S. H. 319 (9171-201). 
Texas History Research, G. H. 105 (9171-315). 
Texas Memorial Museum, 24th and San Jacinto Blvd. (81066). 
Texas Union, Union B. 201 (9171-318). 
University Press, Press B. (9171-293). 
Veterans Administration (United States), S. H. 303 (9171-386). 
Veterans Advisory Service, G. H. 207 (9171-370). 
Visual Instruction Bureau, Extension Bldg. 101, 18th and Red River (23403). 
Y.M.C.A., 2200 Guadalupe (9014). 
Y.W.C.A., 2200 Guadalupe (23590). 
Zoology Research, B. L. 316 (9171-356), 

/ 
